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ABSTRACT
A computer database of detailed information on 23,753
emigrants who sailed from the port of Derry in the northwest of Ireland was constructed, using Customs and ship
passenger records that together spanned the years 18031867, though not continuously.

This information was used

to trace changes in the origins of the emigrants, their age
and sex distribution, their occupational backgrounds, their
destinations, and in how they paid for their fare.
Analysis showed that that the profile of emigration
changed from emigration of mainly young, unattached males
in the early part of the century to family migration during
the Famine years, subsequently changing to emigration of
equal numbers of males and females, mostly as young adults.
Major differences found between the emigrant populations
who sailed for Canada and the United States respectively
were related to the cost of fares and the extent of
assistance to emigrate.

Pre-paid fares were found to be

very significant, especially during the Famine years.
Until the early 1860s the majority of the emigrants were
from the more affluent, fertile areas of the north-west.
Both the pattern of pre-paid fares and the concentration of
the emigrants' origins were closely related to the
migration tradition within the area.

This tradition,

dating back to the eighteenth century, helped create a
migration mentality, promoted subsequent emigration, and
gave rise to the pre-payment of fares by earlier emigrants.
Although the Famine had a major impact on the area, it
was not the instigator of mass migration from the north-

west.

The demise of the linen trade and associated

economic crises were more important in this respect.

The

response to population pressure and economic crises varied
within the region as well as with time.

To my

par'ent~.
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INTRODUCTION
This study concerns emigration from north-west Ireland
to the United states of America and Canada from the
beginning of the nineteenth century to the end of the
1860s.

Although Ulster and some other parts of Ireland

experienced considerable out-movement in the eighteenth
century, large-scale emigration from Ireland began only in
the early nineteenth century.

Well over one million

emigrants left Ireland in the three decades between the
peace settlements of 1815 and the Great Famine of

1847-49.~

The catastrophe of the Great Famine of 1847-49 and the
social revolution which followed gave rise to emigration on
an unprecedented scale, with approximately 2.5 million
people leaving the country in the years 1846-55 and a
further 4 million leaving between then and the First World
War.

Given the sheer scale and drama of the Great Famine

it is not surprising that researchers have focused on the
demographic haemorrhage of that time.

However, this

concentration on the immediate Famine period has diverted
attention from the study of Irish emigration in other
periods.

It has also promoted the treatment of Irish

emigration as a unitary phenomenon, ignoring the regional
and temporal variations within the country.
By treating Ireland as a whole and by focussing almost
entirely on the mid-nineteenth century - what might be
termed a 'snapshot' approach,

~

- the process of Irish

Fitzpatrick, D. (1984) Irish Emigration 1801-1921,
Dundalk, Dundalgen Press, p 3

2

emigration has been obscured. 2

This approach has also

resulted in the application of uni-dimensionalmodels of
explanation, such as that of Malthus.

Here

population is

seen as increasing faster than the means of subsistence,
with surplus workers being forced to leave and with crop
failures determining the timing of their exodus.
picture is one in which the

populat~on

The

multiplied,

subdividing their farms in order to do so, until natural
disaster forced them either to emigrate or to starve.
Lyn Hollen Lees points

As

out~

Accounts of the potato famine, during which
thousands fled from starvation and disease,
confirm these Malthusian and economic determinist
models.

Yet to let the events of an atypical

period serve to explain a population movement
which began several centuries earlier and which
still continues today is to let drama substitute
for the analysis of a historical process.

3

That there was a direct connection between the potato
famine and mass emigration is beyond question but the
extent to which it was a watershed in Irish emigration is
still worthy of investigation.

2

3

Early discussions of these

The difference in approach between thes·e studies and
the use of a data series in the present thesis is akin
to the differences between po·pulation studies based on
the census which captures a society frozen in time and
th~ continuous data of vital registration which more
often reveals the processes at work in a population.
Lees, L.H. (1979) Exiles of Erin, Manchester,
Manchester University Press, P 23

3

events were understandably emotive and, like the accounts
that appeared during the famine itself, were concerned with
assigning blame for the weaknesses which famine exposed and
which had given rise to an unprecedented flight from
starvation and disease.

Later accounts were less emotive

but also concentrated on the reasons for this vulnerability
of Irish society. Among the explanations offered were
population growth, subdivision of land, reliance on the
potato as a subsistence crop, and the general economic and
political climate.

However, such accounts were still

flawed by oversimplification.

Poverty and overpopulation,

causes of emigration, then as now, were so common in
nineteenth century Ireland that detailed analysis seemed
unnecessary.
When one considers that the rate of Irish emigration
was the highest of any nineteenth century European country
it is remarkable just how lacking in detail accounts of it
are.

The literature is small and often qualitative in

approach and what statistical analyses have been undertaken
are largely at an aggregate level.

The coincidence of the

Great Famine with the availability of the first reliable
Irish population censuses from 1841 onwards understandably
focussed attention on the mid-nineteenth century and led
writers to locate the beginnings of mass emigration in that
period.

This reliance on the census figures has meant that

accounts of emigration in the pre-famine period are
virtually devoid of statistical detail.

4

Between 1801 and 1921 some eight million people left
Ireland.

Clearly no one period can be seen as

representative of an entire century.

Moreover, a generic

approach to Irish emigration, although able to draw out
broad trends and patterns, serves to conceal differing
regional experiences and the subtleties of the migration
process.
The present thesis departs from such approaches by
adopting a regional view and a diachronic approach.

The

research focusses on the migration experience of one area,
the north-west of Ireland.

This area experienced

emigration over two centuries, largely through one port,
Londonderry4, and the discovery of extant records of this
traffic made it possible to undertake uniquely quantitative
analyses of emigration before, during, and after the
Famine.

Data proved available for the periods 1803-06,

1830-31, and 1847-67 and these permitted the tracing of the

development of the migration movement over time.

The

continuous and detailed nature of the data used in the
present study also permits an attempt to place Irish
emigration (or, at least, these aspects examined here) into
European and conceptual contexts. In these ways the history
of Irish emigration from Derry to America can be compared
with contemporary trends amongst other ethnic groups something which hitherto has been neglected.

The two

features of the study - its diachronic regional nature and

4 Hereafter both the city and qounty of Londonderry will
be abbreviated to Derry for convenience sake.

5

its evaluation of the relevance to Irish emigration of
European conceptual models - are thus its innovative
elements.
The present work is structured along the following
lines:

Chapter 1 looks briefly at the main issues as they

have been dealt with previously in the literature on Irish
emigration.

Chapter 2 presents some theoretical and

empirical models of emigration as frameworks for subsequent
assessment of the new materials presented in the following
chapters.

In addition, Chapter 2 briefly evaluates

selected studies of nineteenth century European migration
for comparative purposes.

Chapter 3 analyses the

socio-economic and demographic background of the north-west
of Ireland in terms of two of the themes of Chapter 2.
First, I assess the significance of the ecological
conditions prevailing in the sending society.

Second, I

develop the concept of migration tradition as a major
influence shaping the pattern of outmovement.

Chapter 4

describes the major quantitative sources analysed and the
methods developed to synthesize their information for the
present objectives.

Chapter 5 presents the new statistical

results obtained, with emphasis on analyses relevant to
quantifiable issues raised in Chapter 2.

The final chapter

synthesizes the results and evaluates the relevance of the
conceptual models described earlier.

6

CHAPTER 1
IRISH EMIGRATION: AN OVERVIEW
Migration is a complex and multifaceted topic,
deserving an interdisciplinary approach that recognizes the
many causes and consequences of migration - demographic,
economic, political, social and spatial.

Moreover, the

migration experience and tradition can vary immensely even
within quite small areas.

We begin, then, by discussing

how these issues have been dealt with in the literature on
Irish emigration.

This literature is surpriSingly

atheoretical, with little attempt to integrate analysis
with the conceptual models prevalent in studies of other
European migration (Chapter 2).

1.1 Economic Forces and the Growth of Emigration
The first major work to concern itself with the
background to Irish emigration before the Famine was
William Forbes Adams' Ireland and Irish Emigration to the
New World from 1815 to the Famine, published in 1932.
Adams sought to identify the events leading up to the mass
migration of the Famine period, taking as his starting
point 1815 when the Peace of Vienna ended the Napoleonic
Wars and allowed a steadily increasing migration to North
America. Since contemporary population and migration
statistics were unreliable, Adams drew on many sources.
These included early censuses, shipping figures,
parliamentary

~apers

and newspapers.

The sweep and detail

of the book are extensive by any standards and chart the

7

socio-economic conditions, political background and
demographic developments of the country from the 1800s
onwards.

Adams also pays much attention to the growth and

development of the emigrant trade and to the type and
'quality' of the migrant groups.
Although Adams was largely dealing with the national
picture, he was aware of regional differences.

He

recognized that during the previous century and for at
least fifteen years after 1815, emigration had been mainly
from Ulster.

Therefore,he was careful to examine both the

close regional relationship between agriculture, the linen
trade and emigration - a relationship still being
productively explored today - and those features common to
all districts with extensive emigration.

Adams saw the

habit of emigration slowly but irresistibly spreading from
Ulster into the other provinces, as direct contact with
America increased and as economic conditions changed.
Indeed, the main theme of Adams' work outlines what he
views as the metamorphosis of Irish emigration during the
first half of the nineteenth century:
The typical emigrant up to 1830 and perhaps 1835
was a small farmer, often impoverished and ill
versed in his own business, but proud of his
independence and determined to improve upon it in
the new world .... The new emigrant was a labourer,
with no background of self-help beyond the
indifferent cultivation of his potato patch,
hampered by ignorance of land and language .... But

8

he too, unlike many of his successors after the
Famine, was the most vigorous of his kind, and
the road to advancement was open to him.i
For Adams, the main cause of emigration and the major
factor in the change and development of the migrant body
was economic:
The overwhelming influence of economic causes
promoting emigration throws all other influences
into the background 2
and the compelling motive behind the great shift of
population was distress.

Adams saw the flight from the

major distress following the failure of the potato crop in
1845 and 1846 as introducing a new phase of American
immigration. He saw the movement itself as linked to,
though different from, that of the previous thirty years.
other writers, such as MacDonagh, saw the Famine as a
watershed in Irish emigration.

MacDonagh agrees with Adams

that the migration from 1815 onwards accustomed public
opinion to the idea of migration and spread the practice.
However, in his view what happened between 1845 and 1855
was not the pre-Famine exodus writ large but a real change
both in the form of migration and in attitudes to it.
comparing the structure of society ,immediately before and
after the Famine he states:

1

2

Adams, W.F. (1921) Ireland and Irish Emigration to the
New World from 1815 to the Famine, London, Oxford
University Press, pp 238-9
ibid, pp 63-4

9

Two conclusions may be drawn .... The first is the
importance of emigration in cutting the Gordian
knot of overpopulation: the plain fact that more
than two million persons left Ireland permanently
during the decade, 1845 to 1855, speaks for
itself.

The second concerns the nature of the

emigration.

The returns suggest that the Famine

movement swept away a whole section of society
rather than a mere aggregation of individuals; in
fact, that its basic unit was the family.3
MacDonagh regards the Famine as an event which lessened the
peasant1s desperate hold upon his land and home and which
destroyed the psychological barrier to emigration.

He

argues that once these changes had occurred large scale
emigration was bound to playa major part in the entire
Irish social system for many decades.
Certainly the years 1850 to 1900 witnessed remarkable
emigration to the New World, from many other European
countries as well as from Ireland.

To this tide of

humanity Ireland contributed nearly one-sixth but the real
significance of the Irish exodus lay not in its absolute
size but in the proportion of the population of Ireland
involved.

Irish emigration resulted in one migrant for

every five people remaining.

This

figure needs to be

compared to 1:33 in Germany, 1:34 in Norway and 1:42 in
England. 3a
3

This had a dramatic effect on the country's

MacDonagh, O. (1956) 'Irish overseas emigration during
the Famine' in Edwards, D., and Williams, T.D. (eds)
The Great Irish Famine, Dublin, Brown and Nelson, p 328

3a

Commission of Inquiry into Emigration and Other
population Problems (1958), Dtmlin;
(1975), Flight to America.
300,000 Danish Emigrants.

Hvidt, K.,

The Social Background of
New York, Academic Press,

p. 14.

/p. 10 follows

10
population which fell from over eight million in 1846 to
just under 4.5 million by 1901.

It is easy to see how such

a cataclysm has continued to fascinate the historian:

the

literature on Irish emigration in this period is
correspondingly much more voluminous than for any other.

1.2 Socio-economic Determinants of Post-Famine Migration
Schrier's work on emigration to America in the second
half of the nineteenth century could be said to have picked
up the story where Adams left off.

Like Adams, Schrier

adopted a broad approach covering the experience of the
whole country and he drew on a multiplicity of sources
ranging from aggregate statistics to the letters of
emigrants.

Schrier likewise examined not only the migrant

body, but also the socio- economic and political conditions
prevailing in the country and sought to chart the changes
attendant on the dramatic loss of population.

Schrier had

the advantage over Adams of reliable census figures and
drew on these to establish the age composition and sex
ratio of the migrants and to trace changes in land-holdings
and land use.

However, Schrier makes much less use of the

official figures than one would expect and where he does
use them, as in his discussion of the type and origin of
the migrants, he integrates them over long periods.

Thus:

For the most part it was the agricultural
labourers and the sons and daughters of small and
average farmers who left the fields for the more
promising prospects of Irish and 'American cities.
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The greater proportion of them came from the
south and west, from the provinces of Munster and
Connaught.

Six counties alone out of the

thirty-two in Ireland accounted for almost
forty-eight per cent of the total emigration up
to 1900. 4
This is quite a general statement covering a half
century of emigration and fails to allow for the changes in
migration experience over time.

schrier saw forces both

from America and from Ireland behind the migration process
and somewhat warily he used the 'push-pull' model to
illustrate their effects on the flow of migration.
However, Schrier admitted:
Only in periods of crisis can any definite
correlation be found between emigration and the
'push' and 'pull' factors.

s

Models based solely on economic determinants fail to
account for those cultural factors which can facilitate or
impede migration.

Even after the Great Famine not all

Irish men and women were able or ready to emigrate.

Most

present-day writers acknowledge that studies of migration
should consider not only the structural characteristics of
the areas of origin and

destin~tion,

but also the

perceptions and motives of individuals and the means by
which the movement of people takes place.
4

~

Schrier moved in

Schrier, A. (1958) Ireland and the American
Emigration, 1850-1900, Minneapolis, University of
Minnesota Press, p 4
ibid, pp 7-8
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this direction in three ways.

He described how changes in

inheritance patterns affected expectations, he acknowledged
the impact of information from the 'Amerikay Letter', and
he recognized that the establishment of chain migration and
the 'habit' of migration continued to influence people
after the original economic stimuli disappeared.
Nevertheless a full appreciation of the interplay between
the structural and cultural factors in the migratory
process requires more detailed analysis than Schrier's.
It is tempting to think of a migration of such volume
as that of the post-Famine period as homogeneous in
composition and origin.

The work of Adams, Schrier and

others (all written in the same period) would seem to lend
credence to this view.

However,it would be unfair to

criticize them for minimizing the subtleties of the
experience, for that was not their purpose.

Rather, their

work should be seen as descriptive and holistic, providing
a backdrop against which more detailed, analytical studies
can be set.

1.3

Regional Variation in Migration Experience
The Great Famine occurred just after the first of the

reliable ten-yearly censuses in

Ir~land.

Researchers have

therefore been able to draw on these statistics to compare
the country before and after the Famine and to trace the
effects of continued out-migration on the country.

In

particular, these census statistics were extensively
exploited by S.H. Cousens to examine regional variations
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and consequential population changes during the periods
1821-1841, 1846-1854, 1851-1861, and 1861-1881.
Cousens was dissatisfied with previous treatments of
regional variations in Irish migration.

He considered the

material used by Adams to be unreliable for establishing
the geographical distribution of emigration before the
Famine - namely the returns to the Commissioners inquiring
into the state of the poorer classes in 1835. 6

Instead,

Cousens turned to the census returns of 1821 and 1841 and
found a marked regional variation in population change over
the 20 years.

Yet internal migration within the country

appeared to have had little effect on these population
changes except for counties near Dublin.

On the other

hand, far from being uniform emigration was found to be
markedly local, with movement from Ulster and the
neighbouring counties in the provinces of Connaught and
Leinster predominating.

Such a localization was very

different from what might have been expected, for in no way
did it reflect the worst in agrarian conditions or the
greatest pressure of population.

Indeed, very few migrants

were found to have come from the remoter western areas
where population density was at its greatest.

Cousens

attributed the fact that the heaviest migration came from
ulster to a marked loss of income consequent Upon the
contraction and collapse of the linen industry.

6

British Parliamentary Papers (1835) First Report from
His Majesty's Commissioners for Inquiring into the
Condition of the Poorer Classes in Ireland, Vol. XXXI
A further report was published in 1836.
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Similarly the 1851 census revealed a marked regional
pattern of emigration during the Famine period.

Again,

there was little or no internal migration - the rush to the
towns before and during the immediate crisis was
short-lived and insignificant.

Even in these times of

distress there was a paucity of emigration from the poorest
and agriculturally worst areas of the west.

There the

residents were caught in a poverty trap: between 50 and 70
per cent of the population were officially classified as
paupers. Cousens states:
poverty of such proportions meant that virtually
a half or even three quarters of the population
were not in a position to leave.

The inability

to go, because of lack of means, was cause for
comment right through the Famine; and clearly a
pauper population could not pay the average fare
of 50 to 60 shillings to go to canada and not
less than 70 shillings to the USA.

There were

instances of relatives in the New World sending
sailing tickets from Liverpool to America to
those who were without the means even to get to
the port of embarkation.?
He found further evidence in changes in patterns of
landholdings of the inability of such people to emigrate.
A combination of eviction, emigration and death had

7

Cousens, S.H. (1960) 'The Regional Pattern of
Emigration During the Great Irish Famine, 1846-51',
Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers,
No.28, p 128
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resulted in a reduction in the smallest holdings (1-5
acres) throughout most of Ireland.

(Schrier used such

figures at an aggregate level to demonstrate the changes in
the social structure of the country consequent on the
Famine.)

In the poorest areas of the west, however, the

decline in the number of holdings of 5-15 acres was
frequently greater than among those of 1-5 acres.

In other

words it was not those with the smallest and poorest farms
who left but those with a little more capital.

Loss of

population during the Famine was least in the north and the
west and Cousens concluded that in the north the incentive
to go was largely lacking whilst in the west disabling
pauperism kept down movement.

Improvements in the economic

conditions of labourers after the Famine helped the
mobility of this second class, but emigration nevertheless
remained lowest in the west.

Indeed, in some of these

areas population actually increased between 1851 and 1861,
the inhabitants turning to the uncultivated waste lands to
support themselves.
Thus Cousens attributed the big loss of population
from the poorer districts of Ireland during the Famine to
high mortality rather than emigration.

Even later on in

the nineteenth century despite acute population pressures
the poverty of western Ireland was seen to restrict
emigration.

By then Ireland was entering a distinct phase

in her demographic history, as family limitation through
celibacy and late marriage gradually extended westward.
For a while, though, the poorer areas· of the west
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experienced an increasing pressure of population on
resources.

1.4 A Demographic Approach
This new phase of Irish demographic history, in which
the country displayed the latest age of marriage, the
highest rate of permanent celibacy, and the highest
fertility of any west European country, has been explored
by Robert Kennedy.s

His work returns to a national

approach to the study of Irish demography and deals with
the complex interplay of living standards, mortality,
celibacy, fertility and emigration.

Kennedy rejects the

'flight from famine' theory as an adequate explanation of
Irish emigration.

Instead, he traces the beginnings of

mass migration back to the 1830s, stating
The population of Ireland declined between 1841
and 1851 not because, as is commonly assumed,
mass migration began at that time, but simply
because emigration became greater than natural
increase.
Kennedy also considers the question of ability to emigrate.
He argues that the great emigration to the United States of
lat~

the

1840s and early 18505 would not have been possible

without the pre-paid passages provided by persons who had
already emigrated.

Indeed, he estimates that 'American'

money paid for at least three quarters of all Irish
a

Kennedy, R.E. Jr. (1975) The Irish: Emigration,
Marriage and Fertility, Berkeley, University of
california Press, p 207
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emigration to the United states between 1848 and 1900, and
that the mass emigration of Irish catholics would not have
been possible without this help.

Chapter 5 of the present

thesis looks closely at the role of such pre-paid passages.

1.5 The Need for a New Approach
Some forty years after the publication of Adams' work,
then, the debate still continues about the beginnings of
mass emigration, the causes of emigration, the factors
determining the decision to go or stay, the composition of
the migrant body, and the effects of the Famine.

One of

the major problems facing researchers is that the aggregate
statistics of the census reports can be analyzed only so
far.

Additionally there is little statistical detail on

the pre-Famine period.

Some 'missing' information on

family size, occupational skills and religious background
can be found from studies of migrant groups in the
receiving society at various locations in North American.
But attempts to impute features of a large migrant body
from such studies are fraught with difficulty, not least
the fact that most of the information about the Irish
abroad relates only to the post-Famine era.

If the

dynamics of Irish emigration and the effects on the
residual population were to be fully understood, therefore,
new sources and/or methods need to be explored.
The work of 6'Grada on the shipping manifests of the
United states of America is such an approach.

O'Grada used

these records to establish a demographic and economic
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profile of Irish migrants in the nineteenth century and his
results reveal major differences between the demographic
characteristics of those emigrating early in the nineteenth
century and those who left later.

First, proportionately

more children and adults over 35 years of age were amongst
those emigrating before 1845.

Second, the family groups

involved were on average smaller than in the population at
large.

Overall, more men than women travelled and

unaccompanied women were rather few and notably younger
(many being only in their late teens) than the
unaccompanied males.

The early preponderance of

unaccompanied males decreased over time, from a 9:1
male:female ratio in 1803-06 to 4:1 in 1819-20 and 3:1 in
the 1820s and 1830s.

The occupational data on the

emigrants show a relative increase over time in the number
of labourers and a decrease in the number of artisans and
textile workers, a finding which accords with Adams' claim
of a lowering of the socio-economic status of the emigrants
after 1835. 9
The information from the American ship manifests has
also been subjected to a detailed econometric analysis by
Mokyr and O'Grada and, more fully, by Mokyr in his
quantitative and analytical history of the pre-Famine Irish

9

O'Grada, C. (1986) 'Across the Briny Ocean: Some
Thoughts on Irish Emigration to America, 1800-50'
in Glazier, I., and De Rosa, L. (eds), Migration
across Time and Nations, New York, Holmes and
Meier, p. 86.
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economy. 10

O'Grada and Mokyr used these data in

conjunction with economic and demographic data to cast new
light on the old questions, particularly on an early Poor
Law Commission conclusion 11 that Irish poverty could be
eliminated by helping the poor to emigrate.

They found no

evidence that the country had a labour-surplus economy,
thus calling into question the basis of the Commission's
recommendation.

The second major question which Mokyr and

...

O'Grada addressed was that of the nature or 'quality' of
the emigrant stream - whether it represented an ebbing of
the country's life blood (the most industrious and
entrepreneurial) and whether this had a detrimental effect
on Irish society.

They examined the notion that the loss

of young people of prime working age represented a loss to
the country which had educated and trained them but which
had gained no labour return.
Drawing on the information on occupation contained in
the manifests and using the presence of 'age-heaping' as an
indication of literacy levels, Q'Grada and Mokyr concluded
that the quality of the emigrant flow was not of decisive
magnitude.

They argue that the flood of emigrants,

particularly in the immediate Famine period, was responding
10

Mokyr, J. (1983) Why Ireland starved: A Quantitative
and Analytical History of the Irish EconomY,1800-18S0,
London, Allen & Unwin.
"""
".
. and
Mokyr, J., and O'Grada,
C. (1982) "Em1grat10n
Poverty in Pre-Famine Ireland', Explorations in
Economic History, vol.19, no.4, pp 360-84

11

British Parliamentary papers (1836) Reports of the
Commission of Inquiry into the Condition of the Poorer
Classes in Ireland, Vols. XXX-XXXIV
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almost exclusively to 'push' factors and was thus of a
comparatively low socio-economic quality.

They do admit,

however, that the manifest information may be a poor filter
of qualities such as drive and ambition - qualities
particularly necessary in the early decades of the century
when emigration was a costly and risky business.

Their

evidence also shows that the proportion of labourers and
servants in the emigrant population rose over time,
indicating a reduction in the quality of flow.
Quantitative sources such as the passenger manifests
offer more accurate information on those who sailed to
American ports than is available from other sources.

Where

such records are available over a long time period, it
becomes possible to study the temporal changes in migration
- and Mokyr provide a broad
with some precision. ,O'Grada
brush picture of such changes at a national level.

What is

missing from previous work in Irish migration are detailed
regional studies of how the origins and characteristics of
the migrants and their migration behaviour
response to their changing environment.

altered in

In the following

chapters I attempt to fill this gap, beginning with a
review of the theoretical and conceptual models available.
They provide information on the age, sex and family
composition of the emigrants as well as details of
mortality on board ship and the seasonality of the passage.
When linked to similar information from within Ireland,an
even more detailed profile of the emigrants can be built
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up.

Such an approach is the one adopted in this work in

relation to one particular area of Ireland.

1.6 Summary
Much of the early work on Irish emigration suffered
from a holistic viewpoint - an approach that neither
accounted adequately for regional differences in migration
experience nor explained the temporal changes in the volume
of migration.

Much of this earlier work also suffered from

being locked in unidimensional models of explanation, such
as the Malthusian model.

Virtually none of the work made

any attempt to compare the history of Irish emigration to
America with that of other ethnic groups emigrating at the
time.

The research on which this thesis is based attempts

to address these problems.
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CHAPTER 2
CONCEPTS AND THEMES IN INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION
2.1 Introduction
A major feature of European but not of Irish migration
studies has been the development of conceptual models of
emigration.

The inter-disciplinary study of migration has

involved model building to a greater extent than almost any
other subject in the social sciences except economics.

As

early as 1885 E.G. Ravenstein presented a series of laws to
the Royal Statistical Society which attempted to show
regularities in the scale and direction of migration.

His

study, based on published census statistics, attempted to
explain migration movements in relation to opportunities
and constraints. 1

Since the publication of Ravenstein's

classic work many studies have tried to modify his
generalizations and later researchers have elaborated his
results into a variety of models.

The earliest of these

were macro-analytical and focused on the comparative
attractions of the areas of origin and destination.

More

recent models have been micro-analytical, focusing on the
perceptions and behaviour of migrants.

Ideally a

combination of the two is desirable but has proved elusive.
Some work on the testing and developing of models has
been done on the historical data of international
migration. However, two main problems can be identified
here.

1

The first is that models developed in the context of

Ravenstein, E.G. (1865) 'The laws of migration'
Journal of the Statistical Society, vol.48, pp 167-227
I
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internal migration cannot validly be applied to
international migration without due regard to the
differences in the scales of the data.

Historical models

are based on gross migration data (these being the only
statistics available) but models of modern internal
migration are based on net migration data.

The

implications of this difference are'rarely discussed. 2
second problem is a corollary of the first.

The

The basis of

the models of mass migration in an unsatisfactory level of
data aggregation has led in many instances to a return to
the early, simplistic models such as that of 'push-pull'.
Consequently there was no real development in the nature of
the models.
In the present chapter a number of models are
critically examined for their explanatory power and
potential relevance to the empirical data reported here.
For the purposes of evaluation these models have been
grouped under four headings according to the aspects of
migration they seek to explain.

These are:

1) the forces motivating migration
2) processes and patterns of migration
3) selectivity of migration, and
4) behavioural aspects
These are discussed in individual sections below.

~

Erickson, C. (1980) 'Explanatory models in
immigration and migration research' in
Semingsen, I., & Seyersten, P., scandoAmericana Papers on Scandinavi~, oslo,
American Institute, University of Oslo, p 13
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The second approach developed in the present chapter
is that of comparative review of transatlantic emigration
from various European nations.

Hany countries experienced

emigration during the nineteenth century but where some,
including Britain and Ireland, sent emigrants to the New
World throughout the course of the century others, such as
Denmark and Sweden, did so only in the latter half of the
century.

The best documented histories of such emigration

come from those countries with comprehensive and continuous
records, particularly Scandinavia and the Netherlands.
Almost all of these histories have focussed on five central
themes, namely:
1) pre-migration conditions within the sending country
2) the tradition of emigration within the sending country
3) the demographic and socio-economic composition of the
migrant body
4) the form of migration - families, groups or
individuals
5) contact across the Atlantic - letters and remittances,
and each is reviewed below.

Although emigration from some

of these countries continued well into the twentieth
century I have concentrated on the nineteenth century so as
best to allow comparison with the Irish study period.

2.2 The Forces Motivating Migration
Research on international emigration in the past has
been concerned with identifying the causes of migration
from the sending society (in most cases a European country)
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to the receiving society (mainly the United States or
Canada).

This work has concentrated on identifying

demographic, economic or political pressures within the
European country and on new opportunities for employment as
well as political and religious freedom in America.
Many writers have been attracted by the simplicity of
a 'push-pull' model explaining migration in terms of the
relative attractiveness of different locations .. In 1938,
Heberle 3 argued that a series of forces encouraged an
individual to forsake one place and attracted him to
another.

Later, Bogue classified these as 'push' and

'pull' factors respectively.

The 'push' factors include

the decline or exhaustion of a national resource; loss of
employment; oppressive treatment on religious, ethnic or
political grounds; alienation from a community; lack of
opportunities for personal development; and the effects of
natural disasters.

Amongst the 'pull' factors are new

opportunities for employment or education; income increase;
better living conditions; dependency - either migration at
marriage or the movement of dependents with a relative; and
the lure of new or different activities - cultural,
intellectual or recreational. 4
These 'push-pull' forces can be regarded as falling
into two broad categories: (1) those relating to changes in
Heberle, R. (1938) 'The causes of rural-urban
migration: a survey of German theories', American
Journal of Sociology, Vol. 42, pp 932-50

3

4

Bogue, D.J. (1969) The Principles of Demography,
London, John Wiley, pp 753-4
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the environment, and (2) those relating to changes in the
motives of the individual.

This has called for

simultaneous analysis at two levels - the macro, concerned
with society in the aggregate, and the micro, concerned
with the individual.

More often than not, however, studies

have fallen into just one of these categories.

For

example, analysis of international emigration has been
largely at the level of the aggregate.
also exist with the push-pull model.

Two other problems
First, it is often

difficult to establish where the 'push' ends and the 'pull'
begins.

Second, the model creates a 'snap-shot' view of

migration as a once-only phenomenon rather than as a
continuing process.
One of the most important forces motivating emigration
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was pressure on
resources.

Internal migration to the developing cities in

Europe has been attributed to the lack of economic
opportunities in agricultural areas for large, landless
populations. e

Similarly, international migration to

America and other foreign countries was strongly influenced
by the resource limitations and pronounced growth in
population which most European countries experienced after
1750.

Resource pressures of this type are a key component

of the demographic transition model. 6
e

This model assumes

Friedlander, D. (1969) 'Demographic responses and
population change', Demography, vol. 6 No.4., pp 35981

6

Davis, K. (1945) 'The world demographic transition',
Annals of the American Academy'of Political and Social
Science, Vol.237, pp 1-11
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that every community sooner or later passes from a premodern near-equilibrium of population, in which high levels
of mortality cancel out high levels of fertility, to a
modern near-equilibrium, in which low fertility almost
matches low mortality.

The model further assumes that

attaining certain thresholds of socio-economic development
reduces death rates faster than birth rates and that the
lag in the decline in births relative to deaths is great
enough to ensure a substantial growth in numbers during the
transitional phase.

Increased mobility, either through

internal or international migration, is therefore an
important means of redistributing population and relieving
the pressure of numbers on communities.

The close link

between the onset of mobility and the demographic
transition has led some writers to integrate the two as the
'vital transition' - one which takes into account not only
births and deaths but also other population events and
characteristics. 7
This is best represented by Friedlander's demographic
model. s

His argument is that the timing and rate of

decline in fertility, especially among the rural
populations of developing societies, are inversely
correlated with opportunities for, internal and external
migration.

For example, the pattern of the demographic

transition in Britain differed from that in Sweden.
7

Zelinsky, W. (1971) 'The hypothesis of the mobility
transition', Geographical Review, Vol.6, no.4, pp 21949

a

In the

Friedlander, D. (1965) op. cit., pp 367-71.
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former the cities were growing as a result of
industrialization just as the rural population was facing a
Malthusian threat, thus providing opportunities for the
excess rural labour force.

In Sweden, however, population

pressure in the rural areas was severe before the tempo of
industrialization quickened.

This pressure was partly

relieved by overseas migration but mainly through a
reduction in rural birth rates.
Friedlander's model convincingly demonstrates the
complex interplay of variables that determines a society's
response to population pressure. It also explains the
different time scales and rates of emigration from Europe
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Figure 2.1
shows how Friedlander's model allows the development of new
resources in a community e.g. through agricultural
intensification (route A in Figure 2.1) or diversification
(route B), to reduce population pressure and therefore the
pressure for emigration.

g

With inelastic resources,

however, these routes are not available and out-migration,
fertility reduction, and mortality are the only possible
responses.
While most demographic models tend to concentrate on
the 'push' factors, economists have long debated whether
'push' or 'pull' factors have been the more decisive for
determining the onset of migration.

This has proved to be

a popular research field since Jerome's study of the
e

Grigg, D.S. (1980) 'Migration and overpopulation' in
White, W., & Woods, R. (eds), The Geographical Impact
of Migration, London, Longman, p 64
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correlation between business cycles and overseas
migration. 10

Jerome attempted to put a more precise

formulation on the theory of 'push' and 'pull' in
international migrations. He gave a detailed description of
the relationship between the two forces and compared the
strong fluctuations in the flow of emigrants from year to
year with the business fluctuations.in Europe and America.
The oscillations in emigration in fact corresponded much
more closely with the fluctuations in the trend of the
American market than in that of the European market.

The

volume of emigration was therefore governed primarily by
economic conditions in the United states i.e. the 'pull'
was stronger than the 'push'.
Jerome's theory was supported by Dorothy Swaine
Thomas's work on Swedish

migration.~1

However, Thomas

distinguished between rural and urban emigration and
between the economic cycles of the corresponding groups and
pOinted out that an industrial boom in Sweden and the
consequent migration to the cities might contribute to the
lessening of emigration.
The work of Jerome and Thomas clarified the causeeffect relationships of the push-pull model and stimulated
much subsequent research.

10

11

The most influential has been

Jerome, H. (1929) Migration and the Business Cycle
New York, National Bureau of Economic Research.
Thomas, D.S. (1941) Social and Economic Aspects of
swedish Population Movements 1750-1933, New York.

I
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that of Brinley Thomas. 12

Thomas developed Schumpeter's

idea that capitalism, in both the economic and sociological
sense, is essentially one process with the whole earth as
its stage. 1 3

Thomas regarded the differential timing and

fluctuations of American and British economic growth as
indicating a close connection between the two economies.
He claimed that the two were so closely integrated by the
mid-1800s that they effectively constituted an Atlantic
economy.

The most important factors in this were

migration, mobile capital, industrialization, and
urbanization.

Of these the most decisive factor was the

direction of British investment which changed with
opportunities for profit.

The considerable immigration

into America prior to the Civil War stimulated a growth in
building and railroad construction.

British investors

sought a share in this growth, largely to the neglect of
their domestic industries.

This 'see-saw' interplay

between the two countries was to repeat itself throughout
the remainder of the century.

The corollary of these

economic trends was the movement of people.

When capital

went to America the resulting boom stimulated European
migration.

correspondingly, when British investments

stopped, immigration decreased.

However, according to

Thomas, this too had implications for internal migration in
12

~3

Thomas, B. (1954) Migration and Economic Growth: A
study of Great Britain and the Atlantic Economy,
Cambridge, cambridge university Press.
Schumpeter, J.A. (1939) Business cycles - A
Theoretical, Historical and statistical AnalYSis of
the Capitalist Process, Vols. 1 & 2, New York, p 135
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Britain.

If investments were shifted from America to

domestic construction, then likewise the migration flow was
shifted into internal rural- urban migration.

This is

probably one of the most interesting of Thomas's findings
and holds up best in Europe.
In his original version of the interaction model
Thomas assumed that internal and external migration were
inversely correlated both in countries of immigration and
in countries of emigration.

However, his assumptions

proved to be wrong in relation to the U.S.A. where internal
in-migration turned out to be synchronized with
immigration. 14

The model has also been criticized for

constantly equating the centre of investment with Britain
and failing to discuss the role of other European
cOuntries. 15
One work which has examined the relationship of the
American economy to that of another European country is
that of Thorvald Moe.

Moe's model of mass migration from

Norway during the period of 1873-1914 16 implies that the
inclination to migrate is, in the long term, a function of
expected differences in income between the delivering and
14

1S

16

Eldridge, H.T. & Thomas, D.S. (1964) Population
Redistribution and Economic Growth: United States
1870-1950. Vol. III: Demographic Analyses and
Interrelations, Philadelphia, p 224
Akerman, S. (1976) 'Theories and methods of migration
research ' in Runblom, H. & Norman, H. (eds), From
Sweden to America - A History of the Migration;-Minneapolis, university of Minnesota Press, p 59·
Moe, T. (1977) Demographic Developments and Economic
Growth 1n Norway, 1740-1940, New York, Arno Press.
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the receiving society.

A supply of young potential

migrants is also important.

The regional imbalance is

temporarily adjusted by means of the short-term costs of
migration.

For his study he defined the permanent income

gap as the difference between the gross national product of
Norway and the U.S.A.

Although Moels model is essentially

an econometric one he included a number of demographic and
social factors in his analysis.

Interestingly, his

conclusion is that the long-term fluctuations of Norwegian
emigration were influenced by an interplay of the variables
considered rather than by anyone economic or demographic
factor.

Hoels model appears to offer a good explanation of

the labour migration from Norway to the U.S.A from 1873 to
1914.

However, there is always a problem with econometric

models of this type in quantifying psychological concepts
such as a perception of an income gap.

Moe does at least

recognize the role of these behavioural variables and he
attempts to take account of them, something which other
economic models have failed to do.

2.3 The Pattern and Process of Migration
Growth models involving developmental phases have been
used to systematize the links between migration and social
and economic change.

One such model is that of Akerman who

identifies four phases in the development of mass migration
from Sweden to

~7

America.~7

These are 1) an introductory

Akerman, S. (1976) op. cit., pp 25-38
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phase, 2) a growth phase, 3) a saturation phase and, 4) a
regression phase.
The initial growth phase of the model develops over a
relatively long period during which either external factors
or structural features in the population at risk can
accelerate or delay the growth.

In this initial phase

select groups, often located in major cities (especially
ports) can play significant roles as opinion makers. The
rural areas also can have their own opinion makers and
information channels.

The growth phase in the model is

represented by a marked upswing in emigration.

Where

previously emigration took the form of scattered groups,
often led by an individual, this second phase witnesses a
stream of emigrants selectively composed of individuals of
above average social status from cities and from rural
areas in contact with cities.

It is also characterized by

a dominance of men and of people travelling in groups.
The saturation phase is characterized by mass movement
which matches internal population turnover.

The dominant

features of this phase are a lowering of the average age of
the migrants, a balancing of the sex ratio, and a reduction
in the numbers of families and large groups travelling.

It

is also less selective in terms of occupational and
personal characteristics and is drawn from a larger
geographical area.

The regression phase, in common with

the initial phase, is influenced by external factors.
the economic gap between the sending and receiving
societies decreases, the increase in' transport and

If
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information channels associated with migration then favour
labour market mobility.

Both the proportion of males and

the average age of the migrants decrease and female
emigration changes from being part of family migration to
being a labour migration. Geographically, the regression
phase sees a contraction of source regions to the central,
traditional emigration districts. 18

Akerman outlines how

the dynamics of emigration can be manifested in temporal,
spatial and numeric form.
When tested against the empirical data of Nordic
emigration, Akerman's model had good predictability.
However, he found that further consideration needed to be
given to the role played by transport systems and principal
information channels within and between regions of a
country.

Akerman also concluded that the regions within a

country can be out of phase in their stages of growth.
Both findings emphasize the need for care in interpreting
aggregate emigration statistics.
These results demonstrate the importance of studying
emigration in conjunction with other types of population
mobility.

The varying patterns of internal, international

and overseas migration within a region reveal that
societies satisfy their migrational needs in different ways
at different times.

How these needs are perceived, and who

is affected by them, depends not only on the forces
operating on a society but also on the phase of the
migration process reached at the time.
18

Akerman, S. (1976), ibid., pp 27-32

This, as Akerman's
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model demonstrates, can in turn affect the selectivity of
migration.

2.4 Selectivity in migration
-Migration by its very nature is selective and migrants
are neither a random sample of the population at origin nor
of the population at destination.

Since the age, sex, and

social and occupational characteristics of migrants affect
th~

societies they leave and enter, it is important to

understand the selectivity of the migration process.

At a simple level selectivity of migration is
influenced by (1) environmental forces in the areas of
origin and destination, and (2) the different responses of
people to those forces.

Environmental factors are

externally determined and can operate in the receiving
SOCiety as well as in the sending society.

Thus the

demands of an industrial labour market in the receiving
society for certain skills and occupations creates
migration opportunities only for people with these skills.
Similarly, in the sending society factors such as famine,
drought, disease, likely employment opportunities, and
inheritance customs may promote migration by certain groups
and inhibit it for others."

The response of individuals to

these may depend on such things as the stage they have
reached in their life; the strength of their bonds to the
community; their ability to meet transportation costs; and

37
their perception and knowledge of conditions at their
potential destination.
The manner in which these variables operate affects
the form and selectivity of the migration.

In the

migration literature migrants who respond primarily to plus
factors at the area of destination are often termed
'positively selected', whilst those·who respond primarily
to minus factors at the area of origin are termed
'negatively selected'

.~9

However, if the minus factors

affect the entire population, as with famine, selection may
not operate at all.

The ability to employ these terms,

therefore, depends largely on whether the researcher can
distinguish between the 'push' or the 'pull' of the various
forces.

Examination of migration selectivity has often

been linked to the 'push-pull' model.
This can be seen most clearly in the work of Everett
Lee.

20

He attempted to develop a model which could cope

both with different types of mobility and with the role of
individual factors.

Lee saw four types of influence on the

decision to migrate.

These are 1) factors associated with

the area of origin 2) factors associated with the area of
destination 3) intervening obstacles, and 4) personal
factors.
Lee points out that it is not so much the actual
factors at origin or destination as their perception by
~g

20

Lee, E. (1969) 'A theory of migration', Demography,
Vol 3, pp 47-57
Lee,E. (1969) ibid.
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people that may result in migration.

People react

differently to the same set of external stimuli, to the
extent that some perceive a benefit to moving where others
do not.

(They also have different abilities to overcome

intervening obstacles.)

In addition, different forces can

operate on a population at different times and can lead to
changes in the nature of selectivity.

Hence migrational

differentials change over time and within different
contexts.
Host of the many selectivity studies deal with what
might be termed structural variables, e.g., age, sex,
occupation and civil status.

The personal characteristics

of the migrants e.g., education, skill, income, have not
been studied to anything like the same extent, probably due
to the shortage of relevant source material.

Yet this has

not stopped the generation of hypotheses or assumptions
about such selectivity.

For instance, Bogue states

'migration stimulated by economic growth, technological
improvements etc., attracts the better educated, while
areas tending to stagnation lose their better educated and
skilled persons first'

.21

The nature of occupational recording in nineteenth
century migration statistics was often poor.

The degree of

confidence in the data can vary with the volume and timing
of the migration, with whether they emanate from the
sending or receiving society, and whether two such sources

21

Bogue, (1969) The Principles of Demography, London,
John Wiley, P 795
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can be linked. From such occupational data the level of
skill of the migrants can sometimes be established.

Data

on the educational level of the migrants are very scarce,
even in the Dutch and Scandinavian records that are
otherwise rich in information.

It is only at the micro-

level that such information can be used with confidence.
One such study is that of Soderberg's on migration in
the nineteenth century from the agrarian parish of Alfta in
the Norrland region of Sweden.22

soderberg was able to use

the marks in reading and comprehension in Church
examinations registers for 1846-50 and 1866-95 as the basis
of his investigation. Such a level of information is rarely
available, especially in aggregate emigration statistics.
Some attempt could be made to judge the level of literacy
of the"migrants from a country by the number of letters
sent home and to compare this with the literacy rate of the
resident population but this would be both crude and
difficult.

'Age-heaping' in records such as the American

ship manifests has been used as an indication of literacy
but it is a surrogate measure at best. Nor is literacy by
itself always a good indicator of the human capital
embodied in the migrants. Variables such as Skill,
experience, and training in trades and crafts were the
primary forms in which human capital was manifest.
occupational data therefore continue to offer the best

22

Soderberg, K. (1977), 'personal characteristics and
selective emigration', American Studies in
Scandinavia, Vol.9, pp 127-53
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approximate measure of human capital in international
migration statistics.
Anti-emigration pamphlets in European countries
experiencing mass emigration frequently complained that
emigration was sweeping away the resourceful, the
energetic, the ambitious, and the most skillful of the
population.

However, assessment of. the occupational

profile, let alone these other qualities, of a migrant
population is often difficult.

As mentioned earlier,

considerable care has to be taken with occupational data,
especially when they relate to new arrivals jOining the
receiving society.

In the United states, for example, ship

manifests often record generalized occupational categories
during periods of mass migration.

Record linkage between

documents from the sending and the receiving societies is
therefore preferable, although not all countries recorded
emigration data.

False occupations may also be recorded on

occasion, as during the Napoleonic war in Britain when the
emigration of skilled artisans was forbidden.

Data from

that period, therefore, have to be treated with
considerable caution. 23

However, provided such limitations

are recognized, occupational information can provide
considerable insights both as to selectivity of migration
and on the forces operating within the sending and
receiving societies.

23

Herschberg, T. & Dockhorn, R. (1976) 'Occupational
Classification', Historical Methods Newsletter
(Special Issue: The Philadelphia Social History
Project), Vol. 9, Nos. 2 & 3, p 59
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2.5 Behavioural Aspects of Migration
Emigration in the nineteenth century involved risk and
considerable physical and emotional effort.

For many it

probably meant postponement of consumption in the immediate
future for the sake of higher earnings and a better life
(possibly even to be enjoyed only by a future generation)
in the longer term.

Despite the hardships involved in

doing so, millions of people made the break from their own
country in order to settle in another.

Yet in many

countries large segments of the population did not
emigrate, despite being aware of the migration alternative.
It is clear from a number of studies that rapid growth of
mass emigration ultimately reflected an extensive readiness
to migrate.

Indeed, Dutch studies show that the

inclination to migrate frequently exceeded the level of
actual movement. 24

A Swedish study based on the

correspondence of an emigrant agent in the late nineteenth
century shows that only about 25 per cent of those who
seriously weighed the prospect of emigration actually
pursued their

plans.2~

In the migration literature little attention is given
to those who decided against migrating.

Even contemporary

studies of migration are forced to concentrate on those who
actually made the decision to migrate.
24

Furthermore,

Ellemers, J.E. (1964) 'The determinants of emigration.
An analysiS of Dutch studies in Migration'
Sociologica Neerlandica, Vol.2,. No.1, pp 41-52
I

2~

Akerman, S. (1976) op. cit., p 44
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migrants questioned about the decisions behind their
migration may offer post-event explanations and
rationalisations.

As a result, attempts to explain

migration in behavioural rather than in ecological terms
are fraught with difficulties - all the more so when
dealing with the past.

Yet it is frequently observed that

ecological factors alone are inadequate to explain
migra~ion

differences between communities.

This has

recently been well recognized by Miller in an innovative
treatment of perceptual influences on Irish emigration. 26
Substantive discussion of his ideas requires material
presented in later chapters and is therefore deferred to
Chapter 6.

2.6 Pre-migration Conditions within the Sending Societies
The specific conditions which gave rise to large-scale
emigration in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands and
Britain have received much attention. 27
26

27
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general comparisons and contrasts in those conditions are
highlighted.
A feature common to many European countries in the

nineteenth century was rapidly increasing population.

A

reduction in death rates without an immediate and
compensating reduction in birth rates led to a rise in
natural increase.

In many areas in. Ireland, Norway, Sweden

and the Netherlands this brought the rural population to
the margin of subsistence.

The pressure on resources was

exacerbated by two factors.

First, the increase came at a

time when labour-saving devices were cutting the demand for
farm labourers.

Second, the pace of industrialization and

urbanisation in most countries lagged behind the upward
trend in population.

Hence, there were few or no outlets

for the 'surplus' rural population.

The result was a

latent propensity to emigrate which was often, though by no
means always, translated into actual emigration.
Frequently a crisis or series of crises was needed to
bring about that translation.

Examples of such powerful

'push' forces are the failure of the potato crops in
Ireland and the Netherlands, the agrarian crisis and
economic depression of the mid-sixties in Norway, and the
'misery years' of
Finland and Sweden.

1868-1870

when crop failures hit

In all these cases the years of crises

were quickly followed by upswings in emigration.

Erickson, C. (1976) Emigration.from Europe 1815-1914,
London, A&C Black.
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population pressure in itself did not always result in
mass emigration.

The rate of increase of the Dutch

population was high throughout the nineteenth century.

In

1870 the rate was greater than that of any other country in

north-west Europe.

However, the Dutch emigration rate was

low throughout the nineteenth and into the twentieth
century.28

Although emigration was, affected by economic

crises one of the most notable periods of mass migration
was during the period 1846 to 1850.

In these years

thousands of members of the persecuted Dutch Reformed
Church (called Separatists) emigrated to America.

29

Dissenters, either religious or political, were often at
the forefront of a country's movement overseas.

The

emigrant stream to the united States from Norway and
Sweden, as well as the early movement from

Ireland and

England, contained a disproportionate number of religious
dissenters. 3o
Although the social conditions prevalent in Denmark
during the nineteenth century were similar to those in its
Scandinavian neighbours the rate of emigration was lower.
Hvidt argues that the reason for this was that Denmark's
rural population had an alternative to emigration in
28 Thistlewaite, F. (1960) 'Migration from Europe
overseas in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries'
Extrait des Rapports du XI Congres International de~
Sciences Historiques, Stockholm, p 54
29
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Swierenga, R. (1983) 'Occupational change among
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the nineteenth century'. Paper presented to Cukanzus
conference, Oxford, p 6
Thistlewaite, F. (1960) op. cit., p 55
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internal migration to middle-sized towns. 31

Denmark is

unusual in this period in that it experienced an emigrant
wave due to war.

Denmark's defeat in the war with Prussia

in 1864 resulted in the loss of the duchies of Schleswig
and Holstein.

The consequent emigration from the Danish

minority of North Schleswig assumed enormous proportions
and was largely channeled through Denmark.
In Britain the pressures of a rising population and
the dislocating effects of the agricultural and industrial
revolutions stimulated emigration.

The numbers of

agricultural labourers were reduced in both the early and
later decades of the nineteenth century.

This was

accentuated by agricultural depression from the 1870s.
Industrialization and urbanisation were more advanced in
Britain than in any other European country.

Hence there

were opportunities for those driven off the land.
Nevertheless, industrial growth could promote emigration.
It created a pool of technical skill which could be
transferred elsewhere if there was sufficient inducement.
Furthermore, industrial growth and prosperity were not
constant.

Regular and recurrent slumps brought about

unemployment and even decline of once thriving areas. 32

31

32
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with other European countries there was considerable
regional variation in emigration experience.
What emerges from these detailed studies is that the
forces behind nineteenth century European emigration were
complex and varied.

Political, religious, social and

economic causes all played a role but, as Erickson points
out, of all the ecological and pers9nal factors, economic
ones probably played a predominant role, especially after
the 1840s.

However, economic factors themselves encompass

a variety of particular situations. 33

Furthermore, it is

always tempting to attribute causation to those factors
which are easily identified and measured.
The exodus from rural areas in the industrializing
countries was varied in that not only farmers and
agricultural labourers but also rural craftsmen whose means
of livelihood were threatened or destroyed left the
countryside.

In the later stages of overseas migration the

movement more often proceeded from the cities than from the
rural areas, for instance in Britain and Scandinavia.

Some

of the poorest and most isolated agricultural areas of
Europe were untouched by migration.

What lay behind the

movement of people within these countries and from them
overseas was a complex interplay of variables.

Emigration

arose in rural societies as a result of changing
agricultural practices, in turn a response to the
increasing commercialization of farming.
points out:
33

Erickson, E. (1976)
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cit., p 15

As Erickson
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Population growth could limit the ability of an
area to seize such opportunities.

Changes in the

size of farms, in methods of farming and in
cropping patterns might make the land capable of
yielding greater output and income, provided some
of the people moved to make the reorganization
possible. 34
Beyond these ecological factors lay behavioural and
attitudinal factors - harder to measure and assess but
nonetheless important.

One such factor is the tradition of

emigration within a society.

2.7 The Tradition of Emigration within the Sending Society
During the nineteenth century in Sweden the influx of
rural migrants into the city in turn affected the
emigration pattern from urban areas.

Carlsson argues that

the presence of a significant migrant population within
certain urban and industrial areas operated in favour of
emigration, especially when that migrant population itself
stemmed from areas with a strong migration:
Areas which established an early tradition of
emigration - perhaps originally as a result of
coincidences - frequently maintained a high
emigration frequency in subs"equent decades as a
consequence of contacts in America. 35
34

35

Erickson, C. (1976) ibid., p 15
Carlsson, S. (1976) 'Chronology and composition of
Swedish emigration to America', in Runblom, H' &
Norman, H. (eds) (1976) op. cit., p 138
I
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For example, in the Smoland region emigration during the
famine years of 1867-1869 was greatest not from those
parishes experiencing the most severe starvation but from
those with the greatest movement of emigrants in earlier
years.
Kero~s

has identified two main conditions which were

necessary for the birth of a migration tradition in
Finland.

The first was some kind of sustained migration

pressure in the areas of origin, and the second was the
offer of good, and nearly free, agricultural farming land
in the areas of destination (North America).

Emigration

from many localities in Finland began when emigrants
departed from one locality under the influence of emigrants
from neighbouring localities:
Emigrants left together with relatives and
friends living in neighbouring villages and
communes.

In this way, emigration spread from

village to village and commune to commune. 37
Districts which had an early start in emigration and
developed an extensive tradition of movement accumulated
contacts and knowledge about conditions in America.
Studies in Sweden have also shown that a tradition of
emigration can arise from the actions of American labour
recruiting agents, one example being the development of a
~s

37

Kero, R. (1977) 'The characters and significance of
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Kero, R. ibid., p 98
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route from the iron industry areas of Sweden to Worcester,
Massachusetts. 3 8

In a mUltivariate analysis of the causes

of emigration from Swedish parishes Norman 39 found that the
role played by emigration tradition was of prime importance
in the 21 parishes that accounted for the highest rate of
emigration.

There can be little doubt that once a

community experienced migration it was likely to be more
favourably disposed towards it whenever conditions at home
were unfavourable.

This is true regardless of whether the

early phase of emigration was caused by the attraction of
conditions in the country of destination, such as the offer
of land or a job, or whether it was due to unfavourable
conditions within the area of origin, such as religious or
political persecution or unemployment.
The importance of an emigration tradition shows that
emigration intensity can be strongly dependent on the way
in which individuals reach their decision to emigrate.
Hence sociological and psychological factors as well as
ecological factors contribute to emigration.

The nature of

these forces behind emigration and their interaction must
necessarily affect who makes the move.

2.8 Composition of the Migrant Body
Earlier I noted that migration is selective and that
the form of selectivity operating in the migration process
38
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can correspond to different phases in the emigration
history of a country.

One of the distinctive features of

nineteenth century European migration is that it consisted
primarily of a voluntary and private movement of
individuals and familics.

40

As legal ties binding rural

workers to the land were removed and as restrictions on the
emigration of skilled artisans were lifted, an increasing
number of people were able to exercize a freedom to move.
In Norway the early phase of migration was
characterized by the movement of religious groups, namely
the Quakers and the followers of Hauge.

The importance of

these groups lay in their psychological impact on
communities, helping to detach ordinary people from the old
society and making them receptive to new ideas and radical
decisions, such as leaving for America.

There were many

large (mainly farming) families among the early emigrants.
They frequently joined in larger neighbourhood or parish
groups, thereby providing a greater sense of security as
they set out on their journey.

As the rural exodus was

joined by that from the cities, the emigration changed
progressively into an emigration of young people rather
than of entire families, with young men predominating.
In its earliest phase Swedish emigration consisted
mainly of individuals.

At this time, 1820-1844, there was

no group emigration comparable to that from Norway as early
as 1825.

During the decade following, the majority of

emigrants were farmers and their families, most of them
40
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well-to-do people.

In the 1860s and 1870s emigration by

large groups still took place but was less dominant than
before.

Most of the emigrants were single men and women,

sons and daughters who lived at home, farm-hands, maid
servants, trade apprentices and blacksmiths.
Age is another variable influencing migration
selectivity.

Hvidt found that almost 40 per cent of the

Danish emigrants during the period 1868-1900 were in their
twenties. 41

Those between 30 and 39 years, who mainly

travelled with infants and small children, comprised only
10 per cent of the total.

Hvidt interprets this as

indicating that people emigrated usually before reaching
marrying age.

Interestingly, Hvidt found that rural

emigrants were younger than the urban. He viewed the higher
average age among urban emigrants as evidence of emigration
by stages whereby a young farmer, perhaps a son who was not
going to inherit his father's property, moved to the town,
married and started a family.

On finding it difficult as

an unskilled worker to provide for his family, he might
think of emigrating to America where he could get a
homestead and return to agrarian life.
Another notable feature of Danish emigration at this
time was the imbalance in the sex ratio.

For the entire

period of Danish emigration (1868-1900), 614 out of every
1000 emigrants were men and 386 women.

This selectivity of

age and sex left an imprint on Danish social structure and
reflects the conditions in the country of origin.
41
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All the Scandinavian countries show two main
movements: a downward trend in the proportion of men toward
the turn of the century, and a dramatic rise during the
boom of 1903-1908.

Denmark and Finland differ from Sweden

and Norway in the height of the male percentage at the
outset of the emigration movement.

Sweden did start with a

predominance of men in its first phase (1820-1844) but not
so Norway, which showed a clear tendency toward family
emigration at an early stage.

These differences between

Sweden and Denmark are explained by Hvidt as being due to
the different rates of industrialization in the two
countries and, hence, different opportunities for internal
migration.

The slower rate of industrialization in Sweden

meant that migrant women were unable to find work in the
towns.

consequently, as early as 1886, women constituted a

majority among the emigrants from towns.
The socio-economic and demographic patterns of Dutch
emigration reveal an emigration of young, lower-middle
class, rural families and single male adults.

Some 80 per

cent came from the rural villages and the countryside and
the occupational structure reflected this rural bias.
10 per cent held white collar positions. 4 2

Only

The average age

of the Dutch arrivals in America was 23 years and adult
males outnumbered females by a ratio of six to four.
Of the English and Welsh emigrants of 1831 analysed by
Erickson some 53 per cent were in the age group 15 to 39.
These ages were slightly over-represented in comparison
42
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with the 1841 census, mainly at the expense of people over
50. People in their forties were fully represented among
the English emigrants.

This is interpreted by Erickson as

indicating that a significant number of the English had
tried to adapt at home and begun their families before they
took the step of permanent settlement overseas. 43

In spite

of the large number of children amongst the British
emigrants and a pronounced tendency to travel in family
groups, men outnumbered women among the adult emigrants
over the age of fifteen.

Of those listed as travelling

from British ports, some 65 per cent of the English and
Welsh were male, compared with 67 per cent of the Scots and
64 per cent of the Irish.
The occupational structure of the British migrants is
rather more difficult to establish with certainty since
Erickson had to use American manifests (rather than data
recorded in the country of origin, as in the other
countries considered so far).

However, with careful

interpretation Erickson concluded that farmers and
labourers were outnumbered by what she classified as preindustrial craft workers whose opportunities for work were
shrinking.

Half the emigrants from England and Wales were

skilled industrial workers, a figure which refutes the
hypothesis that emigration from Britain in this period was
not industrial.
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2.9 Form of Migration - Families, Groups, and Individuals
The decision to emigrate can rarely have been easy to
make and one would imagine that it was more difficult and
serious for a family than for single, independent people.
The cost of tickets was also correspondingly greater for a
family than for an individual and establishing a foothold
in the country of settlement must also have been more
complicated for families.

Hence the distribution of family

emigration in proportion to the emigration of individuals
can indicate the nature of the forces stimulating
emigration. Thus, out-movement might be a manifestation of
a general tendency to migrate (particularly motivating
young people) or it might be a consequence of social stress
sufficiently strong to make families set out in
considerable numbers.
The form of migration has serious consequences for the
volume of migration.

If family migration is predominant

then "the decision to depart affects several people. In
Denmark it was found that some 17,000 heads of families
determined the fate of about 61,000 emigrants.

Hence 11

per cent decided on behalf of 40 per cent of the entire
group of migrants. 44
Of the 3,600 Swedes who arrived in New York between
1841 and 1850 some 68 per cent were family emigrants. This
percentage decreased steadily over the next fifty years
until it was as little as 25 per cent during the first

44
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decades of the

1900s.&~

One important factor in this

change was the drastic decline in the number of children
per emigrant family: by the early twentieth century the
family emigrants consisted mainly of relatively newly-wed
couples without children.
This general pattern was shared by other Scandinavian
countries.

Norway almost paralleled Sweden whilst for

Denmark the transition from family to single emigration
occurred between 1882-1896.

In Finland the percentage of

family emigrants increased until the early 1890s and then
fell dramatically.

These patterns suggest that large-scale

emigration passes through a sequence of phases, with
Denmark in the 1870s at a point corresponding (in terms of
family emigration) to that reached by Sweden in the 1850s
and 1860s.

In the Netherlands, which were never slIDject to

'America Fever' to the same extent, more than threequarters of all emigrants during the period 1840-1870 left
with family members.

Others emigrated in large

neighbourhood or religious groups.

Family emigration was

particularly prominent after the potato crop failure of
1845-1846. 45
British emigration of 1831 was predominantly a
movement of family groups, according to Erickson's analyses
of age groups.

More than three in four of the English and

Welsh migrants travelled with other members of their
45

4&

Carlsson, S. (1976) op. cit., p 131
SWierenga, R. & Saueressig-schreuder, Y. (1983) op.
cit., p 26
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families, a higher percentage than either the Swedes or
Dutch at the same period.

The average size of the English

family group was also bigger than those of the scots or
Irish in Erickson's sample.

Comparing these 1830s figures

with those for the late 1880s, when only one in nine
travelled in a family party, reveals a marked change in the
character of English emigration. 47

This change from a

family movement to one dominated by single persons was
similar to that experienced by the Scandinavian countries.
Erickson does not believe that the familial character of
English emigration in the 1830s can be explained simply by
its agricultural origins.

The migrating work force was

dominated by skilled industrial workers and farm labourers
were in fact under-represented.

Nor is Erickson inclined

to interpret such family migration as evidence of social
and economic stress of a high order.

She believes that

unhappiness with their status in a changing economy and
fears for their children's position in society rather than
economic hardship may have driven them to emigrate. 48
These conclusions serve as a reminder that models of
migration behaviour must take into account the environment
and the dominant forces of the societies to which they are
applied.

~7
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Erickson, C. (1972) 'Who were the English and Scots
emigrants to the United States in the late nineteenth
century?' in Glass, D.V., & Revelle, R. (eds)
population and Social Change, London, Arnold, pp 347-381
Erickson, C. (1981) op. cit.,

~

185 & 196
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2.10 contact across the Atlantic - Letters and Remittances
Section 2.7 above reviewed the importance of a
migration tradition, particularly its effect on the rate of
migration and in providing information about conditions and
employment opportunities in America.

The picture of

prosperity painted by former migrants for their relations
at home was often a powerful stimulUS to further
emigration.
crops.

Letters told about large herds, acres and

The fine clothes in photographs and the money often

enclosed in letters provided concrete evidence of this
prosperity.··

Other ways in which emigrants could give a

stimulus to further emigration were by remitting money to
relatives at home and by sending prepaid tickets for the
trip.
There is little doubt that many of the letters horne
were selective in the news they sent.

More often than not

they recorded details of improvement in their condition and
the good life in their new country.

Some, however, were

extremely realistic in their accounts of the difficulties
to be faced by a settler.

Others still warned intending

emigrants when conditions were not favourable for
emigration.

In a study of communication between North

America and Denmark during the period 1872-1914 Hvidt
noticed that the exchange of letters had fluctuations just
like the flow of emigrants.

In the case of letters from

the United states to Denmark the first major increase began
around 1880 at the same time as an increase in emigration .
•• Semmingsen, I. (1978) op. cit.

I
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The flow was also quick to register adverse conditions in
America,
... from the summer of 1884, the effects of the
severe economic crisis in America that culminated
in 1885 began to make themsalves felt.

The flow

of letters from the united states suddenly fell
by more than 25 per cent.

Smarting from the

recession, Danish emigrants wrote 110,000 letters
less than in the year before.

They were ducking

under the crisis, and, be it cause or effect, the
immigration of 1885 was 32 per cent lower than
that of the previous year. 50
As with letters home, there was an element of pride
involved in being able to send money home to the family in
Europe, even if the migrants themselves were fighting a
difficult economic battle.

In 1907 some G was

sent home to Europe, with the Mediterranean countries
sending far more per head than English or German migrants
who sent home trifling amounts to their families.

Migrants

from the Scandinavian countries and Ireland in the
nineteenth century sent home a considerable amount of money
and prepaid passages.

Not all the money sent home went

through the mail service.

Few European emigration agents

made extensive use of money orders, a transfer system which
was dependent on agency connections in the United States.
A large amount of money was sent home by heads of families
who had emigrated first and were supporting their families
~O

Hvidt, K. (1975) op. cit., p 195-6
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from abroad until they could afford to send money for their
passage to America.

The problem with remittances was that

money intended to pay for a ticket was often spent on other
things.

A much more powerful stimulus to emigrate was the

prepaid ticket.

Once the ticket arrived the decision was

made and not often refused.

Furthermore the risk of

emigrating was not so great when the transport was already
paid and there were relatives to go to.
could also be reciprocal.

The arrangement

According to Semmingsen,

Norwegian-American farmers gladly paid for their younger
siblings or nephews and nieces because they could perform
valuable tasks on the farm and brought with them news of
the home community and kin in Norway.

51

During the Danish emigration wave of the 1880s a
quarter of the passages were prepaid.

The Norwegian figure

for emigrants from Christiania (Oslo) between 1872 and 1875
was 40 per cent while the percentage of emigrants with
prepaid tickets who sailed from Gothenburg in Sweden has
been estimated at roughly 50 per cent for the years 18831886. 52

The differences between the percentages of prepaid

tickets in the different Scandinavian countries might lead
one to speculate that the effect of the pull in the country
of emigration

must be directly proportional to the volume

of the emigrant population already abroad.

Both Norway and

Sweden had many more potential purchasers of tickets in
51

53

semmingsen, I. (1978) op. cit., p 105
Brattne, B. & Akerman, s. (1976) 'The importance of
the transport sector for mass emigration', in Runblom,
H., & Norman, H., (eds) op. cit., p 185
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America than Denmark.

Theoretically, therefore the pulling

power would increase in line with the increase of the
immigrant population.

However, this was not so in

Denmark's case where the share of the prepaid tickets
remained at an average of 28 per cent.

In the other

countries the percentage could fall very low in certain
years.
Prepaid passages thus constituted a powerful pull
factor but one must be cautious in interpreting their
contribution to a country's migration figures,

The sending

of tickets from America may well have been a result of
decisions made prior to emigration or as a means of
facilitating and simplifying the process of emigration for
those who lived in more remote rural areas, distant from
emigrant agents.
In many of the Scandinavian countries the shipping
lines maintained offices only in the big towns but they
also employed representatives throughout the country,
Merchants, storekeepers and innkeepers could earn extra
income through commission on tickets sold and their
premises carried advertisements for sailings.

Many of the

companies also maintained agents in America and frequently
advertised in the newspapers produced for the immigrant
communities.

It is difficult to establish the influence of

these companies and their agents but they would hardly have
invested thus had results not been forthcoming.

They

probably played an active role in stimulating emigration,
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particularly during times of keen competition between the
shipping lines.
Throughout all this, accounts (both polemical and
balanced) of America were being written in tracts,
newsletters, and magazines, thereby influencing the climate
of opinion.

Overall it is probable that the economic,

social and demographic factors discussed in earlier
sections were the most important influences in emigration.
However the role of personal contact through letter and
remittance remains an important, if less readily
measurable, influence.

2.11 Summary
Theoretical work on migration has been largely based
on conceptual models and dominated by the notion of 'pushpull' between impelling forces in the sending society and
forces of attraction in the receiving society.

Most of

these models are appropriate to analysis at the macro-level
and are based on aggregate data.

Micro-level work which

takes into account characteristics of the individual
migrants is largely lacking.

Major weaknesses of the

. push-pull , model are its static nature and the difficulty
of assessing the relative strength of the push and pull
forces. The Friedlander-Grigg model offers a firm
conceptual base for analysis of the migration process
particularly through its recognition of alternative
pathways (intensification of agriculture, increased nonfarm income, birth

control, and migration) of response to
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population pressure.

Although the model can accommodate

change it lacks a dynamical structure for dOing so.
Akerman's model treats migration as a dynamic process and
successfully generates frequently observed features of
migration flows.

Key features include an early growth

phase triggered by random events, giving way to a phase of
betterment migration and thence to a more demographically
influenced period.

The model's predictive power can,

however, be limited by constraints specific to particular
societies, such as transport systems or information flow.
A significant class of such constraints or intervening
obstacles are the personal characteristics or circumstances
of the potential migrants.

The scarcity of occupational

data on nineteenth century emigrants has greatly limited
investigation of the objective 'quality' of the migrant
flows.

An important subset of migrant characteristics,

their perceptual biases in evaluating information to them
re emigration deserves further research.
A review of the available European studies shows that
population increase and pressure on resources promoted
emigration wherever industrialization and urbanization were
absent or slow to develop.

These effects were aggravated

where agricultural improvement reduced the rural labour
force.

In Britain these effects were alleviated by the

faster pace of industrialization and urbanisation there.
However, fluctuations in economic development often
prompted out-movement and a demand for industrial skills in
the New World attracted many.

There were distinct regional
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variations in emigration rates within most countries, often
associated with land-holding patterns.

Rural areas

frequently exhibited migration earlier than urban areas .
In several cases early emigration was started by groups
seeking religious freedom.

Even in periods of mass

migration the movement was episodic, often prompted by crop
failures, economic recession, and political and religious
persecution.
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CHAPTER 3
THE ORIGINS OF MIGRATION: FARMING, LINEN, AND TRADITION
3.1 Introduction
The region examined in this study of migration is the
north-west of Ireland, comprising the Ulster counties of
Derry, Donegal, and Tyrone, together with the adjacent
parts of Antrim, Fermanagh and Mona9han.

The area is

recognised as a distinct region both within Ulster and
within Ireland.

Throughout the nineteenth century this was

the main hinterland of the important emigration port of
Derry.

The exact extent of this hinterland and areas of

origin of the emigrants passing through Derry did, however,
vary over time (below).1
TWo related factors governed the choice of study area.
These were 1) the availability of sources pertaining to
migration, and 2) the need to find an area which had a
clear history of migration.

Derry was the major port for

Irish emigration to America and Canada until 1830.
continued as a major port for

pa~senger

It

services from north

west Ireland until the end of the 1870s, when it finally
lost out to the stearn boats from Liverpool and Scotland.
Possibly because of the importance of Derry, the records
for the port in the nineteenth century are particularly

1

In geographical terms the study area is a functioning
unit - that is the hinterland of Derry as defined by
the emigration data, specifically the origins of the
emigrants who passed through the port. As such the
-boundaries' of the unit waxed and waned over the
course of the years 1803-1867. For the purposes of
analysis the region was largely defined by the
administrative boundaries of tbe counties of Derry,
Donegal and Tyrone.
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good. 2

All three of the major sources used in this study -

the custom Board Lists, Shipping Agents' Registers, and
the American Manifests - cover in detail both the port and
its environs.

Hence they could be used to track the

socio-economic and demographic profile of regional
emigration through Derry over time (sources and methods are
described in Chapter 4).
Emigration from north-west Ireland was not a purely
'Famine phenomenon'.

In common ·with the rest of Ulster the

area experienced considerable movement of population
overseas during the eighteenth and the early nineteenth
centuries.

The regional economy played a role not only in

creating local conditions conducive to this emigration but
also in determining the destinations involved.

K.H.

Connell has argued:
Irish demographic history, when the particularism
of natural features was bolstered up by primitive
means of communication, and by a stubborn
retention of traditional social and technical
practices, should be local history ... 3

2

3

To my knowledge Derry is the only port in Ireland for
which there is more than one collection of records
relating to emigration. Although the records are not
continuous, they do cover a span of 65 years with
which to examine the process of emigration.
Connell, K.H. (1950) The population of Ireland
~~~~~----------~~~~I
Oxford, Clarendon Press,
p 245.·
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The work of Cousens4 similarly stressed the regional
variation in Irish emigration, and the present study will
also provide evidence that research on Irish emigration
should be locally (or at least regionally) based.
The aims of this chapter are to explore the premigration conditions within the sending society of
north-west Ireland, and to identify. the factors which
influenced the onset and timing of migration. I also trace
the evolution of an emigration tradition fostering further
out-movement.

The chapter first reviews the history and

regional variations of agriculture and industry within the
area and then examines their impact on the pattern,
incidence, and timing of emigration.

3.2 Early Economic Development and the Linen Industry
North-west Ireland was a region with a long-standing
tradition of emigration.

Its socio-economic fortunes were

bound up, not only with emigration, but also with the
interplay of seasonal emigration, internal migraLion, and
movement overseas.

Indeed, the very distinctiveness of the

north-west in particular and Ulster in general was itself
largely due to the immigrations of the Ulster Plantation.
The pattern of settlement of the Scots and English planters
4 Cousens, S.H. (1960) 'The regional pattern of
emigration during the Great Irish Famine, 1846-1851' ,
Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers,
Vol. XXVII, pp 119-34
Cousens, S.H. (1965) 'The regional variation in
emigration from Ireland between 1821 and 1841',
Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers,
vol. XXXVII, pp 15-30
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of the seventeenth century had been combined with existing
differences in soil fertility.

In counties such as Donegal

this resulted in segregation along class, geographical, and
religious lines.

The west of the county was inhabited by

poor cottiers, almost exclusively Catholic, and the east
was inhabited by a substantial farming class, mainly
presbyterian.

Immigration and

sett~ement

by these planters

had a lasting impact on the farming and economy of the
area, particularly through their involvement in the linen
industry.
Linen cloth (as well as other textiles) had been
produced for home consumption in Ulster from earliest
times.

Flax was grown in parts of Ulster to produce yarn

and considerable quantities were exported throughout the
eighteenth century.

Trade in linen cloth i.e. the finished

textile product was, however, small.

It was this surplus

of yarn, coupled with the cheapness of land, which
initially attracted skilled British weavers to the north of
Ireland.

This migration was encouraged by landlords who

offered the immigrant tradesmen favourable leases in the
belief that the industry would bring prosperity to their
regions.
Several circumstances led to the success of the
industry in Ireland and particularly in Ulster, where it
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developed mainly on domestic lines.

First, the soi1 5 and

climate were well suited to the production of flax, whilst
the abundance of rivers provided water power to drive
machinery in the mills and bleachworks.

Second, flax crops

can be grown remuneratively on the small holdings
predominant in Ulster.

Third, the linen industry did not

pose a threat to the English textile industries of wool and
cotton and was therefore allowed to prosper, unlike the
Irish woollen industry which was killed off by trade
restrictions.

Linen products comprised about half the

total value of Ireland's exports throughout most of the
eighteenth century.6

The domestic linen industry reached

its peak in the early nineteenth century and at that date
5

6

I am aware of the arguments against physical
determinism and that geographers no longer evoke such
factors as soil and climate as explanatory devices.
Nonetheless, it is necessary to say something about
the ecology of the north-west. Here, as elsewhere in
Ireland, the pattern of settlement initially reflected
the quality of the land. The better, more fertile
lands were settled by the Scottish and English
settlers whilst the native Catholic Irish remained on
the more marginal lands. The settlers brought with
them new farming practices and techniques, so from the
outset social, cultural and physical differences in
land settlement and use were correlated. As
population densities and pressure on the land
increased, farmland was increasingly subdivided and
more marginal areas brought under cultivation. In
addition to the effects on farm size and type of land
being farmed, this broke down the division of
'settlers' on the good land and 'native Irish' on the
poorer land. In any area soil type and climatic
conditions combine to allow some crops be grown more
successfully and productively than others. Hence
ecological influences interact with social and
cultural variables and must be considered.
Dickson, R.J. (1976) Ulster Emigration to Colonial
America, 1718-1785, Belfast, Ulster Historical
Foundation, p.e
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played an extremely important role in the economy of
Ulster's rural communities.

The linen industry was of more

than economic importance, for it deeply affected the social
and demographic fabric of the areas in which it existed,
and variations in its economic fortunes were mirrored in
the lives of those employed in it.
As a cash crop, flax yielded a larger return from land
than did any other crop.

At the turn of the nineteenth

century a typically poor farm of five acres paid £4 155
rent 7 and sowed potatoes, oats and flax in succession, the
first two as subsistence crops and the third as a cash
crop.

The farmer could expect to raise £2 - half the

year's rent - from the flax.

The actual cultivation of

flax was but one aspect of a farming - weaving household.
Much of the flax was grown by the weaver himself,
especially in the early stages of the industry's
development.
spinning.

The women and children were involved in the

The weaver was thus not dependent on a merchant

for supplies and the webs so produced were his own
property.

In selling the finished product in the market he

was a crader as well as craftsman and farmer.
of such a household meant several things.

The economy

First, a

relatively small farm was economically Viable and could
provide employment for all the family, thereby stemming
out-migration to the towns or overseas.

7

Second, with

The example is cited as a typical example of small
farming by the Rev. G. Sampson in his Statistical
Survey of the County of Londonderry, 1802, Dublin
(1802), p 164
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little land needed to set up a viable unit, individuals
with little or no inheritance could establish themselves in
independent households at an early age.

This, in turn, led

both to a lowering of the age at marriage and to increased
sub-division of land.
In common with European countries such as Norway and
the Netherlands, the population of Ireland increased
rapidly in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. This exerted pressure on the land even in areas
such as Ulster, where there was already a steady stream of
migrants to America.

As with Norway and the Netherlands

there was no modern industry to absorb the surplus
population.

Nor were there many towns which could receive

internal migrants and relieve the pressure on the rural
areas and there was no real attempt to check the number of
births.

The response to population pressure in Ulster was

to increase income through domestic industry.

Many small

farmers and their families were forced into the linen
industry to make a living, even though weavers might earn
little more than day labourers.
The pattern of involvement in the industry,· and its
interaction with farming, was not uniform throughout
Ulster.

Distinct regions evolved local practices as the

industry grew.

By 1800, for example, the majority of

handloom weavers around Belfast depended wholly on
manufacturers of cloth for regular employment and supply of
raw materials.

In the counties of Antrim, Derry, and

Tyrone, on the other hand, the weavers were usually
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cottiers dependent on weaving to supplement their earnings
on the land. s

These regional differences became more

pronounced as the industry changed and areas like the
north-west became increasingly marginal to the manufacture
of the finished linen product. 9
It is difficult to trace with any precision the actual
numbers involved in the different occupations that made up
the linen industry.

The first reliable census for Ireland

is that of 1841 which merely lists those 'ministering to
clothing', a categorization too general to be useful here.
Moreover, many changes had already occurred in the industry
by 1841, including its decline in the north-west.

Hence we

have to rely on pre-census sources such as statistical
accounts of the counties, parish registers, and estate
records, for an earlier picture of the industry's effect on
the regions of Ulster.

Sampson remarks on the extensive

cultivation of flax in the county of Derry and describes
the marketing of the yarn for home weaving and for export
to America and England.

10

An idea of the involvement in

the industry can be gained from the baptismal register from
just one parish in the area. 1 1
a

9

10

11

This shows that as late as

crawford, W. (1971) 'Ulster landowners and the linen
industry', in Ward, J.F. and Wilson, R.G. (eds) Land
and Industry, Newton Abbot, David & Charles, p l~
See Collins, B. (1982) 'proto-industrialization and
pre-famine emigration', Social History, Vol.7, no.2,
pp 127-46
sampson, G. (1802) op. cit., p 353
Jessop, S. (1968) unpublished B.A. Thesis, University
of Kent, p 17
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1840-45 some 35 per cent of a sample of 280 baptisms
recorded 'weaver' as the father's occupation.

In some

upland areas in Armagh and elsewhere, extreme pressure of
population had reduced the farmer-weavers almost to
subsistence level and the standard of their farming was
very poor.

This decline in farming standards and the

miniscule size of some of the 'farms' caused concern as
early as 1776 when Arthur Young visited Ulster:
... you there behold a whole province peopled by
weavers.

It is they who cultivate, or rather

beggar, the soil, as well as work the looms.
Agriculture is there in ruins; annihilated; the
whole region is the disgrace of the

Kingdom.~2

Young's comments did not apply to all farming in Ulster.
Elsewhere in parts of Antrim, Derry and Tyrone substantial
farmers worked the best agricultural lands.

There is

little doubt, however, that the over-dependence on linen
left many cottiers and small farmers extremely vulnerable.
Linen, which seemed to be poverty's cure, often brought
hardship in its wake - hardship on which the emigration
trade was to thrive.
One consequence of the growth of the domestic linen
industry was the rise in land rents.

The price of land

kept pace with the income from linen and rose steeply in
linen districts as those who combined linen manufacture
~2

Young, A. (1780) A Journey in Ireland with
General Observations on the Present State Qf
that Kingdom, 2 vols, 2nd edition, London, p
100
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with farming competed for land with those who did not.

The

pace of rent increase far outstripped any growth in
productivity or in the prices of farm produce.

Any

fluctuations in the linen trade were thus keenly felt and
poverty could quickly follow on the heels of one or two bad
years.

The shortness of leases continually adjusted the

balance between rents and the demand for land so finely
that the least upset in the agricultural harvest could
produce poverty.13

Gambling on linen profits to offset

rising rents merely added the caprice of trade to the
uncertainty of nature.

As a result, emigration rose and

fell as the fortunes of the linen trade fluctuated.

High

prices intensified the emigration of unemployed linen
workers but it took the combination of linen and farming
losses to cause emigration of the farming classes.

Rents,

prices and wages thus formed a powerful combination of
forces which determined the extent of emigration from the
north of Ireland in the eighteenth century and were the
causes most frequently mentioned by the emigrants
themselves as the cause of their movement. 14
There is little doubt that the linen industry was
of overwhelming importance as an instrument of economic
growth and social change in eighteen century Ulster.

It

transformed Ulster, once the poorest and least developed
province of Ireland, into one enjoying the most rapid
economic growth, even though these benefits were unevenly
13

Dickson, R.J. OPe cit., P 13

14

Dickson, R.J. ibid., p 46
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distributed.

There were also 'knock-on effects' in

agriculture outside the linen industry.

Thus food

production on the better quality lands increased in
response to the growing demand for food from those whose
plots were too small to provide food as well as flax.
However, by the first decade of the nineteenth century
competition from cheaper, machine-spun cotton yarn produced
in Lancashire had begun adversely affecting the Irish linen
industry.

By 1825 the demand for Irish hand-spun yarn by

the mills in England and the thread manufacturers had been
almost completely eroded. 1s

Although this badly affected

all Irish hand-spinners it affected most drastically those
in the north-west, already at the periphery of the system
producing yarn.

With little margin to operate within, the

only alternative open to the farmers was to send the flax
they grew to mills in Belfast and the Lagan Valley.

In

turn this action meant the decline of the markets in the
region and the decline of the independent weavers who
bought their yarn at these markets.
Attempting to remain in linen production meant a
decline in income and living standards and alternative
methods of increasing non-farm income had to be found.
(This is shown as Route (b) in Friedlander's model above).
As in Denmark and other European countries in which
agriculture-based industries failed, many became day
labourers and seasonal migrants.

Dependent on their sale

of flax or hand-spun cloth for cash, many households were
1S

collins, B. (1982) op. cit., p 138
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forced to accept what prices they could get.

A return to a

purely farming base was, in many instances, prevented by
the scarcity of land in an already densely populated
region.

Either way the vulnerability of the population was

increased.

Thus for many the de-industrialization of linen

meant that emigration was the only feasable response now
left.

3.3 Agriculture
The nature of agriculture in the region in the nineteenth
century was as much influenced by the physical geography of
the region as by economic forces and policies prevailing at
the time.

As shown in Figure 3.1, land use potential

ranged enormously, from the versatile and fertile area of
the Laggan to the extremely limited, mountainous areas of
Donegal and Tyrone.

The nature and quality of the soil to

a large extent affected agricultural practices and levels
of prosperity.

In the fertile regions such as the Laggan

farming was pursued on a more commercial basis and farmers
responded to improvements and changes in agricultural
practice.

Elsewhere, large areas of infertile soils,

unreclaimed waste, continuing subdivision pf already small
farms, and high densities of population combined to form
powerful obstacles to agricultural change.

These

variations in land-use meant the existence of sharply
contrasting economies even within quite small areas.

These

differences could most clearly be seen in the east-west
divide in Donegal (Figure 3.1) but were also evident in
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counties such as Derry where there were considerable
variations in farming practices and in farm sizes.

26

Farmer-weavers were common throughout Derry but in the
south-east cottier-weavers predominated.
was a means of subsistence only.

To them farming

Agricultural change was

largely resisted in these areas and subdivision and early
marriage were noticeable features.
At the beginning of the century Irish agriculture was
characterized by an increase in tillage.

This was largely

due to the effects of the 1793-1815 European wars which
increased the demand for food, especially for the growing
population of England.
and brought prosperity.

Cereal crops fetched high prices
Thus between 1760 and 1816

farmoutput doubled, though rents increased fourfold.

17

In

north-west Ireland the area under grain (mainly barley and
oats) increased at this time, a response not only to the
increased

demand for food but also to the growth in the

local, illegal market for distillation. 18

16

17

18

Johnston, J.M. (1964) -Agriculture in County
Derry at the beginning of the nineteenth
century', studia Hibernica, No.4, p 98
Blessing, P.J. (1980) -Irish', Harvard
Encyclopaedia of American Ethnic Groups,
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, p 529
In 1814 Sampson estimated that 90 per cent
of the barley grown in County Derry in
recent years had been sold for illicit
distillation. Sampson, Rev. G.O. (1814) A
Memoir Explanatory of the Chart and Survey
of the County of Londonderry, Ireland.
London. p 245
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Flax cultivation and scutching L9 remained important in
Donegal, supplying the raw material to the thriving linen
industry in the east of Ulster.

However, work in the flax

mills was seasonal and usually required only four or five
employees.

Hence the many flax mills in County Donegal did

not mean extensive employment.

2o

Hany areas of Donegal

were on the fringes of the main economy and smuggling, kelp
burning, knitting woollen stockings, and fishing all
contributed to the economic viability of small farms.21
The peace of 1815 brought in its wake a dramatic
decrease in the war-inflated agricultural prices and with
it distress.

In the north-west this was exacerbated by the

declining linen industry and the suppression of the
distilling industry.

Many cottiers who now faced high

rents but no cash income fled from agrarian distress.
migrated to the city of Derry.

Some

The post-war deflation in

agricultural prices also encouraged the adoption of more
efficient agricultural techniques and a shift from tillage
to pasture.
19

20

21

These changes deprived many labouring families

After being soaked in streams and lakes in
order to dissolve gummy substances and
loosen unusable portions of the stem, flax
is then scutched. This process removes
dried, matted fibres.
sauto, E. (1983) 'Economy and society in
pre-Famine Ulster: Armagh and Donegal
compared'. Graduate seminar, Trinity
College, Dublin.
Kirkham, G. (1981) 'Economic diversification
in a marginal economy: A case study', in
Roebuck, P. (ed) Plantation to partition,
Belfast, p 18
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of much of their income and brought about reduced living
standards for others.
The years from 1820 to the Great Famine were
characterized by increasing population, widespread
subdivision, and partial crop failures.

In a region

increasingly marginal to the Ulster economy the
non-agricultural sector could not absorb the growing
surplus of rural workers.

Nor could the reclamation of

waste land (a measure used successfully in the Jutland area
of Denmark to relieve population pressure and stem
emigration 22 and which began in the 1830s in Ulster) keep
up with the rapid population increase.

Rather than face

increasingly wretched living conditions many resorted to
some form of migration: internal, seasonal or overseas.

3.4 Internal Migration and the Growth of Towns
Many of Ulster's towns were founded during the
seventeenth century as part of the provisions of the
plantation scheme but grew little at that time.

In the

eighteenth century the growth of the linen industry brought
increased trade to the towns.
established.

As linen markets were

The establishment of linen markets led to the

extension of some towns and to the creation of new ones
such as cookstown in Co. Tyrone. 23
22

23

However, although many

Hvidt, K. (1975) Flight to America. The
Social Back round of 300,000 Danish
Em grants. Aca em1C Press, New York, p. 127
Camblin, G. (1958) 'The county·towns' in
Hoody, T.W. & Beckett, J.C. (eds) Ulster
Since 1800, London, p 80
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towns were important centres for the linen trade, the
domestic nature of the industry meant that few were large.
Weaving was done in rural homes and the towns were visited
only to sell the cloth on market days.

The major towns in

Ulster during this period thus remained the ports of Derry,
Belfast and Newry.
The main urban centre for the north-west was Derry.
Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries Derry
had profitable commercial links with Scotland, North
America, and the West Indies.

It also served as an

important point of embarkation for emigration overseas.
Agricultural produce was brought to the city by road and
river, mainly from strabane.

Its population was fairly

stable through most of the eighteenth century but the city
underwent considerable social and demographic change
between 1800 and 1850.

The city's population grew rapidly,

from 5,000 1n 1800 to 13,196 in 1841 and 20,000 in 1851,
largely through migration from the growing population in
its crisis-ridden rural hinterland.
The populations of Coleraine and of Limavady, two
market towns in good farming districts of county Derry,
also increased slightly at this time, supported by
increased prosperity in their surrounding markets.

24

In

the counties of Tyrone and Fermanagh, strabane and
Enniskillen respectively served as major market centres.

24

Johnston, J. (1959) 'Population movements in
county Derry during a pre-famine year' ,
Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy,
Vol.60, Section No.3, p 147
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Yet the 1841 census shows that only 16 per cent of the
Ulster population lived in towns (defined in the census as
places with 500-1,500 people) and villages.

Most of these

were located to the east of the province (Figure 3.2).
Table 3.1 shows the extent of population growth in these
towns between 1821 and 1871.
The problem of a lack of industrial and urban centres
which could absorb the growing population of a country was
not unique to Ireland.

Neither Norway nor the Netherlands

experienced much industrialization until late in the
nineteenth century.

Many of those forced to leave the land

consequently emigrated.

However, the problem was

particularly acute in Ireland.

of all the towns in Ulster,

only Belfast had an economy based on industry.

All the

others reflected, in varying degrees, the rural economy and
thus provided little employment for the growing rural
population.

As a result internal migration in the region

was unimportant relative to seasonal and permanent
emigration (Table 3.2).

3.5 Seasonal Migration
seasonal movement of Irish harvest labourers to
England can be traced as far back as the Middle Ages but it
is not until the eighteenth century that a recognisable
seasonal migration is documented both in Irish and in
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Table 3.1 population of Ulster towns, 1821-71
1821

1831

1841

1851

1861

2485

2655

2645

2325

2137

2020

*

824

847

940

905

1021

Ballymena

2740

4067

5549

6136

6769

7931

Ballymoney

1949

2222

2490

"2578

2600

2930

37277

53287

75308

97784

119393

174412

8023

8706

3885

3543

4028

4212

2524

2616

3345

3288

*

*

3076
1149

2766

1<

1968

3152

4684

5745

6284

6533

7462

7876

210

387

630

858

1086

1196

8493

9470

8578

8801
637

8946

1871

CO.ANTRIM
Antrim
Ballyclare

Belfast
Carrickfergus
Larne
Legoniel
Lisburn
Port rush
CO. ARMAGH
Armagh

10245

*

1<

1<

2715

2842

4677

4205

7772

10632

231

1591

2505

3091

5528

6735

2010

2026

2070

2054

1789

1759

Cavan

2322

2931

3749

3054

3118

3389

Cootehill

2152

2239

2425

2105

1994

1851

Ballyshannon
Bundoran

3831

3775

3513

3698

3197

2958

1<

1<

299

384

714

744

Letterkenny

2458

2168

2161

1940

2165

2116

Banbridge

1715

2469

3324

3301

4033

5600

Bangor

2943

2741

3116

2846

2531

2560

Comber

1283

1377

1964

1790

1713

2006

Donaghadee

2795

2986

3151

2821

2671

2226

Downpatrick

4123

4784

4651

3845

3692

3621

Dromore

1861

1942

2110

1862

2531

2408

Gilford

1<

1<

643

2814

2892

2720

1<

Lurgan
Portadown
co. CAVAN
Belturbet

Bessbrook

2215

CO. DONEGAL

co. DOWN

3213
Table 3.1 Continued/
1821

1831

1841

1851

1861

*

1288

1532

1408.

2437

3573

10013

13065

11972

13435

12179

13364

Newtownards

3332

4442

7621

9566

9542

9562

Portaferry

1512

2203

2107

2074

1960

1938

Rathfriland
CO. FERMANAGH

1178

2001

2183

·2053

1916

1827

Ennisk1llen

2399

6056

5686

5792

5774

5836

Holywood
Newry

1871

CO. DERRY
Coleraine
Derry City

4851

5752

6255

5920

5631

6082

9313

19620

15196

19727

20159

25242

Limavady

2217

2428

3101

3205

2732

2762

1641

2979

1997

2529

2063

2017

*

1828

2134

2077

1822

1809

Clones

2204

2381

2877

2319

2390

2170

Monaghan

3738

3848

4130

3328

3799

3632

Cookstown

963

2883

3006

2993

3257

3501

Dongannon

3243

3515

3801

3835

3984

3886

Omaqh

2095

2211

2947

3054

3533

3724

Strabane

4136

4700

4704

4324

4184

4309

CO. MONAGHAN
Carrickmacross
Castleblaney

CO. TYRONE
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Table 3.2 Internal migration

from Ulster counties,' 1841, showing

the proportion of migrants to resident population.

Tyrone

1 to 21

Derry

1 to 23

Donegal

1 to 33

Antrim

1 to 37

Fermanagh

1 to 17

Monaghan

1 to 17

Armagh

1 to 18

Source: 1841 census of Ireland.
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British sources. 25

By the early nineteenth century

steamship companies provided regular and cheap
transportation to England and scotland and the outmovement of labourers grew into a substantial one.

The

post-Waterloo slump in agriculture resulted in a sharp
increase in the numbers of migrants. From the 1820s onwards
the stearn ships carried thousands of passengers, mainly
from the ports of Belfast, Derry, Drogheda and Dublin.
There was intense competition between the steamship
companies and in north-west Ireland (and elsewhere) the
ships moved round the coast looking for passengers.

2S

Johnson found that seasonal migration in the years
preceding the Famine was well established wherever small
farmers lived on restricted resources away from alternative
urban employment.

Hence the movement was important in the

densely populated areas of south-east Derry and
north-western Donegal.

Again the internal contrasts within

Donegal are evident in the pattern of seasonal migration.
Unlike the densely populated north-west of Donegal,
migration was absent from the strip of fertile land along
the eastern border of the county known as The Laggan.
Indeed, this region offered local employment for
temporary workers, as did some of the substantial farms of
25

Johston, J.H. (1967) -Harvest migration from
nineteenth century Ireland', Transactions of
the Institute of British Geographers, June,
p 97

26

6'Grada, C. (1973) 'Post-famine Adjustment:
Essays in Nineteenth Century I~ish Economic
History', Ph.D. thesis, Columbia
University, p. 8
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Derry and Tyrone.

Contrasts within the county of Derry are

also revealed by the Ordnance survey Memoirs.

These

tabulated the destination in 1834 of nearly 1,200 harvest
migrants from the county, most (74 per cent) of whom took
the short and cheap route from Derry to Scotland.

Most of

the migrants came from either the south-eastern districts
of the county or the upland areas of the south-west, with
none or few from the prosperous northern parishes 27

•

In 1841 the Census Commissioners ranked the counties
of Ireland according to the proportion of seasonal migrants
to the population.

The figures for the north-west show

Donegal with the fifth highest rate in Ireland, with one
migrant per 60 residents.

Derry ranked seventh, with one

migrant per 105 residents, and Tyrone was fifteenth (one
per 149 residents).

The census also shows that a total of

11,317 seasonal migrants sailed from the port of Derry in
1841, making it the third ranking port (after Dublin and
Drogheda) for seasonal out~migration.

Most of the migrants

were cot tiers and small farmers engaged in subsistence
agriculture.
Seasonal harvest migration was of great economic
importance because it relieved the seasonal
under-employment of labourers and provided enough income to
cover the rent of the average cottier's holding.

The need

for harvest labourers in Scotland was met by these migrants
and their transportation was made easy by the strong links
between Derry and Glasgow.
~7

Johnston, J.H.

The link between the migrants'

(1959) op. cit., p 158
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earnings and rent payment demonstrates that seasonal
migration was not a search for a rising standard of living
or a result of rising expectations.

Instead, it was a

crucial part of a subsistence existence made more difficult
by the loss of earlier sources of cash income, such as
hand-loom weaving and spinning.

Those who sought improved

living standards or who wished to ayoid the threat of
decl1ning standards of living and had the means to act,
turned to permanent emigration overseas, particularly to
North America.

3.6 Emigration: Tradition and Course
It is now recognised that large-scale emigration from
Ireland began several decades before the Great Famine.
Considerable emigration from the north-west (as elsewhere
in Ulster) took place during the eighteenth century.

Much

of this early migration resulted from fears of religious
persecution and in the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries many Presbyterian ministers from the
Laggan area led their congregations to settlements in New
England.

By the time large-scale migration began from

Ulster, though, most of the measures against Protestant
dissenters had been relaxed.

However, as with the

emigration of the persecuted members of the Reformed Church

87

in the Netherlands, this movement was to engender an
emigration mentality in the region.

28

Throughout the course of the eighteenth century annual
departures averaged between 3,000 and 4,000.

In the years

immediately before the American Revolution, however they
rose to approximately 10,000.

By 1775 it is estimated that

about 250,000 Ulster migrants had settled in the American
colonies.

29

The main causes of emigration in this period

were economic - the burden of ever-increasing rents and
tithes, short leases and insecurity of tenure, and periodic
crop failures.

Combinations of these forces kept the

spirit of emigration alive in Ulster and peaks in migration
followed years of agrarian distress and discontent,
Dissatisfaction and distress were fuelled by the
information which flowed back from the American Colonies.
As Semmingsen has noted in relation to Norwegian
emigration, letters and information from the New World was
a powerful stimulus to further out-movement 30 ,

People in

Ulster were appraised of the opportunities in America by
former migrants.
28

29

30

Some of the Presbyterian ministers who

Swierenga, R. (1983) 'occupational Change
among Netherlands Overseas Emigrants to the
United States in the Nineteenth Century,'
Paper presented to the Cukanzus Conference
Oxford 1983, p.6.
Jones, M.A. (1980) 'The scotch-Irish',
Harvard Encyclopaedia of American Ethnic
Groups, Cambridge, Harvard University Press,
p 896
Semmingsen, I. (1978) Norway to America: A
History of the Migration. Minneapolis,
University of Minnesota Press, P 70
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had led congregations to America used their extensive
connections to disseminate information and acted, in
effect, as agents for those intending to emigrate. 31
The people leaving in this period were mainly those
employed in the linen trade and farmers of some property.
Most met the cost of their own fares but for those without
capital the system of indentured seFvitude offered an
alternative means of travel overseas.

During the colonial

period many Ulster migrants took this route.

The practice

died out, however, after the War of Independence.
The economy of north-west Ireland played an important
role not only in creating local conditions conducive to
emigration but also in determining the destination of the
resulting migrants.

philadelphia featured prominently as a

destination for eighteenth and nineteenth century
emigrants, particularly those departing from Ulster.

Links

between Ulster and Philadelphia go back to the early
eighteenth century.

Dickson notes that in 1729 some 1,155

of the 1,708 immigrants who landed at Philadelphia were
Irish, most of them from the north. 3 2

A combination of

hostility in New England and the economic opportunities and
religious freedom offered in Pennsylvania diverted almost
all scotch-Irish emigration to that state from about 1725.

31

32

Ford, H.J. (1915) The scotch-Irish in
America, Princeton, Princeton University
Press, pp 188-90
Dickson, R.J. (1976) Ulster Emigration to
Colonial America 1718-1785, Belfast, Ulst2r
Historical Foundation, p 33
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Derry's passenger trade grew out of commercial links
with America and Canada.

Flax seed from America was

imported for the linen trade and, in the early spring, flax
seed fleets from Philadelphia and New York arrived in the
northern Irish ports.

Rather than return empty, the ships

took on passengers for America, a pattern which continued
into the early nineteenth century.

Hence, an ironic link

between emigration and the linen trade was formed: flax
seed ships provided the transport for migrants driven out
by fluctuations in the linen trade they served.
Philadelphia was the destination for 78 per cent of Derry
ships sailing between 1750 and 1775 33 and its particularly
strong connection with the port of Derry was to continue
well into the nineteenth century, establishing a beaten
path for successive generations of emigrants.
In the first half of the nineteenth century Canada
became the favoured destination for British and Irish
emigrants, including those from Derry.

Here again the

emigrant trade grew out of commercial links, especially in
the timber trade.

In the early years emigrant passengers

constituted human ballast for timber ships returning to
Canada.

The fares on such ships were low and a strong

tradition of emigration along beaten tracks to the ports of
Quebec and st John, New Brunswick, developed.
Relatively little is known about the migrants in the
early nineteenth century.

The Ordnance Survey Memoirs of

the 18305 provide some valuable insights into the nature of
33

Dickson, R.J. (1976)

OPe

£!!., P 225
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emigration from the north of ulster, mainly from the county
of Derry.

In his memoir on Derry City, Colonel Colby

remarks:
The amount of the capital taken out by the
humbler emigrants, who generally resort to
British America, is very trifling; in many
instances, indeed, the expenses of passage, and
even of sea-store, are defrayed at the other side
of the Atlantic ... The labouring emigrants, who
take shipping for Quebec, are rather more
respectable than those who choose St John's, most
of whom endeavour to make their way thence to the
United states, from a wrong estimate of the
facilities of American travelling.

The upper

class of emigrants who are mostly small farmers,
allege as the cause of their emigrating the high
price of land at home; and they generally prefer
the United states, being the country in which
they had friends already settled for a number of
years.

The amount of capital taken out by

individuals of this description is generally
about £50, but is in some instances much higher,
and has even risen to £500.

They generally

proceed to New York, or Philadelphia, accompanied
by both male and female labourers.

The latter

port is preferred, as a dollar of the head-money
is saved by landing near it.

A few mechanics and
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independent labourers also take shipping for
these ports. 34
Not all the information on early migration rates from
the north-west is reliable.
emigrants from the

~ort

The official returns of

of Derry, summarised for 1832-34 in

Table 3.3, must considerably under-estimate the numbers
emigrating from the region.

Thus where Table 3.3 indicates

a grand total for the entire region in 1834 of just 3916,
totals calculated from the detailed parish summaries of the
ordnance Survey Memoirs 35 suggest that in that year about
2,000 people left from the county of Derry alone.

Johnson

considers this to be an under-estimate as the surveyors
made no attempt to collect figures from the parish of
Templemore (which contained the city of Derry).

Analysis

of the parochial figures indicates that over two-thirds of
the parishes lost residents to emigration in the 18305.
these parishes as many as 2-3 per cent of the total
population emigrated within two or three years.

Although

most of the parishes experienced out-migration the more
34

35

colby, Col. (1837) Ordnance Survey of City
of Londonderry, Vol.l, p 203
Colby, Col. (1837) op. cit., p 203. The
ordnance Survey Memoirs-of the 1830s
attempted not only to chart the country
geographically and geologically, but also to
detail socio-economic and antiquarian
reports at parish level. The scheme as a
whole turned out to be abortive but was done
successfully in the northern counties of
Antrim and Derry. For these counties
information on emigrants is given, including
their religious affiliation. The Ordnance
survey Memoirs are deposited in the Royal
Irish Academy, Dublin.

In
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Table 3.3

The returns of emigrants for the port of Derry
for the years 1832-34:i.

Years

British Colonies

United states

Total

st. John, N.B.

Quebec

1832

2396

2607

2640

7643

1833

1789

1523

2730

6042

1834

1432

1032

1402

3916

~

British Parliamentary Papers (1835) First Report From
His Majesty's Commissioners for Inquiring into the
condition of the Poorer Classes in Ireland. Vol.XXXI
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affluent northern parishes were the most important sending
areas of emigrants.

Migration from the poorer and densely

populated parishes of the south east was so slight as to be
considered insignificant.

so, whilst the idea of

emigration was well-established in Derry by the 1830s,
differences in the rate between one parish and the next
reflected the differing local economic circumstances and
aspirations.
In the parish of Coleraine, for instance, small
farmers could sell their land or their tenant rights to
neighbours who were anxious to increase the size of their
own holdings.

On the other hand, if farmers did decide

tostay on the land, they could more easily afford to pay
the passage for some of their children.

Conditions were

different in the poorer south-east, where subsistence
farming and sub-division were prevalent.

Here the sum

remaining from the sale of Tenant Right after debts were
paid was unlikely to be sufficient to finance emigration.
In these areas the increase in population was absorbed
through further sub-division, even though it meant a fall
in the standard of living for the community.

In the better

parishes of the north where sub-division had been halted,
the problem of obtaining land could only be solved by
emigration.

Here a combination of the ability to pay for

the passage as well as aspirations of a higher

standar~

living best explain the volume of migration.
The tradition of emigration among the Ulster-scots
must be considered of importance.

Although the

of
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Presbyterians formed 46 per cent of the total population of
the county, in 1B34 they accounted for 60 per cent of the
emigrants.

Catholics, on the other hand, were under-

represented, comprising 39 per cent of the population but
only 31 per cent of the migrants.

Part of the explanation

for this may lie in the greater means and ability of the
Presbyterian small farmers to find the money to emigrate.
Their passage money could come not only from their own
resources but also through the help of those who had
migrated earlier.

Acceptance of emigration subsequently

increased among Catholics and Presbyterians alike but their
stronger tradition of emigration enhanced an emigration
mentality among the Presbyterian community.
The variations in population structure and in
emigration behaviour within the county of Derry reflect the
marked regional variations in population change in Ireland
during the two decades preceding the Great Famine.

As the

work of Cousens as has shown, there were significant changes
in population in the period 1B21-1841 i.e. before the
losses of the Famine period.

These changes varied from

county to county and barony to barony.

Population increase

was almost universal throughout Ireland but the degree of
change was affected by the extent of emigration.
found marked regional variations in the

1055

Cousens

of population

but net movement from Ulster, particularly from the
north-western counties, was considerable.

36

Cousens, S.H. (1965) op. cit.

He remarks:
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The evidence points to more than 7 per cent
having left Donegal, Londonderry, Fermanagh,
Leitrim, Westmeath, King's and Wicklow, and more
than 5 per cent having left Tyrone, Monaghan,
Cavan ... 37
Two north-western counties, Derry and Donegal, recorded
some of the highest losses during this period.
several factors influencing emigration were strongly
regional in their incidence.

Among those identified by

cousens were seasonal migration, landlord and state
activity, language, the decay of the textile manufacture
industry, tenant right, the position of minorities, and the
falling in of old leases.

Two types of out-movement,

seasonal and permanent emigration, often differed in their
distribution within a county.

Thus in Donegal seasonal

migration was common in the poorest areas of the west, such
as Dunfanaghy and Glenties.

Here the population increased

rapidly between 1821 and 1841.

In contrast, in the fertile

areas of the east emigration was common so that the
population barely increased.

cousens considered the

contraction and collapse of the linen industry to be the
stimulus to out-movement.
The effects of emigration from these north-western
counties and the subsequent check to population growth are
evident in Figure 3.3.

This shows the 1821-1911 population

trends in each county, with percentage change in each
decade noted.
37

Whilst some slowing down of population

Cousens, S.H. ibid, p 21
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growth before the Famine was noted in many parts of
Ireland, the dramatic decreases in Donegal, in Tyrone, and
particularly in Derry are noticeable.

Here hardly any

increase was recorded between 1831 and 1841.
population density in some parts remained
high.

Despite this,

ex~eptionally

In the period immediately before the Famine, Ulster

had the highest population density of any province.
overall density averaged 253 per square mile or 406 per
square mile of arable land (since approximately one third
of the area was uncultivated) but there were marked
contrasts within the region and a marked east-west divide
within Donegal (Figure 3.4).

In the rich area of the

Laggan the density of population was 200-300 to the square
mile.

Here farms were, on the whole, larger than elsewhere

in the county and mainly devoted to arable farming.

In

contrast, population density was acute in the north-west
and in coastal areas.

Communications between these areas

and the east of Donegal were very poor and the farming in
many areas still practised the rundale system. 39
Commenting on the area Freeman states:
West Donegal was in a primitive state ... The
density of population was far in excess of the
capacity of the land to support it without

38

Under the rundale system an individual could
have as many as thirty or forty pieces of
land within a single farmland. Quarrelling
and trespassing over land was frequent and
improvements and consolidation almost
impossible.
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Figure 3.4
Population density of Ulster.
Based on Freeman, 1957
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additional help even at a very low standard of

living.3~

In 1841 only 33 per cent of Donegal's land was arable,
against 61 per cent in Derry and S6 per cent in Tyrone
(Table 3.4).

Although the density of population was highin

parts of south-east Tyrone and the lower Bann valley they
were not as completely isolated as Donegal.
On the eve of the Famine,

then~

the north-west of

Ireland was an area of marked internal contrasts.

Unlike

the south-east of the province it had no growing industrial
base.

With the near extinction of the domestic-based linen

industry, many of the population had experienced a
substantial decline in living standards.

In the absence of

any opportunities within the region they opted for what had
become a traditional alternative - permanent overseas
emigration.

3.7 population Loss in the Famine: Emigration and Mortality

The Great Irish Famine was one of the major
demographic landmarks in European history.

It brought

immediate and dramatic population loss in its wake, through
mortality and emigration.
sustained population
all areas of Ireland.

1055

Further, it prompted a period of
which was eventually to affect

Ireland was not unique among

European countries in experiencing successive failures of
the potato crop in the mid-forties.

Parts of Germany were

severely affected and in the Netherlands the population was
3~

Freeman, T.W. (1957) Pre-Famine Ireland,
Manchester, Manchester University Press, pp
300-301
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Table 3.4 Rural

economy

of

Ulster

counties,

showing

the

percentage of land area under various uses in 1841.

County

Arable

Monaghan

89.4

Armagh

Plantation

Uncultivated

Towns

1.8

6.7

0.09

1.9

80.8

2.7

10.7

0.23

5.5

Antrim

67.5

1.4

23.6

0.25

7.2

Fermanagh

63.2

1.3

25.1

0.04

10.2

Derry

61.3

1.5

34.8

0.30

2.0

Tyrone

55.8

1.5

38.6

0.08

3.9

Donegal

32.9

0.6

64.4

0.04

1.9

Source: 1841 census of Ireland

Water
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brought to the brink of famine and mass emigration ensued.
However, in no other country was a population so dependent
on the potato crop and, hence, so disastrously affected by
its failure.

It is estimated that in the period between

the autumn of 1846 and the spring of 1851

som~

800,000 died

(about one in ten of the population) and a further one
million emigrated.

The sheer scale of these numbers,

however, often serves to conceal two important facts.
First, the loss of population - through mortality or
through emigration - was by no means uniform throughout the
country.

Second, the annual patterns of mortality varied

from one year to another.
Neither famine nor crop-failure were strangers in
eighteenth and nineteenth Ireland.

Partial failures of the

potato crop had occurred in 1829-30, 1832-34, 1836, 1839
and 1841-42 and these had been followed by peaks in
emigration in the years 1830-32, 1834, 1836-37 and
1841-42. 60

Never before, however, had the SUbsistence crop

failed so extensively throughout the island nor had the
dependency on that crop, and hence the vulnerability of the
population, been so severe. 4 1

However, the crisis brought

about by the failure of the potato crop manifested itself
in different ways throughout Ireland.
60

61

Fitzpatrick, D. (1964) Irish Emigration
1801-1921, Dundalk, Dundalgen Press, p 27
It was estimated by the Devon Commissioners
who inquired into the occupation of land,
that in 1845 some four million people, one
half of the population of the country, were
dependent on the crop.
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Famine came slowly to the north-west.

Although there

were signs of potato blight in 1845 this was nothing new
and in 1846 a crop free from disease, with conditions
returning to normal by the autumn, was anticipated.

In

fact, the crop looked promising in the summer of that year.
A few weeks later, however, blight appeared in many
districts and spread across the region.

Famine and

disease, and within the year death, followed in its wake.
The main source for the study of mortality trends
during the Famine crisis is the 1851 census.

Each head of

family was required to enter the date and cause of death of
any member of his household who had died during the
previous decade.

The main omissions from the figures thus

obtained are for families which succumbed entirely during
the Famine and deaths within families that subsequently
emigrated.

Adjustments can be made for these omissions,

however, and Famine mortality reconstructed.

Cousens used
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such adjusted data of the 1851 census in his work on the
regional pattern of Famine mortality.42
Cousens initially assumed that the major influences on
the death rate would be poverty and the vulnerability of
the population (as measured by its dependence on the potato
as a sUbsistence crop).

The most vulnerable areas thus

identified were all in the west of the country - Donegal,
Tyrone, Mayo, Galway, Roscommon, Clare, Kerry and Cork.
general, mortality was correlated with dependence on the
potato.

However, there were some interesting exceptions.

Mortality was exceptionally low in the three counties of
the north-west - Donegal, Tyrone and Derry.

Cousens'

explanation for these exceptions was that landlord
attitudes were markedly more favourable to the poor in
these counties.
Evidence of a lack of eviction, and of
independence of. public relief, distinguish
Donegal, Tyrone and Londonderry as being the
42

The adjustments made by Cousens have
recently been criticized as still
underestimating Famine mortality. In his
1983 book Why Ireland starved (London,
Allen and Unwin) J.M. Mokyr concludes that
the 1851 census data cannot be reliably used
for estimating the excess death rates during
the Great Famine. Mokyr offers an alternate
and rather elaborate computation which
arrives at higher Famine mortality rates
than most modern historians have supposed.
Mokyr's new estimates still show relatively
low rates of mortality in the counties of
Derry, Donegal and Tyrone. The one major
difference between Mokyr and Cousens'
figures is that Hokyr estimates higher
mortality for Tyrone than for Donegal and
Derry.

In
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counties in which landlords mostly either fed or
employed the destitute. 43
In 1848 these counties continued to record remarkably low
death rates.

In 1849, in common with the rest of Ulster,

mortality was further reduced, although it rose over the
rest of Ireland.

By 1850 the Famine had practically come

to an end in most of Ulster.

The overall death rates of

counties such as Donegal (6.5 per cent) and Tyrone (5.1 per
cent) compared favourably with other western counties such
as Galway (17.3 per cent), Clare (15.9 per cent), and Mayo
(12.9 per cent).
certainly there is little evidence of widespread
evictions in the three north-western counties and it seems
that the landlords there did not rely on the Famine as a
means of clearing their estates.
provided aid.
measures.

Indeed, many landlords

This was supplemented by local relief

Remittances sent home from Scotland, Canada, and

America also played an important role in preventing the
collapse and destitution of some households.
Despite the reduced impact of the Famine in this
region, the economic crisis which it brought about led to a
rapid increase in emigration through Derry.

Emigration

rates for the period 1846-51 (expressed as a percentage of
the population in 1841) were estimated at less than 7.5 per
cent for Donegal and 7.5-9.9 per cent for Derry, with
Tyrone experiencing the heaviest losses at 12.5-14.9 per
cent.
~3

In comparison, the counties of north-central Ireland
cousens, S.H. (1963) op. cit., p 132
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experienced emigration losses ranging from 15 per cent to
20 per cent.

In attempting to explain this difference,

Cousens points to the very vulnerable lower stratum among
the rated population in the north-central area, along with
the high number of evictions.

of the north-west he says

'the incentive to go was largely lacking'

.44

Unfortunately

Cousens does not elaborate on this remark except to
emphasise the low rates of mortality and eviction in the
area.

Perhaps, in that sense, the incentive to go was

generally less in this region than it was elsewhere.

Given

the record in the previous decades, the statement can
hardly be taken to infer a general reluctance to emigrate.
The pattern of pre-Famine emigration and its
association with the demise of the linen industry seems a
more convincing explanation.
by Collins. 4s

This idea is best presented

She argues that the population structure of

the north-west had already been substantially altered by
emigration, and that the higher rates from north-central
Ireland were a once-and-for-all adjustment to the fraility
there of a proto-industrial system of linen production.
Thus the population stresses brought about by the decline
of the linen industry, first been experienced in the
north-west, led to the emigration thence of those most
likely to migrate, the young.

In contrast, the

continuation of a proto-industry in north-central Ireland
44

45

Cousens, S.H. (1960) OPe cit., P 133
Collins, B. (1982) 'Proto-industrialization
and emigration', Social History, Vol.7,
No.2, P 142
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led to an increasinq population, the vulnerability of which
was exposed by the Famine.
Despite the pre-Famine outflow of migrants from the
north-west and the relatively low mortality there during
the Famine, there was nonetheless a considerable population
loss in the decade between 1841 and 1851.

As a percentage

of the 1841 population, Derry and Donegal each lost about
13 per cent while Tyrone suffered more severely with a
reduction of some 18 per cent.

These losses in population

represent a combination of hiqher mortality, lower
fertility and out-migration. 46

Off-setting these effects,

some counties such as Derry experienced in-migration.
was estimated by Johnston to be some 2,500. 47

This

As Table 3.5

shows, the extent of population loss was not the same
throughout the region.

In Donegal the greatest losses

occurred in the eastern barony of Raphoe whilst the
smallest losses were recorded in the densely populated,
western barony of Boylagh.

In Derry the baronies of

coleraine and Loughinsholin suffered losses of 20 per cent
while that of Tirkeeran registered only 8.4 per cent and
the liberties of the city of Derry showed a net increase in
population.

In Tyrone, where the overall population loss

was more severe than in the other two counties, the decline

46

47

As the population total of 1847 was higher
than that of 1841 the decadal, percentage
loss under-estimates the total numbers lost
between 1847 and 1851.
Johnston, J.H. (1959) op. cit.,. p 279
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Table 3. S
POPULATION LOSS 1841-1851 BY BARONY
DONEGAL
Banagh
Boylagh
lnishowen
Kilmacrenan
Raphoe
Tirhugh
Total

INTERDECADAL LOSS
5386

1203
7218
10872
11429
5182
41290

AS % OF '41 POPULATION
12.55
5.26
l3.01
14.9
17.46
14.06
l3.92

Derry
Coleraine
Keenaght
LoughinshoIin
Libs. of Coleraine
Libs. of Derby
Tirkeeran
Total

7091
4816

18238
808

20.36
14.23
20.21
6.7

+3393
2592
30152

13.57

8.38

Tyrone
Clogher
Dungannon
Omagh
Strabane
Tora1

7895
26107
13156
10137
57295

Source 1841 and 1851 censuses of Ireland

20.39
20.55
17.30
14.25

18.30
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was more evenly spread, ranging from 14 per cent in the
barony of strabane to 20.5 per cent in that of Dungannon.
Since no distinctive distribution in mortality
patterns within the region has been established and as
changes in the birth rate could have had only a small
effect, the local variations in population loss noted in
Table 3.5 can best be explained by
extent of emigration.

~ifferences

in the

Unfortunately no figures on the

county of origin of emigrants from Ireland are available
before 1851. Only the numbers of those who sailed through
the various ports of Ireland are available.

These are

generally recognised as being an underestimate of those who
emigrated because they recorded only the direct and
registered emigration.

Many families emigrated in ships

chartered for ordinary cargo.
Table 3.6 gives the numbers of emigrants recorded as
sailing from the port of Derry during the years 1841-1855
and their stated destinations.

The figures show not only

the dramatic increase of emigration in 1847 following the
first effects of the failure of the potato crop, but also
show a shift in destination.

In the years prior to the

Famine Derry migrants travelled in almost equal numbers to
British North America and to the United states.

The worst

year of the crisis, 1847, in fact saw slightly more
emigrants headed for Canada than to the United states. From
1848 on the United states was the favoured destination.
the immediate post-Famine years it received 80 per cent
ormore of the Derry emigrants.

In these respects the

In
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Table 3.6
DESTINATION OF DERRY EMIGRANTS AS SIIO'''N IN RETURNS
FROM THE EMIGRATION COMMISSIONERS.

30/6 31/12 '41
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855

United. States

Hr. North America

200
2408
1170
2107
2606
2965
5645
5888
6846
3304
5173
4104
3499
2916
1038

325
3680
1283
1673
2503
2439
6635
1188
969
838
1137
961
1037
702
431

Source: 1851 Census Ireland

Australia

Other

1

2

Total
525
6809
2455
3780
4809
5404
12280
7076
7815
4142
6310
5065
4536
3618
1469
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pattern of emigration from the port of Derry was no
different from the other major Irish ports.
The demographic, economic and social impact of the
Famine was much greater than any previous economic
depression or crop failure.

The crucial question for

anybody trying to leave the country then, as in earlier
years, was how to pay for the passage.

In the poorest and

most congested parts of the country most of the population
probably were caught in the 'poverty trap' :. that is, those
who most needed to escape were unlikely to be able to buy a
ticket.

In his study of the county of Derry during the

Famine years Johnston concluded:

... although there was a change in the area
contributing most emigrants, the ability to raise
the necessary capital was still an essential
condition of emigration.

Those who could realise

the most money by selling. their farms must still
have preferred to go to America.

48

For those who could not pay for a passage to America or
canada there was always the cheaper rouce to Britain and,
consequently, emigration there increased dramatically in
the Famine years.

According to Johnston, those who went to

Britain may well have been cottiers and very small farmers
from the more congested areas whose standard of living had

48

Johnston, J.H. (1957) 'The population of
Londonderry during the Great Irish Famine'.
Economic History Review, Vol.10 2nd Series,
p 283
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deteriorated far enough for their reluctance to emigrate to
be broken and that it was they, rather than any substantial
increase in the number of the better-off farmers going to
America, which accounted for the noticeable population loss
from the county of Derry.
The implication here is that migration was selective
by destination.

However, without detailed information on

the origins and socio-economic backgrounds of the migrants
to the various ports it has been impossible to test this
implicit hypothesis until now.

The questions of

willingness to emigrate and the ability to pay for
migration were to remain important long after the immediate
years of hardship in the 18405.

The information contained

in the Cooke shipping registers on area of origin,
destination, method of fare payment and form of travel
permit new analysis and testing of this hypothesis.

3.8 The Pattern of Emigration in the Post-Famine Decades
In common with the rest of Ireland the three counties
of north-west Ulster continued to experience demographic
decline for the remaining decades of the nineteenth century
but, as Table 3.7 shows, there was no common pattern
throughout the region.

Indeed, some areas such as the

barony of Boylagh, actually increased in population after
the Famine losses.

Heavy emigration from the country as

awhole continued until 1854 after which it declined
gradually each year. In common with Norway and Sweden
Ireland experienced significant cro~ failures in the early
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Table 3.7'
PERCENTAGE DECAOAL POPULATION LOSS BY BARONY, 1841-1871
1841-1851

1851-1861

1861-1871

12.5
5.3
13.0
13.0
14.9
17.5
14.1

5.8
+2.2
4.9
6.1
7.4
10.0
11.1

11.5
0.6
5.1
6.0
7.5
9.8
12.0

DERRY
Coleraine
Keenaght
Loughinsholin
Libs. Coleraine
Libs. Derry
Tirkeeran

20.4
14.2
20.2
6.7
+ 16.6
8.4

6.1
8.8
1.5
6.3
4.9

6.3
10.3
8.3
1.3
+7.0
5.9

TYRONE
Clogher
Dungannon L.
Dungannon M.
Dungannon V.
Omagh E.
Omagh W.
Strabane L.
Strabane V.

20.4
20.6
20.6
20.6
17.3
17.3
14.2
14.2

12.7
8.5
5.5
2.7
5.7
6.4
9.7
7.6

9.2
11.7
10.0
7.7
11.7
7.3
7.3
7.2

DONEGAL
Banagh
Boylagh
Inishowen E.
Inishowen W.
Kilmacrenan
Rap hoe
Tirhugh

1.6

Source: 1851, 1861 and 1871 Censuses of Ireland
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sixties.

As in those countries agricultural distress

stimulated a renewal of intense emigration.

From the

counties of Derry, Donegal and Tyrone emigratio~ continued
at a steady rate but the population loss never approached
the level attained between 1841 and 1851.
From 1851, when the Census Commissioners instituted a
series of returns on emigration from the country, figures
are available on the annual number by county of origin.
Figure 3.5-3.7 show the fluctuations in emigration from the
counties of Derry, Donegal and Tyrone from 1851 to the
beginnings of the twentieth century.

Particularly

noticeable are the peaks of emigration in the early 18605
and mid-1870s, brought about by crop failures, the crisis
in the 1870s hitting Donegal particularly badly.
The latter half of the nineteenth century in Ireland
is often viewed as a period of 'post-Famine adjustment', a
period when there was an improvement in economic conditions
and an increase in the size of farms.

There was a rise in

the age at marriage and a fall in the rate of marriage.
However, the picture was by no means uniform or rosy.
Q'Grada has expressed doubt in the so-called post-Famine
adjustment:
To begin with, the population level did not reach
an equilibrium level in the post-Famine years,
but continued its rapid, if uneven, decline.
Agricultural output dropped a good deal ... The
numbers employed in agriculture also declined by
perhaps a third or more between 1851 and 1871 -
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but a good deal of the decline took place in the early
1850s.

Rents rose substantially after the famine.

So too

did wages, but the rise in this case was accompanied by an
increase in the cost of subsistence. 49
Much of the improvement in agriculture and consolidation of
land took place in areas which were fertile and in a sample
of parishes it was found that of the town1ands losing more
than a fifth of their population between 1851 and 1861 most
were concentrated in areas with less than a fifth of their
lands waste.

On the other hand, by 1861 many town1ands

t

especially in the remoter areas of the country, supported a
greater population in 1861 than in 1841.

Among these areas

were the parishes within the unions of Dunfanaghy and
Glenties, Donegal, and the parish of Kildress in Tyrone.
Dunfanaghy and Glenties had lost fewer than any other union
in the west of Ireland and there is evidence that part of
the increased population was supported by freshly reclaimed
waste-land.~O

The seemingly intense desire to remain was chiefly
found in areas where an abundance of poor land could not be
profitably utilized except as small rented holdings, and
where the tradition of such small farms was deeply rooted.
Such clinging to the land has led to writers to refer to a
'resistance to migration' which is regarded as a social

49

so

Q'Grada, C. (1973) op. cit., p 146
Cousens, S.H. (1961) 'Emigration and
demographic change in Ireland, .1851-1861',
Economic History Review, Vo1.14, p 280
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cousens, have pointed to the pattern of emigration from
areas in the west of Ireland

a pattern of relative

quiescence punctuated by sharp bursts of movement following
agricultural crises - as evidence that people in those
areas either did not want to leave or were prevented from
emigrating by lack of means.
certainly in areas like west

D~negal,

there was

neither a tradition of emigration nor a generation of
'those who had gone before' to send back remittances or
pre-paid tickets to help those caught in poverty or
distress.

But the disentangling of economic and

socio-cultural factors on the decision to emigrate is, at
times, almost impossible.

In the absence of data on the

ability of people to pay for their passage the
'poverty-trap hypothesis' has not been adequately tested.
The Derry shipping register data on payment of fare thus
provided a unique opportunity to investigate this issue
through the immediate Famine period and its aftermath.
Chapter 5 presents the relevant findings from this source.

3.9 summary
The early development of the linen industry in
eighteenth century Ireland made it a major element of the
rural economy of the north-west.

Later population

increases allowed subsistence farming over much of the
region only where flax production and weaving subsidized
agriculture.

As linen gave way to cotton at the turn of

the century, this economy became untenable, on poor land
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aggravated by increased sub-division and by episodic crop
failures, and on good land by agricultural improvements
that required a lower labour force.

With few towns capable

of absorbing the rural surplus, a pattern of seasonal
migration to temporary employment developed in areas of
high population density, thereby supporting continued
population increase.

In other

area~

the early emigration

to North America of Presbyterian dissenters began a
tradition of migration that encouraged subsequent departure
and checked population increase.

These two effects

together created marked regionality in migration rates and
population density prior to the 1947 Famine.

Emigration

rose sharply during the Famine years, particularly in areas
with a well-developed migration tradition and the means to
afford passage.

Emigration was least from the poorest and

most densely populated areas, but whether this was the
result of cultural attachments to home districts or of
poverty too extreme to find the cost of passage is unknown.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODS AND MATERIALS
4.1 Data Sources

The main sources used in this thesis 1 are:

1) Irish customs Lists 2

2) Irish Ships' Registers 3

,

and

3) United states Ships' .Manifests.·
All cover the port of Derry and its environs in detail,
although the origins of each is quite distinct.

The

customs lists are the result of one of the few pieces of
legislation governing emigration from Britain and Ireland.
The American manifests are official documents and the Irish
registers are part of the records of private shipping
firms.
The customs lists covered ships sailing from the major
ports of Ireland during the period 1803-06.

The

legislation which gave rise to them was intended to prevent
1

An outline account of these sources and their use has

been published in Mageean, D.M. (1985) 'Nineteenthcentury Irish emigration: a case study using passenger
lists' in Drudy, P.J. (ed), Irish Studies 4: The Irish
in America, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, pp
39-61
2

3

The customs Lists of 1803-06 are held in the British
Museum, Additional Mss. No.35932
The registers of J&J Cooke are held in the Public
Record Office of Northern Ireland (ref. D2893/1).
They consist of three volumes covering the periods
1847-49, 1850-57 and 1858-67. I am grateful to Brian
Trainor, Deputy Keeper, public Record Office of
Northern Ireland for providing me with a typescript of
the 1847-49 volume and copies of the other two.

• The manifests of ships entering American ports are
deposited in the Center for Immigration Studies,
Temple University-Balch Institute, Philadelphia.
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the emigration of sailors during the Napoleonic wars.
Affidavits were sworn by the Master of the ship at the
customs Houses of the respective ports, so that it is
possible to extract the lists for a particular port e.g.
Derry.

The returns are quite detailed and give the name,

age, and residence of the passengers as well as recording
the port of destination.

A total of 3,600 passengers were

recorded as sailing to the United states and around 1,300
of these sailed from Derry, a figure which indicates the
importance of Derry as an emigrant port.

The annual figure

of approximately 1,000 a year during this period is,
however, low compared to previous years and probably
reflects the dramatic increase in fares consequent upon the
Passenger Act of 1803 - a fact which may very well have
influenced the type of emigrants who travelled at this
time.

The legislation governing the ntlmber of passengers

that could be carried to America from the United Kingdom
limited British vessels to one passenger for every two tons
and foreign vessels to one for every five tons.

It was

this restriction on the number of passengers which caused a
sharp rise in fares on the American vessels which dominated
the trade between the North of Ireland and America.
On the other side of the Atlantic, an Act of Congress
enacting similar regulations in 1819 specified that from 1
January 1820 captains of ships arriving from any foreign
port must deliver to the collector of Customs a sworn
manifest

containing the name of each passenger, their age,

sex, occupation, nationality, and cQuntry or city of
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destination.

These 'manifests', as they were called, also

gave the vessel's name, port of registration and departure
date, and occasionally also identified the owners of the
vessel.

In the case of Philadelphia, such manifests date

back to 1800 (Figure 4.1).
Both of the above sources are by-products of
legislation governing and regulatin9 the sailing of
passenger vessels and, as such, can be taken to be official
records of emigration. s

However, whilst the American

manifests provide a continuous run of data in the
nineteenth century, the Irish customs lists provide a mere
snapshot of Irish emigration at the beginning of the
nineteenth century.

It was not until the census of 1851

that detailed official information on Irish emigration was
again to become available.
For the port of Derry, however, some of the registers
of a shipping firm specializing in the passenger trade,
J&J Cooke, have survived.

These unique documents contain a

wealth of information about the passengers carried by the
company.

They permitted analysis of migration from Derry

over the period 1847-71 at a level not possible with the
official emigration statistics.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the period
covered by the Customs lists, British shipping on the
Atlantic Ocean had been virtually superseded by neutral
~

The records are best regarded as surrogate measures.
That is, they were not designed to tell us how many
people emigrated, of what ty~e, etc. They can,
however, be used, in the absence of anything better,
for that purpose.

Figure 4.1

Extract from U.S. manifest
Philadelphia, May, 1858

fo~

Elizabeth

t(.
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carriers, mainly American, who, because of their
neutrality, avoided the risk of capture by French
privateers.

As the Napoleonic War continued, Britain's

relations with the United states deteriorated, and the
number of American ships engaged in commercial and
passenger trade with Derry fell off as a result.

War with

America in 1812 eventually brought the trade to a
standstill.

Although trade with Derry was resumed after

the war, the hiatus had allowed Derry merchants to enter
the trade.

For the first time Derry-owned ships carrying

passengers crossed the Atlantic, mainly but not exclusively
to Canada.

These general-purpose vessels continued to ply

the trade through the 1820s and 1830s.

By thet840s,

however, they had given way to fewer but larger vessels
whose main activity was the carriage of passengers.

At

this time, too, the trade passed into the hands of the two
or three firms who were able and willing to risk their
capital in the purchase of ships built expressly for the
emigrant trade across the Atlantic.

With the advent of the

Great Famine and the consequent mass exodus from Ireland,
the demand for shipping was such that many additional
vessels, some neither intended for nor suitable for the
carriage of passengers, were pressed into service.

With

the ebb of the Famine tide, competition in the passenger
trade strengthened and only a few firms continued to
operate.

During this period the size, quality and speed of

the ships improved.

The American Civil War depressed the

passenger trade but it revived for a while afterwards,
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until the 1860s saw the advent of faster and more
comfortable steamships that killed the passenger trade from
Derry within a decade.
The firm of J&J Cooke was run by two brothers who had
succeeded their uncle, Joseph Young, in the shipping
business. Joseph Young was originally a timber merchant and
had been in the business for ten
first ship in 1824.

ye~rs

before he bought his

Like a number of other Derry

merchants, he became involved in the passenger trade after
the end of war in 1815.

Most Derry merchants had little

scope for investment outside their own business in Derry.
They had to transport most of their goods by sea from
Britain, America, and various European ports.

Because of

this many merchants owned and operated their own vessel.
With the rapid growth in emigration to Canada in the midtwenties, a number of merchants were enticed by the
opportunities in the passenger trade.

Many of the timber

vessels were boarded over and used to offer passenger
voyages to Canada, returning with a cargo of timber.
Normally a Spring and a Fall voyage were offered to
intending emigrants.
There is evidence of about seven Derry owners of such
vessels operating from the mid-twenties to the midthirties. 4

In addition to operating their own vessels, the

Derry merchants acted as agents for other shipping
merchants.

&

After a faltering start in the emigrant trade,

Cooke, S. (1961) The Maiden City and the Western
Ocean, Dublin, Morris & Co., P 61
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losing three ships in four years, Cooke's business became
firmly established.

of all the local firms only they and

the firm of William McCorkell remained in the trade in the
fifties and sixties.

Both firms ran good businesses but it

is also significant that they were also the largest
importers of timber in Derry.

In most years the success of

the passenger trade was dependent on the homeward timber
trade.
The ship registers of J&J Cooke, which form the main
data source used here, contain information on approximately
21,800 passengers who left the port of Derry for various
destinations in the United states and Canada during the
years 1847-67.

Thus they cover the immediate Famine

period, the post-Famine exodus, and the smaller, steadier
stream of the 1860s.

The cooke registers give the name of

the vessel, its date of departure and port of destination,
and the name, age, residence, and (occasionally),
occupation of each passenger.

The registers also record

the cost of the passage, when it was booked, and how the
passage money was paid - pre-paid by agents in America,
paid by the workhouse or by an estate owner, or paid by the
individual himself (usually in installments to local agents
of the firm).

Passages booked and later cancelled are

evident from names scores out on the registers.

Only

rarely is the reason for the cancellation given (Figure
4.2) .
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Extract from Cooke register for Elizabeth to
Ph11adelphia, Spring, 1859
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As already noted (p. 124), Derry owners were operating
vessels to the us from the mid-1820s to the mid-1830s but
their records for these sailings have not survived.

I

therefore used the United states shipping manifests for the
six Derry to New York sailings recorded for the years 183031 to provide some basic data on the nature of the migrants
sailing in this early period.

This sampling was

supplemental to the main use of the United states shipping
manifests for the 1847-67 period, where information could
be cross-checked with information in the Cooke Registers
(as described in Section 4.2.1 below), and lacks the
greater control of bias achieved for the later period.
Nevertheless, the sample proved useful tracing overall
demographic trends for the study period and was used for
this limited purpose below (e.g. Table 5.1).
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4.2 Some Methodological Problems

4.2.1 Source materials
The recording of age in the Derry registers is not
consistent over the years.

From 1847 to 1852 only those

aged 14 and under were recorded, prqbably because children
of that age qualified for half-fare.

From 1853 onwards,

however, the ages of all passengers were recorded.

In the

American manifests ages were recorded throughout, as
required by law.

The recording of residence, on the other

hand, is neither consistent nor reliable in the manifests.
In contrast, a great strength of the Derry registers lies
in the detail given on residence.

This was usually at the

town or townland level, though occasionally to Parish
level.?

7

This allows analysis of the origins of the

The townland is the smallest administrative division
in Ireland and its main purpose is to distinguish
between different locations and to pinpoint the
location of farms and settlements.
It became the
basic division of the countryside in the seventeenth
century. All other territorial divisions are
collections of townlands. There is considerable
discrepancy between townland sizes, a fact which
indicates that they were initially created to reflect
land quality rather than absolute area. Hence large
townlands are usually found in hilly areas, where
there is no arable land, or flat boggy areas. The
parish was the smallest and most numerous unit in the
administrative structure of the catholic church in
Ireland, and constituted an area within which a pastor
or priest had care of the spiritual needs of the
community. The extension of the Reformation to
Ireland disrupted the administrative structures of the
Irish church. The old administrative divisions were
adopted by the Protestant Church and were used as
civil territorial divisions from the seventeenth
century. Civil parish boundaries are marked in the
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migrants down to reasonably precise areas of perhaps a few
square kilometres.

Against this, duplication of place-

names is common, so that the origins of some individuals
could not be determined with accuracy.
The strengths and weaknesses of the manifests and
registers can be seen in this superficial comparison.

One

can, however, go further than this py comparing the
information provided by the two sources through the method
known as nominal record linkage.

Here the main item used

to identify and link the two initially separate sources of
information is the stated name of the individual emigrant,
whence the term 'nominal'.

The biases and omissions in the

two sources (other than those common to both) can thus be
determined with a high degree of accuracy.

Linkage of this

type has already been achieved for small migrant
populations such as the Dutch, though it is generally
unsuited for those countries which either experienced mass
migration or whose emigration records are incomplete.

This

methodology would, therefore, not suit Ireland as a whole
because of the sheer scale of Irish emigration and the
relative lack of Irish sources on individual emigrants.

It

can, however, be adopted for sub-sections of the emigrant
population where suitable data exist, as with the Derry

early Ordnance Survey maps and were used as Census
divisions.
From the Reformation onwards, the two
major religious communities in Ireland had separate
parish structures. Either unit may have been referred
to by emigrants when reporting. their address.
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registers and American manifests.

Table 4.1 shows which

items of information were common to these two sources.
of the fifty ships listed in the registers as sailing
from Derry to the United states, the manifests of thirtyeight were located.

The linkage of the records was

initially carried out by hand; later, the manifest
information was transferred to the biographical register
data on computer file.

Not only does the linkage allow

comparison of the data but it also casts light on the
documents themselves.

For instance, little is known about

the administrative routine which produced the manifests.
All lists were written by hand on printed forms but the
format of the forms varies. from port to port.

It is

generally believed that the manifests were prepared by
professional clerks before the ship departed.

As the hand-

writing on the two documents is not the same, however,
there is no reason to believe that the same clerks
completed both.
On both the manifests and the registers the members of
individual families are listed together, usually with the
head of the household listed first and followed by wife and
children in order of age.

Very occasionally all males in a

group are listed together first, followed by the females.
The order of passengers on the manifests was found to
follow almost exactly that of the registers, with the
exception of cabin passengers who invariably appear at the
end of a manifest.

This suggests that each manifest was

copied from the corresponding register.

In addition, the
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Table 4.1 Identification of data common to Irish ship
registers and United states manifests
Category

Irish Ship

u.S. Ship

Registers

Manifests

Family name

Yes

Yes

First name or initial

Yes

Yes

Second name or initial

Sometimes

Sometimes

Sex

Inferred

Yes

Age last birthday

sometimes

Yes

Religion

No

No

Occupation

sometimes

Yes

Nationality

Sometimes

Yes

Yes

Sometimes

Yes

Yes

contrived

contrived

Yes

Yes

county or place
of last residence
Number in the booking
Type of group that
travelled on booking
Date of emigration or
ship's passage
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ages of a manifest sometimes jump an entry, knocking the
sequence of ages out until correct entry was resumed.
Occasionally individuals appear on one document and
not the other.

Where this happens with a manifest, it is

most likely due to passengers being taken aboard at the
last minute when a cheap passage became available.

The

Derry ships anchored at Moville near the mouth of Lough
Foyle in order to check passenger lists and to obtain final
clearance.

If the numbers were less than the statutory

permitted complement, it was not unusual to take on a few
last-minute passengers - an early form of stand-by!

On the

other hand, some passengers decided at the last moment not
to go and yet others went in place of relatives.

Changes

to the ship's population whilst at sea are recorded in the
births and deaths listed on each manifest.
Success in linking the records of Canadian-bound ships
was very much lower than with the United States ships.

of

the eighty-five ships which sailed to Canada between 1847
and 1867 it has been possible to link register to manifest
only for three ships, sailing to Quebec in the late 1860s.
No comprehensive nominal lists of immigrants arriving in
Canada before 1865 have been found.

Until then ships'

captains were not required by law to keep detailed lists
and in the early years such lists were created only as
proof of passage monies paid by a sponsor. s

S

As in the

The reports from the emigrant agents in Quebec and st.
John, New Brunswick, do, however, refer to 'manifests'
of ships. Only summaries of information by ship are
given or reproduced in the volumes relating to emigration.
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American documents, the Canadian manifests contain the
name, age, occupation, and intended destination of each
emigrant.

4.2.2 Issues in sampling
Two distinct sampling issues arise over the
information sources considered here.

The first is the

extent to which the records are representative of
emigration from Ireland, or even from just the north-west
of Ireland.

The information is clearly biased in a

statistical sense, dominated as it is by information from
the northwestern counties. 9

However, this does not

preclude using the insights won in their analysis in
relation to Irish emigration generally, a theme developed
in greater detail below.
A more immediate issue at the outset of the project
was the second, whether to attempt to handle all of the
information available or to subsample the data before
analysis was attempted.

Two factors influenced the

decision to process the entire dataset.

9

First, the data

Of the Canadian-bound emigrants through Derry the
Cooke passengers accounted for 66 per cent of the
1847-51 total and an estimated 86 per cent of the
1852-55 total. For U.S.-bound passengers the
corresponding figures are 14 per cent and 20 per cent.
These large Canadian percentages, associated with
Cooke's commercial links with Canada, reduce the
possible bias. The lower percentages to the United
states are due to the marked shift to that country
after the Famine and to the associated growth of other
shipping lines. The separate country analyses
conducted throughout this thesis avoided merging
samples with such disparate proportions of the total
population.
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are highly aggregated (in a statistical sense).

In such

cases the optimal sampling design is to distribute sampling
intensity in proportion to the variability of each data
group.

Whilst it was in principle possible to run a pilot

analysis to determine such variability and then to allocate
sample sizes by ship, county, year and so on, in practice
this could have resulted in some groups being represented
by unacceptably small samples.

For example, a ship

carrying only 100 passengers would generate only 20
passenger records on a 20 per cent sample, and these would
have to bear the information transfer needed about family
and party size, age distribution, occupations, origins, and
so on.
second, though in part a corollary of the point just
made, cell sizes in cross-tabulations would be
proportionately reduced if the principal variables
were sampled.

For example, consider the problems involved

in investigating whether elderly relatives were paid for
more frequently during the Famine crisis. If pre-paid fare
passengers accounted for 30 per cent of the total and if
older passengers (over 50 years) accounted for five per
cent of the total, their random co-occurrence would be just
1.4 per cent.

With the full dataset this would yield over

300 records, sub-divided among the time periods chosen for
analysis.

with a 20 per cent sample, only 60 records would

be available for analysis over a 20+ year period, leaving
the individuals cells with unacceptably small totals.
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4.2.3 Computer versus manual analysis
Implicit in the decision to use the entire dataset
available was the use of a computer for analysis.

This

afforded five significant advantages and just two
disadvantages.

First, computer use meant considerable ease

in checking and correcting the data.

Checks for data

inconsistencies e.g. for two-year old farmers - could be
quickly carried out after the initial input and errors
rectified.

Second, speed of analysis was greatly improved.

Large data sets could be handled as wholes and series of
quasi-repetitive analyses, such as cross-tabulations within
counties, could be conducted with relative ease.
afforded greater standardization of records.

Third, it

The amount of

information in the Derry registers varied somewhat over
their twenty years.

By using a computer database program

lt was possible to re-standardize the record format as new
issues and information emerged, obviating manual reinspection of data already processed.

Fourth, the tasks of

coding missing data and of recoding original data was
greatly simplified.

Finally, although the database was

created specifically for the research for this thesis, it
can be used for ongoing and future work.

The analysis of

the records has not been exhausted, particularly in

.

relation to selected sub-populations of the emigrants.
sub-samples e.g. of those travelling to Philadelphia during
the Famine years - can be taken from the database and used
in more detailed research e.g. using record linkage to the
census records for that city.
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Similarly, sub-samples from a particular area within the
north-west can be linked to local records.

Thus the very

large investment in constructing the database - arguably
disproportionate to the express needs of the present thesis
- is fully justifiable in ease of continued research beyond
the scope of that thesis.
Two problems - one technical, the other organizational
- were encountered as a result of using a computer.

The

use of the entire dataset meant that very large files were
created.

These were at the then limits of allowable user

allocation on the available mainframe computers.

As a

result, much of the early work had to be run as overnight
batch jobs.

Data editing under such circumstances was both

difficult and time consuming.

Databases on the mainframe

at the start of the research were cumbersome and difficult
compared to those later available for

microcomputers.

Because of these problems I decided to transfer the files
to a microcomputer and this greatly speeded data input and
validation.

A continuing constraint was the size and

processing power of the machine available (a 128K ACT
Sirius 1 with twin 720K disk drives, later upgraded to 384K
and 1.44MB drives).

Ideally a microcomputer with a hard

disk would have been used but the cost of such disks were
prohibitively expensive at the time.
with the power of the computer available for analysis,
it was always tempting to test one more idea and run one
more analysis, until time dictated otherwise.
advice were to be offered to other researchers

If any
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contemplating similar analysis of large data sets, it would
be to outline clearly the questions and hypotheses to be
addressed or tested and to adhere to that framework.
Clearly there will always be questions or ideas which are
stimulated by on-going analysis and, often, these are
worthy of follow-up.

However, the creation of such a

framework at the outset of research and discipline in
adhering to it help both the organization and analysis of
the data.

It is arguable, however, that a similar project

started today would be completed far more quickly even
without these measures, simply because of technical
advances and cost reductions in microcomputers.

4.3 British parliamentary Papers
Although it was not possible to achieve nominal record
linkage on the Canadian-bound ships of J&J Cooke, it was
possible to locate records of many of these ships in the
various emigration reports contained in the British
Parliamentary Papers.

For instance, the reports of the

Colonial Land and Emigration Commission, set up in 1840,
provide general but valuable and interesting background
information on emigration from Ireland.

By far the most

interesting and useful information is to be found in the
reports of the government agents at the ports of Quebec and
St John, New Brunswick.

The reports are part of 'Papers

relative to Emigration to the British Provinces in North
America' contained in the Irish university Press volumes,
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Colonies: canada, numbers 17 to 24, which cover the years
1847 to 1864 inclusive.

There is some variation in the

information contained in the volumes from year to year but
in some years, especially those covering the immediate
Famine period, the reports are extremely detailed.

In

general the type of information to be found includes:
a) extracts from the several weekly reports made to
the Governor-General by the Chief Agent for the
superintendence of emigration
b) weekly returns of deaths on board vessels and the
number of sick and dead in quarantine
c) number of persons who received assistance
enabling them to emigrate
d) returns of the trades or callings of the
emigrants who arrived, and
e) the geographical distribution of the emigrants
('as near as can be ascertained').
From 1862 onwards little or no mention is made of
emigration and the reports of the government agents are no
longer recorded.
The reports from the government agent in Quebec,
Alexander Buchanan (who himself was born in County Derry
and who emigrated to Canada as a child), are especially
detailed and illuminating during the Famine period.

They

help provide a picture of the effects of the Famine not
only on the migrants but also on the city and port that
received them.
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As well as specific mention of the Cooke ships, the
general description of the Irish migrants contained in both
agents' reports provides a useful background picture of
Irish migration to Canada.

Along with reports on the

number of ships from Ireland, in general, and Derry, in
particular, they give an indication of how representative
the Cooke migrants were and of the proportion of the Derry
trade to Canada represented by the Cooke ships.
of detail on the ships varied over the years.

The level
It was

considerable during the immediate Famine period, much less
during the fifties and better again in the early sixties.
Appendix 3 lists key elements of information for each ship
while summaries of the detailed report available for each
ship are given in Appendix 4.
The reports from the colonies contained in the British
Parliamentary Papers are best regarded as a qualitative
source, although they contain some statistical information.
Although one can speak of 'linkage' of sources in the sense
that specific mention of cooke ships can be found in the
reports, this is quite different from the record linkage
achieved with the American manifests.

In particular, there

was no quantitative information at the nominal level.

This

lack of supplementary or linked data for the Canadian-bound
ships had implications for the classification of those
migrants travelling to Canada, as will be shown below.

It

also meant that the two 'populations' of Canadian-bound and
of American-bound migrants from Derry, could not always be
compared on certain variables.
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4.4 Organization of the Data
The information used here was taken initially from
photocopies of the registers, themselves written in a clear
copper-plate (see Figure 4.2) or, in the case of the
customs lists, from typed transcriptions from the original
documents.

These raw data were entered in files on a

mainframe computer, using a standard text editor.

No

coding was used: the name and address of each passenger,
their age, and their occupation (where available) were
directly entered in a card-image format.

Information on

the ship and date of sailing were stored with each list of
passengers and subsequently copied to individual records.
When data-entry was complete for a number of years and the
entries checked for errors, some initial sample analysis
directed to data validation was done using a commercial
statistical package, SAS.

10

what became obvious from this early sample analysis
was the variation in the amount of information contained in
the entries.

For instance, the number of variables

recorded depended on whether the ship was bound for the
united states (and hence complemented by the manifest data)
or for Canada (no additional data).

The amount of

information given in the registers also varied in different
time periods.

In order to aid analysis, therefore, it was

necessary to make sure that the data appeared in a standard

10

statistical Analysis System, SAS Institute Inc., Box
8000, Cory, North Carolina 27511
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format even if this meant that certain fields were recorded
as missing entries.

The solution adopted was to use a

database and so the data were transferred from the
mainframe onto a microcomputer (an ACT Sirius with 384K of
memory) and the files imported into a database structure
using dBASE II.11

This package proved particularly useful

at the time as it readily accepted pre-existing files.

By

taking the data through a series of 'stencils', all
entries, regardless of the original amount of information
present, ended up with a common structure, with missing
values coded appropriately12.

Table 4.2 shows the final

list of fields used in analysis here, together with a brief
definition of their meaning.
In practice each variable proved to have particular
problems associated with its definition and use,
necessitating considerable attention to this aspect of the
work.

The following list notes the major points about

each:
SEQNR: Each migrant individual recorded as sailing was
assigned a unique record number - a strategy which proved
useful for locating individuals quickly and for crosschecking purposes.

11 dBASE II, Ashton-Tate, Maidenhead, Berkshire, UK
12

Ironically, as the present research was being
completed, several text-based database programs
capable of handling the free format of the original
source files have come on the market. An impressive
example is the AskSam package from Seaside Software
Inc., Perry, Florida 32347
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Table 4.2

Primary variables used in passenger computer
records.

Variables asterisked were assigned.

SEQNR

Unique passenger identification number

FARETYP*

Hanner in which fare was paid

GROUPNR

unique number for each Cooke booking

GROUPTYP*

Type of companions on same booking

GROUPSIZ

Number in the group

CNAHE

Christian name(s) of passenger

SNAHE

Surname of passenger

TOWN LAND

Townland of origin

COUNTY

County of origin

AGEH

Age recorded in the manifest

AGER

Age recorded in the Cooke register

OCCUP

occupation

SEX

Sex of passenger

SHIP

Ship on which travelled

DAY

Day of departure

HONTH

Honth of departure

YEAR

Year of departure

DESTIN

Port of destination

COMMENT

Any special comments
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FARETYP: An alphabetic character code was allocated
according to how the fare was paid, as indicated on the
registers.

Categories used were S self-paid; P prepaid by

agents in the United states or canada; L paid by a
landlord; W paid by the poor or workhouse, and 0 others (a
residual category where it was evident that the named
migrant did not pay their own fare but where it was unclear
who did).
GROUPNR: Each entry in the shipping registers reflected the
booking of passage for one or more people.

Such an

emigrant 'unit' was termed a 'group' and was assigned a
reference number shared by all members of that group.

This

proved useful when aggregating the individual records later
e.g., for data verification and for group-based analysis.
The term 'booking' used in the text here is synonymous with
'group' but better emphasizes certain aspects of the study.
GROUPTYP: As shown in table 4.1, the type and size of each
emigrant 'unit' can be established from the shipping
registers and customs lists.

Each group of emigrants was

assigned to one of eight categories:
1) Individuals (Type I): those travelling alone
2) Nuclear families (Type N): groups of two adults
accompanied by one or more children and where the
parent/offspring relationship was apparent
3) Families (Type F): groups of one adult
accompanied by one or more of their children.
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The majority of these family groups were of
mother and children
4) Same name (Type S): groups, usually of two
people, sharing a common surname and without
overt kin or marital relationship.

This category

probably includes married couples, although a
husband/wife relationship is not obvious, as well
as other kin groups
5) Married (Type M): married couples, unaccompanied
by children and where the husband/wife
relationship is stated (such statements are
extremely rare)
6) Extended (Type E): groups with kin relationships
extending beyond those of the nuclear family
7) Groups (Type G): parties of individuals (often
from the same area) travelling together, but with
no kin relationship evident
8) Queries (Type Q): groups which for one reason or
another could not be assigned to one of the
preceding groups, e.g. composites of the above
types.
GRPSIZE: In addition to classifying the groups by type,
each group was coded for size.
A special program was written to verify the data on
the basis of the links between the identification number,
group type, and group size.

For example, if the name of a

group member were accidentally omitted during data entry, a
mismatch between the stated size of the group and the
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number of records with the group identification concerned
was reported.

These group-related variables were later

used to analyze the structure of the migration stream over
time, by area of origin and destination, by fare type, and
by date of sailing.

Because of the extra information

available in the American manifests as to the age and
relationships of passengers, the coding of the United
states-bound migrants was an easier, and in some cases
probably a more precise, coding task than for the Canadianbound migrants.

Where there was any doubt as to the exact

relationship between people of the same name travelling
together they were classified simply as 'same names'.

This

retained the indication of kin relationship without
inferring its nature.
CNAME and SNAME: Christian name and surname were, in the
majority of cases, clearly legible in the register or
passenger list.

The christian name was used to ascertain

the sex of the emigrant.

If there was any doubt about a

name that could not be checked against a manifest, both
name and sex were recorded as unknown.

As might be

expected, a number of surnames were spelt differently on
the American manifests than on the registers, some of them
phonetically.

What was surprising was to find a number of

native Irish names misspelt on the register, with, for
example, Lynch becoming Linch and McAuley Macawley.
TOWNLAND and COUNTY: One of the most important pieces of
information available from the registers was the address of
the person intending to sail.

More precisely, it was the
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area of origin of the passengers rather than a detailed
postal address.

A preliminary survey of this information

revealed that the vast majority of 'addresses' given were
at the level of town or townland, although the parish was
occasionally stated.

In only a few cases was the county

stated, except where the passenger was from a county remote
from the port of Derry.

Where the county was not stated,

Lewis' Townland index was used to locate the townland
concerned and identify the county of origin.

One problem

which arose in this exercise was the existence of duplicate
place names in two or more counties, making it difficult or
impossible to allocate some townlands with certainty.

For

instance, townland X might be listed as appearing in two or
three counties, all of which were near enough to Derry to
be the likely site.
with such cases.

A set of rules was devised to deal

First, if one of the townlands listed was

considerably bigger than the others listed or if it
contained a town of the same name, the county of that
townland was allocated (on the grounds that an individual
was statistically more likely to come from a large area
than a small one).

Second, if all the candidate townlands

were of approximately the same size, the county was
recorded as unknown.

Third, if an address was not located

in the townland index, not recorded in a list of parishes,
nor located manually on the relevant Ordnance Survey maps,
the county was recorded as unknown.

Much of this task was

performed using computer programs to avoid what would
otherwise have been a laborious, manual task.

A program
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was written to read each entry in the townland field of
each record with the county recorded and to store these
matches as a master file.

This file was then edited

manually to take account of the rules above.

The file was

then used as a look··up file in a program that searched for
records with the county missing and allocated the county.
The master file was updated a number of times in this
exercise, each update cutting down the number of residual
entries which had to be done manually or corrected because
of spelling mistakes.
AGER: As mentioned earlier, the recording of age on the
Cooke registers varies considerably over the years covered
by these documents.

So, for the years 1847 to 1852

inclusive, when only the ages of children under 14 is
recorded, this field contains many missing values.

It is

probable that the Cooke registers consistently record the
ages of children under 14 because the British Passenger Act
of 1842 allowed two children under the age of 14 to be
calculated as only one statute adult, as defined by the
legislation for space and victualling.

Under United states

legislation each child, however young, was counted as one
full passenger.

Age is consistently recorded on the

customs lists.
AGEH: It was decided to record the age of the passenger
given on the manifest for cross-checking against the
register age.

It has been pointed out above that the

manifest age did not agree with the register age on
occasion because of errors in copying across the data.
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other mismatches, as where the manifest age was one year
out on the register age, is probably accounted for by
passengers reaching a birthday between the date of booking
the passage and the actual sailing.

such cases are

particularly common in the cases of children where, because
of the reduction in fare, a careful eye was kept on the age
of the child.

From 1853 onwards it was possible to use the

register age exclusively for analysis of age and for crosstabulation of age by other variables.

However, for the

years 1847 to 1852 inclusive the manifest age was used if
AGER was recorded as missing.

This, of course, was

possible only for the United States-bound ships and
analysis of age for that early period could not be done for
all Canadian-bound passengers.
OCCUP: Occupation is the least reliable of all the
information on the registers and manifests, for the reasons
already discussed under methodological problems.

However,

it was decided to record the information where given on
either the manifest or register as it is the only clue as
to the socio-economic profile of those migrating.

Where

this information was available the occupation was coded
using the classification devised by the National
Immigration Archives at the Balch Institute, Philadelphia,
U.S.A.
SHIP: The name of the ship as given on the Customs lists
and registers was recorded in a simple, abbreviated form.
Apart from the need to log each sailing, the information in
this field could be used to check on the number of voyages
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made by a ship in any year and to check whether ships of a
certain capacity sailed more frequently to one destination
rather than another.

Related to this is the average ship

load by destination.
DAY, MONTH and YEAR: The date of sailing as indicated on
the Customs lists and registers was recorded.

The

precision of the information on the registers was not
consistent and sometimes the entry merely recorded the
sailing in the form 'Spring voyage 1847'.

Where the ship

was United states-bound and a manifest was located it was
possible to get an approximate date of sailing by working
backwards from the date of

arrival.~3

In other cases it

was possible to estimate the date of sailing by finding the
date of the latest booking for the ship and allowing for
time between this date and sailing based on an average time
lapse.

The information on date of sailing was used not

only to record the frequency of sailings in anyone year or
to anyone port but also to analyze seasonal trends.
DESTIN: The information on destination, given on all ships
except one, was recorded using an abbreviated form of the
port name.

There was no information on intended

destination within the United states or Canada but the
later Cooke registers frequently had the comment 'and on to
Boston' written beside the names of passengers bound for St
John, New Brunswick.
13

The length of voyage experienced by sailing ships
could, however, vary by as much as 30 days depending
on weather conditions. Because of this there can be
no precision in the date of departure arrived at by
this back-projection.
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COMMENT: This field was created to record any unusual or
interesting information peculiar to an individual, group or
ship-load.

4.5 Analysis of the Data
With a population of approximately 21,000 emigrants,
each of which had been allocated 19 fields, the resultant
database was large by any standards.

The inspection and

editing of the files was crucial, both to ensure that the
information was correct and to allow the computer programs
being used to analyze the data to run successfully.

This

point of the operation took a considerable amount of time
and· was by far the most labour-intensive part of the
research.

Although the 'browse' facility of dBASE II

allowed speedy scanning of the data, there was always the
risk that errors could be missed in a purely manual search
and check operation.

To overcome this a number of programs

were written to carry out internal checks and to 'flag'
records where erroneous or invalid data appeared - such as
a surname containing numerical characters or a numerical
field containing letters.

Even with this combination of

manual and machine-based checking at the input stage, some
errors did slip through.

Transposition of two characters

within an entry, for example, was· not detectable to data
structure checks.

Such errors often became obvious on

running a program of statistical analysis.

With a large

database the margin for errors was considerable and even
after careful and painstaking checking it is not possible
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to guarantee that the data were 100 per cent 'clean'.

On

the other hand, given the measures taken to check and edit
the data, any remaining errors must be so few as to be
statistically insignificant within the large sample sizes
involved.

Analyses were done on an annual basis only for the
immediate Famine period of 1847-51, where Significant
fluctuations from one year to the next might be
anticipated.
Prior to analysis it was decided to organize the files
by destination (initially the United States and Canada).
Later the Canadian data were further broken down by port Quebec and st. John, New Brunswick) and time period.
The data for the twenty-one years from 1847 to 1867
were broken down into three five-year periods - 1846-51,
1852-56, and 1857-61 - and a final six-year period of 186267. 14

The rationale for this division of the data was that

integration by five year time periods allowed any changes
or trends over time to be seen more clearly.

It also had

the merit of dividing the data into manageable but still
significant population sizes.
For analYSis I used the statistical package

SYSTAT 15

•

This package was chosen for its ability to handle large
databases of alphanumeric material, for the range of tests
14

15

The extra year was the last for which data were available.
SYSTAT, Inc., 2902 Central street., Evanston, IL
60201
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it offered, and for its ability to input and read files
created under dBASE II.

Initial analysis consisted of

simple frequency and cross-variable tabulations and some
graphical plotting of data.

Subsequent analysis usually

focussed on selected subsets of the data.

More detailed

statistical tests were carried out only after examination
of the information thus produced and where more in-depth
analysis seemed to be warranted.

The results from this

analysis form the basis of Chapter 5.
Earlier in the chapter reference was made to the
detail available from the registers on the address of each
person intending to sail.

In the majority of cases this

was at the level of townland - the smallest administrative
division in Ireland.

As the analysis by time period and

destination proceeded, it became clear that it was neither
feasible nor sensible to plot the area of origin of the
migrants at this scale.

The population was often spread

too thinly across the many townlands, with the result that
one could speak neither of significant shifts in the volume
of emigration nor of changes in the distribution of
emigrants.

statistical analysis was also impossible with

the sparse data matrices generated at townland level.

A

change had to be made in the scale used to analyze and plot
the data.

Similar problems remained, though somewhat

ameliorated- when the data were aggregated to parish level
(the next level up from townland).

I finally settled on
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the use of the 'barony'16 as the unit for analysis and
plotting.
Working on this scale had considerable advantages.

As

a unit the barony is sufficiently large to generate large
enough numbers during analysis for statistical tests to be
carried out.

On the other hand, it is not too large a unit

for local variations to go undetected.

To some extent all

administrative units and boundaries are artificial and the
question of scale can be a problematic one.

However, for

analysis to be done some unit has to be imposed on the
data.

The choice of barony in this study reflected the

need to work at a scale large enough to order the data
sensibly but small enough to be sensitive to local
conditions.

As a unit for mapping the barony also had the

advantage of a history of consistent use in surveys, legal
documents and censuses.

This made for ease of comparison

with other sources.

4.6 overview

The strengths of the data used here lie in their
volume, in the unique richness of their information on the
emigrants, and in their continuity over a period of years
that was both eventful and transitional for Irish
emigration.

The focal population studied - some 21,000

1& The barony is a unit of land ownership introduced to
Ireland by the Anglo-Normans. It is composed of a
number of parishes. It has been used since then as a
primary territorial division. .Data in a number of
land surveys compiled in the seventeenth century were
collected on a barony basis.
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emigrants who sailed from the port of Derry over 20 years provides a large sample of emigrants from the north-west of
Ireland, though with some biases.

In particular, the firm

of J&J Cooke continued to operate sailing vessels into the
1860s, when most ships from larger ports such as Liverpool
and Glasgow were steam vessels offering a speedier and
comfortable passage, albeit a more expensive one.

This may

have affected the type of emigrant who sailed from Derry on
the Cooke ships.

Similarly, the majority of vessels

operated by Cooke from the immediate post-Famine period
onwards went to Canada but the emigrant flow from Derry and
from Ireland as a whole was shifting in favour of the
united states at this time.

The importance of the port of

Derry, too, waned in the later years of the study period.
Analysis had therefore to be conducted with sensitivity to
these various biases.

With this proviso, the data sources

described in this Chapter provide new and very detailed
information pertinent to the patterns and processes of
Irish emigration.
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CHAPTER 5
THE DERRY EMIGRAN'fS, 1803-67
5.1 Introduction
In chapter 3, on the relationships between migration
and the agricultural and linen industries in the northwest
of Ireland, we saw that a considerable tradition of
emigration to North America had developed there as early as
the eighteenth century.

We saw further that there were

established migration routes to ports such as Philadelphia,
Quebec, and st. John, New Brunswick, and that these routes
had largely grown from earlier commercial links between
Derry and those ports.

In effect the first emigrants were

no more than human ballast for ships which would otherwise
have returned to America empty.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century most of the
emigrant trade from Derry was in American hands.

Of the

nineteen ships recorded in the Custom lists as sailing from
Derry in this period, all but one was American-owned.

They

were registered in New York, Baltimore and Philadelphia,
Wilmington, Portland and Newburyport. 1

Most of the ships

were cargo vessels, often carrying flaxseed from America
for the Irish linen trade.
1

They advertised for passengers

All six towns and cities were important nineteenth
century ports and commercial centres. The last three
- Wilmington in Delaware, portland in Maine and
Newburyport in Massachusetts are no longer flourishing
ports. Interestingly, all but Portland were centres
which had sizeable Irish populations during the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Many of
these populations have been studied in their own
right. Thus Newburyport was the focus of stephan
Thernstrom's 1964 work, poverty and Progress,
Cambridge, Harvard University Press.
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in the local newspaper, The Londonderry Journal, alongside
advertisements for those wishing to ship linens.

2

Information on sailings was also disseminated through
agents in the small towns and villages of the north-west.
These agents were generally shop-keepers and publicans and
they displayed posters advertising the sailings in their
premises. 3
The Custom lists (for the period 1803-06) record 25
voyages from the port of Derry, an average of 8 sailings a
year.

The record is incomplete for 1806, covering only one

sailing with 57 passengers.

Of these 25 voyages, twelve

were to New York, eight to Philadelphia and five to
Baltimore.

The New York passengers totalled 532,

Philadelphia 524, and Baltimore 255.

The numbers

travelling each year were relatively constant, with 468 in
1803, 360 in 1804 and 426 in 1805.

2

3

Typical of the notices which appeared is the one for
the new ship Brutus bound for Philadelphia and
Newcastle which was advertised in the Londonderry
Journal from 26 February 1805. The ship arrived in
port from New York with a cargo including flaxseed on
17 March. Passengers were given notice to attend from
9 April and the departure of the ship with linens and
passengers was reported in the Londonderry Journal of
30 April 1805 and its safe arrival at Philadelphia on
17 June was noted.
The use of agents to act on behalf of the emigrant
vessels was an established practice as early as the
eighteenth century. Some 38 agents throughout the
counties of Derry, Donegal, Tyrone, Fermanagh and
Armagh acted for the 127 vessels which left Derry
during the period 1770-1775. See Dickson, R.J. (1976)
Ulster Emigration to Colonial America, 1718-1785,
Belfast, ulster Historical Foundation, p. 101
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Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century
the emigrant flow from Derry steadily increased.

The

sample taken of ships sailing from Derry to New York during
the period Hay, 1830 through July, 1831 shows some 600
people travelling on 6 ships.

By 1847, when the registers

of J&J Cooke commence, emigration was at its peak as people
left in great numbers in response to a major failure of the
potato crop.

Tables S.la and 5.1b summarize by time period

and destination the numbers recorded in the sources used in
this thesis.

The migrants travelling with the firm of J&J

Cooke during the immediate Famine period, here defined as
spanning the years 1847-51, accounted for just under 14 per
cent of the total numbers recorded as sailing from Derry to
the united states and 66 per cent of those recorded as
sailing to British North America.

The Cooke migrants were

therefore a small but not insignificant proportion of the
Derry migrants to the U.s. but were a majority of those
bound for British North America.

4

The proportion of Derry

emigrants who sailed on Cooke ships varied from year to
year but it was always significant. The information in the
registers of J&J Cooke thus provide a unique and invaluable
source of information on nineteenth century Irish
emigration.

4

The returns of the Emigration Commissioners, reported
in the 1851 census, gives the total of 26856 emigrants
from the port of Derry to the United states for the
period 1847-51 and 10767 to British North America, The
total numbers carried by Cooke for the same period are
3727 to the United States and 7095 to British North
America.
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TABLE 5.1(a)
Numbers travelling to United States and Canada by time
(all data sources 1803-1867)
United States
No. of
Passengers

period

Canada

No. of
·Sailings

No. of
Passengers

No. of
Sailings

1803-06

1311

(25)

1830-31

597

(6)

1847-51

3727

(24)

7095

(33)

1852-56

2943

(18)

3378

(22)

1857-61

1299

(7)

970

(16)

1862-68

655

(3)

1778

(18)

10532

(83)

13221

(89)

TOTAL

TABLE 5.1 (b)

Numbers travelling to United States and Canada during
famine years.

i~~ediate

1847

1195

(8)

3737

(12)

1848

414

(3)

896

(4)

1849

731

(5)

747

(5)

1850

608

(4)

930

(6)

1851

779

(4)

930

(6)

3727

(24)

7095

(33)

TOTAL

The sources for this table and all othe~ tables and figures
in this chapter are the Irish cust?ms.llsts,.the Cooke
registers and the United States shlpplng manlfests.
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Access to this large body of quantitative evidence has
made it possible, for the first time, to enter into a
detailed discussion of some of the processes of migration.
Prior to this study almost all our understanding of such
processes has corne from evidence in reports, emigrant
letters or newspaper accounts.

What statistics were

available carne from national studies that rarely went below
the county level.

Indeed reliance on the census figures

has meant that prior to 1851 there was no evidence on the
origins within Ireland of the emigrants. Recent work using
the United states manifests has added a new dimension to
the history of Irish emigration to that country and brought
a welcome sharpness to analysis of the migration process.
However, this work too largely concentrated on the national
picture, partly due to the inconsistency or lack of
information on origin within Ireland of the migrants.
Furthermore it can tell us nothing of the differences
between those who went to Canada and those who went to the
United

states.~

In this chapter I present, in a generally descriptive
form, the main findings of my analysis of the custom lists,
the Cooke shipping lists, and the United states manifests.
In chapter 6 I discuss the significance of these findings
in the light of the existing knowledge of emigration from
5

Mokyr, J. & O'Grada, C. (1982) 'Emigration and Poverty
in Pre-Famine Ireland', Exploration in Economic
History. Vol. 19, No.4. pp. 360-84; O'Grada, C.
(1986) 'Across the Briny Ocean: Some Thoughts on
Irish Emigration to America, 1800-50' in Glazier, I.,
and De Rosa, L. (eds) Migration across Time and
Nations, New York, Holmes and Meier, p. 79-94
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Europe as a whole.

I first report on the origins of the

emigrants leaving for North America from Derry and then go
on to look at the demographic composition of the migrant
stream.

This is followed by an examination of the

structure of the groups in which migrants travelled; at
differences between the Canadian-bound and United statesbound migrants; at how the passages were paid for; at the
seasonality of migration; and at conditions and mortality
aboard the vessels.

5.2

Origin of the Migrants
In chapter 3 the concept of an emigration hinterland

to the port of Derry was introduced and temporal variation
in emigration from the counties of north-west Ireland was
discussed.

Dickson remarks of Ulster emigration to

Colonial America:
The only conclusive way of deciding whether or not
each port

had a definite hinterland would be to

examine the places of origin of emigrants who left the
port.

Unfortunately, such information is not

available except for a few isolated instances ... 6
Dickson was writing of the pre-Famine era for which there
are no official or reliable, aggregate figures.

Such

information was first collected by the Census Commissioners
in 1851, when details on the counties of origin, the ratios
of emigrant to resident population, age, sex and occupation
of the emigrants were recorded.
6

Dickson, R.J.

(1976)

op.

There are, however,
cit.~

p 99
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problems with these figures since they do not agree with
the annual series recorded in the United states and are
believed to underestimate the numbers of emigrants.

7

One of the strengths of the data used in the present
analysis is that the level of detail on addresses, both in
the custom lists and the Cooke registers, permits an
analysis of the regional distribution of the emigrants.
These distributions can, in turn, be linked with spatial
variations in wealth, population and size of farms.

The

information also allows us to speak meaningfully of the
hinterland of the port of Londonderry and to trace any
changes in that hinterland over time.

Table 5.2 shows the

counties of origins of the emigrants in the five study
periods.

Tyrone was initially the major contributor of

migrants, accounting for nearly one third of the total in
the 1803-06 period but its relative contribution (to larger
totals) declined steadily up to 1867.

Donegal, on the

other hand, was always a major contributor to the migrant
flow and accounted for nearly half the Cooke register
totals during the 1850s.
always small.

The contribution of Fermanagh was

Derry itself provided about a fifth of the

Irish migrants involved, with the decline in its percentage
share of the 1862-67 total accounted for by an unusually
large number of Scottish migrants travelling on the Derry
ships in those years.7

a

See O'Grada, C. (1975) 'A note on nineteenth century
Irish emigration statistics' Population Studies, Vol.
29, pp 143-9
Other county totals were, of course, similarly affected.
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Table 5.2 origins of the emigrants.

1803-1806

1847-1851

1857-1856
%

N

9.,o

N

%

N

61

5.49

214

2.17

108

307

27.63

3624 36.81

2688

77

6.93

1014 10.30

264

Derry

192

17.28

2183 22.17

'I'yrone

416

37.44

Others

58

5.22

0

0.00

Antrim
Donegal
Fermanagh

Scotland

Total

~In

1111

1857-1861

1.99

N

%

44

2.16

49.44 871
4.86

1862-1867
N

%

149

6.72

42.78 -653

29.44

39

1. 92

1131

20.80 586

28.78

300 13.53

2656 26.98

1232

22.66 404

19.84

264 11. 90

140

1. 42

14

0.26

23

1.13

15

0.15

0

0.00

69

3.39

9846

5437

2036

80

37

3.61

1. 67

735 33.14

2218

this and subsequent tables, unknowns (here where the county of

origin could not be established) have been omitted from all totals
and the percentages correspondingly adjusted.
for full totals.

Refer to Table 5.1
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These differences between counties could in principle
be entirely due to more migrants leaving the more populous
counties, and conversely, with little difference in
migration rates for each county.

The main sending counties

- Tyrone, Donegal, Derry and Fermanagh - were consistently
ranked in that order in terms of population throughout the
twenty years covered by the registers (1847-67) but the
relative contribution of migrants from the most populous
county, Tyrone, decreased markedly over this time (Table
5.2).

The migrant totals from the other three major

counties were ranked in line with their population ranks.
Spatial and temporal variations in volume of
emigration between baronies (see Figure 5.1 for locations)
were considerably greater than between counties. Individual
baronies changed markedly in their relative contribution to
the migration through Derry over the 60 years covered by
the study (Table 5.3). Some baronies, such as Kilmacrenan,
Inishowen East, Keenaght and strabane Lower, consistently
sent large numbers of migrants and their rank positions
remained little changed over time.

Others, such as Tirhugh

in Donegal, steadily climbed in rank over the course of the
years.

Others again appeared fleetingly in the 'top ten',

examples being Hagheraboy and Lurg in Fermanagh in 1847-51,
Raphoe North in 1857-61, and Banagh in 1862-67.

At the

bottom end of the league table the baronies of Dungannon
Middle, Lower and Upper in Tyrone and of Boylagh in
Donegal, and the civic baronies of the Liberties of
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H.WL/BERTIES

<D Dr LON~ONDERRY
<i) LOROSHIPIIf NEWRY

county and barony divisions in
ulster.
Source: Dudley-Edwards, R.
(1982) Historical Atlas of Ireland,
Dublin, l-tacmillan. ?

Table 5.3 Top ten baronies ranked by volule of emigration for each period.
1845-1851

1803-1806
1 Strabane Lower, TE
2 Killacrenan, DL
3 Dungannon Upper, TE
4 Loughinsholin UD
5 Keenaght, UO
6 Cloghen, 18
7 Coleraine, DD, TE
8 Dungannon Kid, T£
9 Tirhugh, DL
10 Tirkeenan, UO
Counti~s

97
69
67
61
51
46
38
38
29
24

Inishowen, East DL 927 lillacrenan,DL
Strabane Lower, T! 558 Inishowen, East. DL
480 Strabane,Lorer, TE
oDagh V, TE
421 Tirhugh,DL
Omagh East, TE
412 City of Londonderry
Keenaght, UD
400 Keenaqht
Kilaacrenan,OL
397 Omagh,East
Haghenabay, FE
287 Banagh,DL
Tirhuqh, DL
256 Oaagh, W,TE
Lurg, FE
203 Coleraine,UD
Tirkeenan, UD

1862-1867

1857-61

1852-1856
902
649
553
406
352
348
304
264
256
250

Kilmacrennan, DL
City of Londonderry
Strabane Lower, TE
Inishowen, East
Tirhugh
Keenaqht
Coleraine
Ough, East
Oaagh, W
Radhoe II

arE :bbreviated as follows: Donegal DL, Londonderry LO, Tyrone TE, Antria AM.

316
292
162
141
126
120

98
91
84
10

230
Iilmacrennan
406
Tirhugh, ·DL
111
Inishowen East
89
Banagh
82
Strabane Lower
74
Keenaqht
73
Coleraine
70
Belfast
68
Loughinsholin
City of Londonderry 59
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Coleraine and Derry consistently recorded low numbers.
Figures 5.2 - 5.6 show that the infrequently recorded
baronies were concentrated in the eastern part of Ulster.
It seems very likely that these areas were outside the
hinterland of the port of Derry and that migrants from
these areas were more likely to travel to the ports of
Belfast and Newry (see Figure 5.1).

It is not surprising

to find the civic areas sending low numbers of migrants.
These areas, if anything, were centres of reception for
internal migrants and there is little evidence of stage
migration from the countryside into these towns and thence
to North America.
Inspection of the distributions of emigrant origins
among the various baronies suggests that the heaviest
emigration originated, not in the poor, congested areas of
DOnegal and parts of Tyrone, but in the fertile farming
areas of the Laggan, the northern parishes of Tyrone and
parts of the Inishowen peninsula (Figure 5.2-5.6).

The

statistical validity of this correlation was assessed by
computing the Spearman correlation coefficient between the
volume of emigration, as indicated by the Customs and Cooke
data, and population density in each barony.

The Spearman

test was used to minimize problems of non-normality in the
data, and the test was restricted to the period of greatest
emigration, 1847-51.

Additional explanatory variables

tested were the area, absolute population size, and poor
law valuation of each barony but the inverse correlation
between volume of emigration and population density was the

Figure 5.2 Origins
of Derry emigrants,
1803-06
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Figure 5.6 Origins
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only one to prove

significant.~

Thus, even in the

immediate Famine period, when we might expect ecological
forces to be at their strongest, not only did simple
population pressure not provide an explanation but the
pattern was actually to the contrary.

Interestingly, the

Ordnance Survey Memoirs on Derry analyzed by Johnston
showed much the same pattern in 1834 when the heaviest
emigration came from the less densely populated parishes of
the county.10

Age and Sex Distribution of the Migrants

5.3

Two general views in the literature on Irish migration
is that the pre-Famine movements were of a more affluent
and voluntary nature than in Famine and post-Famine
emigration and that the Irish migrated in family groups
whenever possible.

Neither the Custom lists nor the Cooke

registers shed any light on the financial state of the
emigrants, apart from their occupations (about which more
will be said later). They do, however, permit the
construction of population pyramids for the different time
periods and thus provide information as to the demographic
composition and form of emigration through Derry.
g

Migration volume and population density had a
correlation coefficient of -0.494 which with a sample
size of 27 is significant at the 0.05 level. The
correlation coefficient for the Poor Law valuation was
-0.023.

10 Johnston, J.M. (1959) 'population Movements in County
Derry during a pre-Famine year', Proceedings of the
Royal Irish Academy, Vol. 60, Section C, p 147
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One of the most noticeable features of the body of
migrants from Derry at the turn of the century is the
imbalance in the sex ratio.

During the years 1803-06 some

856 males and 433 females, a ratio of 198 males per 100
females, sailed to the united states.

This large ratio of

males to females was similar for all ports of destination
and all years of embarkation.
distributions of the two sexes.

Figure 5.7 shows the ageFor both sexes the most

striking feature is the dominance of the 15-30 age groups,
particularly of the 20-24 age group.

Nearly 30 per cent of

all males but only 20 per cent of females were in this last
group.

children under 15 constituted a small percentage of

the population (15.2 per cent) but proportionately more of
them were females.
the 1830-31 sample.

Figure 5.8 presents similar data for
By this time the sex ratio had fallen

to 145 males per 100 females but the dominance of the 15-30
aqe groups and the greater proportion of males of these

ages remained.
low.

Similarly, the number of children remained

Neither the imbalanced sex ratio nor the small

proportion of children are consistent with the idea of
family migration at this time.

Whilst it is possible that

young couples with no or few dependent children might have
been more likely to migrate than older couples with larger
families, so reducing the overall proportion of children,
the imbalance in the number of males to females cannot be
adequately accounted for by this explanation. Thus the
population figures suggest the emigration of young,
unattached people, especially among males.
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The extent to which age data were recorded in the
Cooke Registers changed over the 20 years studied here.
For the years 1847 to 1851 the clerks of J&J Cooke recorded
only the ages of children 14 and under.

This may have been

because children under 14 were eligible for half fare and
during this busy period the clerks did not bother recording
the ages of all passengers but only of those who qualified
for fare reduction.

The recording of all ages commences in

1852 and continues to the end of 1867.

It was therefore

possible to construct a population pyramid only for
passengers on those United states-bound ships for which
manifests were found.

For canadian-bound ship manifests

were not available at all and age data were first available
in 1852.

Figure 5.9 therefore presents data only for

passengers on those J.&J. cooke ships that sailed for the
United states during 1847-51 and that were successfully
linked to the American manifests.

Data for later periods

could be separated by country of destination and revealed
some interesting differences between the two.
Comparison of Figure 5.9 for 1847-51 with Figures 5.7
and 5.8 for earlier periods shows the more even
representation of males and females at the time of the
Famine, with the sex ratio down to 110 males per 100
females.

Another striking feature of Figure 5.9 is the

increase in the number of children under 15, now
constituting 33.5 per cent of the total population.

The

modal age band for both sexes, however, remained at 20-24
years, although the concentration is less pronounced than

172
earlier, largely because of the proportional increase in
the number of children.

Over the next fifteen years the

trend was for proportionately fewer men than women to
travel (Figures 5.10-5.15).

In the immediate post-Famine

period, 1852-56, the sex ratio of emigrants to the United
states dropped to 95.9 males per 100 females and even
further, to 77.0 males per 100 females, in the 1857-61
period.

It rose slightly in the 1862-67 period, to 85.8

males per 100 females.
The picture for Canada was rather different.

For the

1852-56 period the sex ratio was 104.4 males per 100
females, for 1857-61 it was 95.1 males per 100 females, and
for 1862-67 it was 121.4 males per 100 females.
Unfortunately, with no equivalent figures available for the
immediate Famine and pre-Famine periods, it is not possible
to comment on the long term trend in the sex ratio of the
emigrant population to Canada.

There is no evidence of the

marked post-Famine increase in the proportion of women
travelling displayed by the United states-bound population,
the latter,incidentally reflecting the picture for Ireland
as a whole. 11
The percentage of children amongst migrants to the
United States declined from a high of 33.5 per cent during
the Famine years of 1847-51 to 19.5 per cent in 1852-56
(Figure 5.10), and 14.9 per cent in 1857-61 (Figure 5.12),
then picking up to 24.5 per cent in the years 1862-67
11

Fitzpatrick, D. (1984) Irish Emigration, 1801-1921.
Dundalk, Dundalgan Press, p 8
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179
(Figure 5.14). Exact figures for the percentage of children
in the migration to Canada during the Famine period cannot
be established because of the way in which age was recorded
in this period but we can safely say that the percentage
was at least 36.5 per cent.

12

This figure is similar to

the percentage of children found amongst the total Irish
migrant population to Quebec during the immediate Famine
years.

For 1852-56 the percentage was 42.1 (Figure 5.11),

falling to 25.8 in the 1857-61 period (Figure 5.13) but, as
with the united states-bound population, picking up again
in the 1862-67 period to 32.3 per cent (Figure 5.15).

Thus

in each period proportionately more children went to Canada
than to the United states.
A high percentage of children in the migrant
population is indicative of family migration.

The gradual

falling off of the percentage of children amongst those
travelling to the United states thus suggests a move away
from the family migration of the immediate Famine period to
a migration of unmarried people.

Similarly, the data also

suggest that proportionately more families travelled to the
Canadian ports than to the American ones, a trend which
would not be surprising given the cheaper fares to Canada.
Both the large size and the generally poor financial state
of Irish migrants to Quebec, particularly during the Famine
years, were frequently referred to in the reports by
Buchanan, the government emigrant agent for the port of
12

This percentage is obtained by ,dividing the total
number of children (14 and under) whose ages were
known by the population total.
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Quebec.

Buchanan's picture of those arriving in Quebec

would have been greatly influenced by the somewhat
involuntary emigration of workhouse inmates and cleared
tenants from the west and south-west of Ireland. Although
the numbers of such migrants was always small among the
Derry migrants, it is likely that, with the assistance of
their friends at home and remittances from those already in
America or Canada, a number scraped together sufficient
means to enable them to reach Canada.
The one constant factor throughout the otherwise
changing profiles of migration in the study period is the
concentration of young people.

For all time periods and

all destinations, and for both sexes, the dominance of the
16-30 age-bands is notable, further eVidence, if evidence
was needed, that emigration was a young person's game.
As we have seen, far more men than women left Derry at
the turn of century, but the male concentration is even
more remarkable among those who travelled unaccompanied
(Table 5.4).

Unaccompanied men exceeded unaccompanied

women by eight to one, against a ratio of two to one
amongst the total population.

The modal age band for

unaccompanied men was 20-24 (39 per cent) but the modal age
band for such women was 20-29 (25· per cent each in the 2024 and 25-29 age bands), with another 16 per cent accounted
for by the 35-39 band.

Unaccompanied men were therefore

younger than unaccompanied women, a picture which differs
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Table 5.4

unaccompanied passengers to the United states and
Canada: sex ratios.

United states

Period
Males

Females

Ratio

Canada
Males

Females

Ratio

1803-06

425

56

759:100

1847-51

419

353

119:100

884

754

117:100

1852-56

766

695

110:100

391

278

141:100

1857-61

422

355

119:100

215

141

152:100

1862-67

149

127

117:100

349

164

213:100
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,

from that obtained by O'GrAda for this period as a whole. 13
However, the small size of the unaccompanied women
population - 56 in total or only 11.5 per cent of the
Individuals travelling - needs to be noted here.

This

severe imbalance in sex ratio of unaccompanied migrants
never recurred in any of the subsequent study periods
(Table 5.4).
For those travelling alone to the United states the
ratio remained at a steady 110 - 120 males to 100 females
during the 1847-67 study period.

For those travelling to

Canada the picture was very different. Here the male to
female ratio increased steadily with time, almost doubling
between 1847-51 and 1862-67 (Table 5.4).

As with the

population as a whole, the modal age-band of unaccompanied
migrants was 20-24 years in each of the study periods,
although the median age of women occurred at the lower end
of the age-band (Table 5.5).

Thus there was little or no

difference between unaccompanied men and women as far as
age at leaving is concerned.
Overall then, the figures for the United states reveal
a movement away from the migration of predominantly young,
unattached males at the beginning of the century to a
gradual balancing out of the sexes and a predominance of
family migration in the immediate Famine period.

This was

followed in the post-Famine era by a return to a migration
of the unattached or of couples after marriage but prior to
starting a family.
13

Throughout the study period the

Q'Grada, C. (1983) op. cit., p 120

Table 5.5 (a)

Sex ratio of unaccompanied passengers by age and period (United States)

I:

M

%

0.24

0

0.00

2

1.34

0

0.00

3

0.71

3

0.85

0.67

2

1.57

2.59

21

4.98

15

4.23

0.67

30.94 273

39.28

156

. 36.97 90

25.35

54

36.24 36

28.35

40.0

171

40.52 176

49.58

61

40.94 49

38.58

9.48 40

11.27

16

10.74 28

22.05

4

3

0.39

3

0.43

0.0

6

1.70

4

0.52

4

0.58

2.86

5

1.42

35

4.57

18

64

15.27 143

40.51

237

%

0·4

4

0.94

0

0.0

5

1.19

0.24

0

0.0

o

0.47

3

5.36

12

58 13.65

5

8.93

15-19

N

0.57

N

2

%

2

%

10-14

N

N

N

5-9

%

%

%

%

N

20-24

168 39.53 14

25.0

180

42.96 109

30.88

349

45.56 278

25-29

97 22.82 14

25.0

68

16.23 29

8.21

76

9.92 53

7.63

40

30-34

37

8.71

5

8.93

51

12.17 28

7.93

20

2.61 22

3.16

9

2.13

10

2.82

35-39

20

4.71

9

16.07

21

5.01

7

1.98

10

1.30

8

1.15

5

1.18

7

1.97

40-44

14

3.29

0

0.0

11

2.62 13

3.68

10

1.30 17

2.45

4

0.95

4

1.13

45-49

7

1.65

2

3.57

4

0.95

4

1.13

12

1.56

2

0.29

4

0.95

50-54

10

2.35

1.79

2

0.48

3

0.85

8

1.04 11

1.58

4

0.95

5

1.41

55-59

5

1.18

3.57

o

0.0

0.28

o

(J.O

4

0.57

0.24

2

0.56

60-64

2

0.47

1.79

0.0

3

0.85

2

0.13

2

0.29

0.24

2

65-69

o
o
o

0.0

0

0.0

o
o

0.0

0

0.0

o

0.0

0

0.0

0.24

0.0

0

0.0

0.24

0

0.0

o

0.0

0

0.0

2

0.0

0

0.0

0.0

0

0.0

0.13

0

0.0

o

70-74
75+

Tot:tI

425

3

56

o
419

353

766

F

N

N

N

M

%

%

N

Band

1862-1867
F

M

F

M

F

M

Age

1857-1861

1852-1856

1847 - 1851

1803-1806

695

422

0.79

2.68

4

3.15

0.67

3

2.36

2.68

2

1.57

0.67

0

0.0

2

1.34

0

0.0

o

0.0

0

(J.O

0.56

0.67

2

1.57

0

0.0

0.67

0

0.0

0.24

0

0.0

o

0.0

0

0.0

0.0

o

0.0

o

0.0

0

0.0

4

0.28

355

149

127

0)
C,)

"

TABLE 5.5(b)
Sex ratio of unaccompanied passengers by age and period (Canada)

1847-51 11
N

0-4

1852-56
F

H

1857-61
F

H

%

N

%

0.11

2

0.26

N

%

N

1862-67
F

H

%

0.14
,
0.14

4

0.74

N

%

N

H
%

N

0.46

F
%

N

%

0.28

5-9

56

6.33

47

6.23

10-14

13

1.47

16

2.12

23

3.26

21

3.87

7

3.23

4

2.84

2

0.55

8

4.88

15-19

10

1.13

13

1.72

96

13.60

78

14.36

39

17.97

38

26.95

77

21.33

38

23.17

O.ll

J

0.40

180

25.50

108

19.89

119

54.84

66

46.81

141

39.06

70

42.68

5

0.66

42

5.95

31

5.71

18

8.29

17

12.06

69

19.11

20

12.20

30-34

14

1.98

17

3.13

7

3.23

5

3.55

27

7.48

8

4.88

35-39

7

0.99

4

0.74

5

2.30

0.71

15

4.16

2

1.22

20-24
25-29

40-44

0.46

0.71

0.28

0.61

10

1.42

3

0.55

4

1. 84

3

2.13

5

1. 39

4

2.44

7

0.99

2

0.37

9

4.15

2

1.42

5

1. 39

2

1.22

4

0.57

5

0.92

3

1.38

3

2.13

•• 4

2.44

4

1.11

55-59

2

0.28

4

0.74

0.46

3.05

5

0.28

60-64

3

0.42

0.18

0.46

0.28

2

1.22

O.ll

45-49
50-54

0.11

0.71

65-69
0.14

70-74
75+

TOTAL

884

754

391

278

215

141

liThe records of age for this period-are clearly incomplete and mostly relate to children.
9.4 percent of the sample, cfcable 5.4

349

164

The ages here r4:cord only
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proportion of women steadily rose up to the 1850s when they
became the dominant sex.
The increase in the percentages of children travelling
to the United states and to Canada during the 1862-27
period is of note because the 1860s was a period of
agricultural depression in Ireland.

Like the Famine

period, although on a considerably lesser scale, this was a
period when there was a strong impetus to leave. The
figures suggest that the generally unfavourable conditions
again gave rise to an increase in family migration.

5.4

Changes in Group structure
As outlined in Chapter 4 the type and size of each

migrant unit can be established from the shipping lists,
given certain assumptions.

The information thus obtained

can provide useful insights into the composition of the
migrant stream beyond that which emerges from the purely
demographic analysis of the previous section.

Figure 5.16

shows the distributions of group sizes by time period and
destination.

Two features that are particularly striking

in these distributions are summarized in the form of Figure
5.17. First, in all periods there was a greater
preponderance of large groups among the Canadian-bound
migrants than among the United states-bound migrants. This
lends support to the idea suggested in the previous section
that the Canadian route, with its cheaper fares, was more
attractive to families.

Second, for both destinations

there was a distinct difference between the pattern during
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the Famine period and all other periods.

During the years

1847-51 the two countries received a disproportionately
large number of big groups.

Since group size and group

type are linked, however, a more detailed picture emerges
on analyzing the information available on group type.
Tables S.6a and S.7a show the percentage distribution of
the various group types by destination for each of the
study periods.

5.4.1 The early nineteenth century
Analysis of the customs data from 1803-06 (Table 5.6a)
shows that at that time the largest number of people
travelled unaccompanied as Individuals, with 'Same Name'
groups and Nuclear families second and third in number.
According to Adams, ' ... the Irish preferred to emigrate in
families when they could'.

In the case of the groups

examined here, emigrants travelling with family (defined as
people of the same surname) do outnumber unaccompanied
emigrants, by about two to one.

It would be more

appropriate, however, to consider these as kin groups
because the 'families' i.e. nuclear, extended, and single
parent families combined constitute just half of the kin
groups.

Within

th~

other half (those sharing a common

surname) couples of opposite sex could be either brother
and sister or husband and wife.
The lists show that almost 65 per cent of the 1803-06
emigrants left in parties of three or fewer (Figure 5.16).
Although the average nuclear family size to the United

5.6(a)

T,\SLE
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Distribution of United Scates bound passengers among the various group types

Croup

1847-5L

1830-31

1803-06

1852-56

1857-61

1862-67

Type

N

%*

N

%

%

N

N

N

%

N

%

I

488

37.22

271

46.25

1258

33.75

1518

51. 58

783

60.27

276

42.14

S

400

30.51

165

28.16

795

21. 33

631

21.44

247

19.01

120

18.32

F

63

4.81

34

5.80

441

11.83

409

13.89

95

7.31

96

14.65

N

220

16.78

98

16.72

713

19.13

277

9.41

129

9.93

110

16.79

E

140

10.67

13

2.22

154

4.13

81

2.75

35'

2.69

43

6.56

H

o

0.00

o

0.00

o

0.00

10

0.·34

10

0.77

10

1.53

C

o

0.00

5

0.85

249

6.68

17

0.58

o

O.hO

0

0.00

Q

o

0.00

o

0.00

117

3.14

o

0.00

o

0.00

0

0.00

No. of
People

1311

3727

586

2943

1299

655

*This is the percencage of all people travelling within the time period

TABLE 5.6(b)
Distribution of u.s. bound passengers among the various group types during the
immediate famine years

1847

Group

•. IN

N

%

N

1851

1850
i.

N

I

327

27.34

90

21. 74

187

25.58

270

44.41

384

49.29

S

247

20.67

83

20.05

lt3

15.46

172

28.29

180

23.10

F

170

14.22

51

12.32

91

12.45

49

8.06

80

10.30

353

29.54

78

18.84

112

15.32

82

13.49

88

11. 30

45

3.77

o

0.00

41

5.61

35

5.76

33

4.24

a

0.00

o

0.00

o

0.00

o

0.00

o

0.00

C

18

1.51

47

11.35

170

23.26

a

0.00

L4

1. 80

Q

35

2.93

65

15.70

17

2.33

a

0.00

o

0.00

E

No. of
People

Key:

1849

1848

1195

414

731

608

779

I = Individuals; S = Same name; F = Families of one adult and children;
N = Nuclear families; E = Extended families; M = Married couple (no
children); G = Group, a party of individuals, no kin relationship evident; Q = Query, groups which could not be assigned. For full description
of categories, see pp. 142-143.

TABLE 5.7(a)
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The distribution of Canadian bound passengers among the various group types.

Group
Type

1852-56

1847-51
N

N

%

1857-61

1862-67

%

N

%

N

i.

1

1614

22.75

1258

37.24

361

37.18

526

29.67

s

1069

15.07

716

21.20

170

17.63

183

10.29

F

970

13.67

485

14.36

145

14.93

199

11.19

N

2482

34.98

707

20.93

217

22.35

.113

40.10

E

261

3.68

138

4.09

61

6.28

85

4.78

M

2

0.03

4

0.12

0.41

68

3.82

G

226

3.19

70

2.07

13

1. 34

4

0.22

Q

47

16.64

a

0.00

o

0.00

o

0.00

4·

No. of
People

7095

3378

964

1778

TABLE 5.7(b)
Distribution of Canadian-bound passengers among the various group types during
the immediate famine years.
1847

Group
Type

1849

1848

1851

1850

N

%

N

%

24.4

156

20.88

272

34.78

327

35.16

104

11.61

86

11.51

259

32.99

287

30.86

12. 55

164

18.30

133

17.80

106

13 .50

98

10.84

1764

47.20

249

27.79

191

25.57

122

15.54

156

16.77

153

4.09

27

3.01

37

4.95

7

0.89

37

3.98

o

0.00

2

0.22

o

0.00

a

0.00

o

0.00

G

43

1.15

12

1.34

128

17.14

18

2.29

25

2. 69

Q

336

8.99

119

13.28

16

2.14

o

0.00

o

0.00

No. of
People

3737

N

%

N

I

639

17 .10

219

s

333

9.81

F

469

N
E

896

%

747

785

N

930

%
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states in 1803-06 was 4.8 (Table 5.8a), this was largely
brought about by a 'tail' of very large families.

The mode

or median of such skew distributions is a more
representative statistic.

Here the modal size of nuclear

families was 3, with a range of 3-6.

As might be expected,

families headed by a sole parent were somewhat smaller,
with a mean of 3.5 and a range of 2-5.

The extended

families, as their name suggests, were larger, with a mean
of 8.7, a range of 5-10 and a modal size of 6.

It is

necessary to be cautious in interpreting the results
because of the small sample sizes for some of the groups,
such as Families and Extended Families, in this period.
For example, only 63 people travelled in Family groups and
140 in Extended groups.
By the 1830s the picture had changed little (Table
5.6a).

Again the largest number of people travelled

unaccompanied as Individuals (46.25 per cent, an increase
on the early period) and the relative occurrence of most
other group types were fairly similar to that for 1803-06,
except for a decrease in the numbers in Extended Families
(from 10.7 to 2.3 per cent).

5.4.2 The immediate Famine years
By 1847-51, the immediate Famine period, the structure
of the migrant body had changed markedly (Tables 5.6 and
5.7; Figure 5.18). Among the migrants to the United states
people travelling in family groups of all types were
relatively more frequent than in earlier periods.
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TABLE 5.8(a)
Average number of passengers traveling in groups of different type, 1803-67
(United States)
Group
Type

1847-51

1803-06

1852-56

1857-61

1862-67

S

2.6

2.32

2.3

2.2

2.4

F

3.5

3.77

3.5

3.2

3.7

N

4.8

5.62

5.0

4.6

5.2

E

8.7

5.92

6.8

7.0

8.6

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.84

3.42

M

G

3.61

Q

5.85

Average
of all
Groups*

3.49

3.4

3.05

3.59

*Unaccompanied individuals have been excluded
TABLE 5.8{b)
Average number of passengers traveling in .groups of different type, 1847-51
(United States)
Group
Type

1847

1848

1849

1850

1851

s

2.31

2.18

2.22

2.49

2.34

F

3.78

3.64

4.14

3.27

3.81

N

5.69

5.57

5.6

5.86

5.87

E

5.62

5.86

5.83

6.6

M
G

4.5

2.93

3.69

Q

5.0

6.5

5.67

3.87

3.56

3.89

Average
of all
groups

4.69

3.31

3.25
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Individuals still constituted the largest percentage of
those travelling but now formed only a third of all
migrants.

The Same Name groups likewise decreased, to just

over 20 per cent.

The most dramatic increase was in the

numbers travelling in groups headed by a sole parent.
Given that the majority of such groups were headed by
females, it is probable that such Family groups were wives
and children joining husbands.
The data for this period thus show a significant
migration of families to the United states, with kin groups
(i.e. those groups within which familial relationships
could safely be inferred, N+F+S+E) far outweighing the nonkin groups.

The same patterns emerged even more clearly in

the Canadian data (Tables 5.7 and 5.9).

Here the

proportion of kin group migrants was even larger, with
nearly a third of all migrants travelling within Nuclear
Families (the commonest group membership).

The numbers

travelling in sole parent Family groups and Same Name
groups accounted for almost another third of the migrants
whilst those travelling unaccompanied formed only 22.8 per
cent of the total - the smallest percentage share by
Individuals for any time period or destination.

The

considerable number of Families again were probably wives
and children joining husbands.

Indeed, in his comment on

the 1850 season Buchanan notes:
Another and very destitute class of the Irish
emigrants who annually arrive by the route of the
st. Lawrence, are the wives and families of
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TABLE 5.9(a)

Average number of passengers traveling in groups of different type, 1847-67
(Canada)
Group
Type

1847-51

1852-56

1857-61

1862-67

S

2.29

2.27

2.15

2.15

F

3.94

4.08

4.14

3.43

N

5.88

5.44

5.71

5.44

E

6.87

6.90

7.62

6.07

M

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

G

3.18

3.89

7.5

4.0

Q

6.20
3.53

5.53

3.89

Aver-age
of all
groups*

4.24

~

TABLE 5.9(b)
Average number of passengers traveling in groups of different type, 1847-51
(Canada)
Group
Type

1847

1848

1849

1850

1851

s

2.07

2.04

2.09

2.70

2.50

F

4.08

3.90

3.32

4.08

4.26

N

5.96

5.53

5.97

5.30

6.0

E

6.95

6.75

6.17

7.0

7.4

3.0

3.12

3.37

3.38

2.0

M

G

3.07

2.0

3.46

Q

6.11

6.61

5.33

4.79

4.16

3.86

Average
of all
groups
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parties who have emigrated in previous years, and who, by
their industry , have been enabled to send home sufficient
means to bring them just across the Atlantic.

A large

proportion of this class have their destinations in the
western states; they are induced to take this route, it
being cheaper than New York, and to some extent they were
formerly encouraged in the expectation of being aided on
their arrival here

out of the emigrant fund; a large

number of their class arrived during the past season whose
destinations were throughout the frontier states from
vermont to Hissouri.14
Another class of migrants which may have helped swell
the numbers of Families in this period and, which was also
noted by Buchanan, was widows with children, whose husbands
had died in Ireland.

It is likely that some of these would

have been inhabitants of workhouses.
Because of the importance of the Famine period and the
variation in volume and intensity of migration known to
have occurred as a result of the pattern of crop failures
in this period, the structure of the migrant body at this
time is further examined on a year-to-year basis in Tables
5.6b and 5.7b.

The year of 1847 was the one of highest

volume and intensity of emigration throughout Ireland as
fear and panic spread in the wake of the total failure of
the potato crop. In the passenger trade from Derry to North
America the 1846 season was good, but not abnormal, as the

14 British Parliamentary Papers (1850-51) Colonies
(Canada), Vol. 19, p 22
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extent of the Famine was not sufficiently understood until
the season was nearly over.

The 1847 bookings were the

largest ever made out of the port of Londonderry and the
numbers recorded as travelling with

J&J

Cooke alone in that

year are 4932.
The structure of migration in that year is
characterized by four features: 1) the dominance of Nuclear
Families, both amongst migrants bound for the United states
(29.5 per cent) and amongst those going to Canada (47.2 per
cent) 2) the relatively greater percentage of those
travelling unaccompanied going to the United states than to
canada and the complementary relationship for Nuclear
I

Families.

3) an additional marked difference in the

. percentage of Same Name emigrants going to Canada 8.9 per
cent) and to the United states (20.7 per cent) and 4) the
fairly similar representation of the other groups going to
either country.

To a great extent these features reflect

the strong forces impelling emigration in 1847 and the
differences between the destinations in terms of the cost
of passage.

The high percentage of whole families is

typical of the mass migration consequent upon disaster.
The higher proportion of those families among the

migrants

to Canada is very probably a reflection of the lower cost
of fare to the ports there.

On the other hand, for those

travelling alone or as a couple the fare to the United
states was probably manageable.
In the subsequent Famine years the percentage of
emigrants traveling in Nuclear Families never again reached
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the 1847 figures but instead steadily declined (Tables
5.6b, 5.7b).

Conversely, the percentage of Individuals

increased markedly over the period, for both countries of
destination.

Overall then, the Famine period saw a

dramatic increase in family migration, especially by
Nuclear Families and particularly in the worst of the
Famine years, 1847.

These conclusions are further

supported by analyses of group sizes (Tables 5.8 and 5.9).
Both overall group size and Nuclear Family size were at
their largest in this period.

The figures here for the

group units support the view that the Famine movement swept
away whole sections of society rather than its surplus
members.
After 1847 the numbers sailing dropped back to a less
dramatic but steady outflow.

Both for Canada and for the

United states the proportion of Nuclear families declined
from year to year and the proportion of Individuals
increased, indicating a return to a migration of the
unattached.

The numbers travelling in families headed by a

sole parent decreased slightly amongst those travelling to
the United states but for Canada they increased in 1848 and
1849 before levelling off.

Interestingly, although the

proportion of emigrants accounted for by the kin groups
decreased gradually, the size of "the average kin units
(Tables 5.8 and 5.9) did not.
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5.4.3 The post-Famine period
The emigration in the years 1852-56 was neither as
heavy nor as intense as in the immediate Famine period.
The United states total was down by about twenty per cent
on the Famine period whilst that to Canada more than halved
(see Table S.la), although Canada remained the more popular
of the two countries of destination among the Cooke
passengers.

Amongst the migrants bound for the United

states, Individuals now outnumbered the kin groups (Table
5.6a and Figure S.19) and accounted for more than half the
total number travelling.

The sole parent Families also

increased, perhaps indicating an increasing proportion of
families sent for by husbands and fathers who had emigrated
in previous years.

The Same Name category remained

unchanged in relative size but both Nuclear Family and
Extended Family migrants decreased sharply.

Amongst the

Canadian-bound population similar changes in the structure
of the migrant body took place (Table 5.7a and Figure 5.19)
but with the important difference that the Individuals,
although relatively stronger in numbers, did not outweigh
the kin groups.

Indeed, at no time in the twenty years

covered by the Cooke data do Individuals account for more
than 37 per cent of those going to Canada.

For reasons

which have already been mentioned, and which will be
further explored in the next section, kin or family groups
favoured the Canadian route.
In the closing years of the decade the volume of
emigration continued to fall, more

~ubstantially

now than
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in the earlier period (Table S.la).

The numbers recorded

in the Cooke registers as travelling to the United States
fell by just over half whilst the number of those
travelling to Canada dropped by a dramatic 70 per cent. The
fall in numbers reflect a number of difficulties facing the
firm of

J&J

Cooke at this time.

The late fifties was a

period of general business recession.

Trade, which was an

important influence on the number of voyages made, was
depressed.

More important, however, was the increasing

competition from shipping lines outside Derry.

In the

local newspapers there were daily advertisements by
Liverpool clippers to Australia, some of whom even offered
free passages to selected emigrants.

At the same time

Glasgow and Liverpool clippers to Canada increasingly
sought passengers in Derry. The fares on such steamships
were considerably more expensive than those on the Cooke
ships - seven guineas for a steerage passage to Quebec
compared to just under four pounds from Derry - but the
shorter passage and generally more comfortable conditions
was a sufficient attraction to many.15
Among the Cooke passengers travelling at this time to
the United States the trend towards an increasing
proportion of Individuals continued (Figure S.20).

This

was not accompanied, however, by the usual corresponding
decrease in Nuclear Families.

Rather it was the other kin

groups which experienced a relative loss in their numbers.

1~

Cooke, S. (1961) The Maiden City and the Western
Ocean, Dublin, Morris & Co., pp' 132-33
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Amongst the Canadian-bound population the picture is quite
different.

The proportion of people travelling

unaccompanied remained unchanged from the previous period,
as did the proportion of people in families headed by sole
parents. Both the proportion of Nuclear Families and
Extended families increased slightly but the numbers of
Same Hames and those travelling in non-kin groups declined
relative to the previous period.

5.4.4 The declining years of the passenger trade
The final study period, 1862-67, was a rather unusual
one for both countries.

The most dramatic influence on

sailings to the United States was the Civil War, which
severely disrupted the passenger trade. Only three ships
sailed to the United states in this period, two in 1864 and
one in 1865 and that these sailed at all was probably due
to an attempt to keep trade links open with Philadelphia at
a time when the conditions of war were stimulating trade.
Just 655 passengers, half the total of the previous period,
travelled to the United States in this period.

The numbers

travelling to Canada, on the other hand, substantially
increased, to a large extent due to the diversion to canada
of ships otherwise bound for the United States.

What is of

note here (Figure 5.21) is how the group structure in this
period was influenced by the migration of some 692 people
from Scotland in the years 1864 and 1865.

These scottish

passengers travelled mostly in Nuclear Family groups
characterized by unusually large numbers of older dependent
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children.

These migrants hailed from Glasgow and

Lanarkshire and were almost entirely Paisley weavers who
had been ruined by the cotton famine caused by the American
Civil War and who were seeking the cheapest possible
passage to North America. 1 •

The migration of these weavers

in family units pushed the percentage of passengers
travelling to Canada as part of Nuclear Families to 40 per
cent- near Famine proportions.

All other groups, apart

from the 'Married Couples', experienced a relative loss in
their numbers.
One cannot attach any real significance to the results
for the population of migrants to the United States at this
time because of the circumstances prevailing and the small
numbers
travelling.
,

The structure of these migrants

departs from the trends of the previous post-Famine periods
in that the proportion of Individuals decreased whilst that
of NUclear Families increased.

The agricultural depression

of the Sixties, although on nothing like the scale of the
Famine, may well have exerted a strong push for entire
families to emigrate.
It must also be noted that the years covered by this
final study period were the final years of the emigrant
trade from Derry.

Steamships from Glasgow first made

regular calls for passengers from Derry in 1860 and by the
end of the sixties emigrants from Derry were routinely
carried down the River Foyle in paddle steamers to join

1.

Cooke, S. ibid., p 157
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ships such as the Anchor and Allan liners at Moville.

To a

large extent those who took a passage with J&J Cooke in the
late sixties were people looking for a cheap passage to
North America.
The difficulties faced by sailing-ship owners, such as
Cooke, can be illustrated by the numbers carried by the
sailing-ship Nubia, bought by the

f~rm

in 1860.

Her

passengers per voyage between 1861 and 1865 averaged just
seventy-eight, even though the permitted passenger
complement of this ship was well over four hundred persons.
The one good year was 1864 when the Cookes carried 1203
passengers, 526 of them to the united states - the largest
number for ten years.

The next year, however, was

extremely disappointing.

Faced with the decline in

passenger trade to the United states and the loss in 1864
and 1865 of two of their ships the Cookes sailed only to
Canada for the remaining two years of their operations.

In

July 1867 the aptly named Twilight sailed for Saint John
with only fifteen passengers, a voyage which marked the end
of the passenger trade so far as the Cookes were concerned.

5.5 Differences in the Migrant Body by Destination
Superimposed on the differences in the types of groups
travelling to the United states and Canada were some
additional and interesting differences between ports of
destination.

Table 5.10 and Figure 5.22 summarize the

volume and respective share of migration to the four ports
of destination recorded in the cooke registers.

The three

TABLE 5.10
NUI18ERS OF

PR~;~nIGERS

TPAVELL I t-IG TO THE VAR I OUS PFIRT5 OF OE5T TNIH IONS,

Unite-d St",te-$
Philadelphia

1847 _. 1867

Can.3da

Net... Or 1eans

Quebec

SL John. N.8-!.

1847 - 51

3579

148

3100

3995

1852 - 56

2942

o

1369

200'3

1857 - 61

1290

'3

383

587

1862 - 67

655

o

705

1073
N

o

0'\

TOTAL

846r;

157

5557

76(.4
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big ports of st. John, New Brunswick, and Quebec in Canada,
and Philadelphia in the United states eclipse New Orleans
in terms of sheer numbers.

The New orleans route was

essentially a trade run which employed ships during the
seasonal slack in the pa3senger trade to the northern
ports.

A small number of passengers were carried on the

outward voyage, with cotton as the cargo on the return leg.
In some analyses of the data New Orleans was not treated
separately because of the very small numbers of passengers
involved.
Analysis of migrants to the respective ports (Table
5.11) showed that in all periods Quebec had a significantly

larger proportion of nuclear families than any other port.
It also received a larger proportion of large groups.

The

reason for this may lie in the cheaper costs of
transportation to Quebec.

During the Famine period, for

instance, the cost of a passage to Philadelphia was £4-5
whilst that to Quebec was £2-3.

Cost was an obvious

consideration in the decision to emigrate and in
determining the numbers who could travel together.

Of the

total of 10,822 who emigrated in the 1847-51 period, 3,995
went to St. John, New Brunswick; 3,100 to Quebec; 3,579 to
Philadelphia and 148 to New Orleans.
Many of those who embarked for Canada had the
intention of settling ultimately in the United States.
Many immigrants crossed the border by foot but passenger
lists for Boston show that many Irish arrived via the
canadian Maritime ports of Halifax and St. John, New
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Brunswick.

In fact, so established a path did this become

that those who arrived and settled in Boston via the
Maritimes were known as 'the two-boat Irish', a label which
was used to

dist~nguish

them from their more affluent,

fellow countrymen and women who had come directly to the
city.17

The later Cooke registers frequently have the

comment 'and on to Boston' written beside passengers bound
for Canada, particularly those travelling to st. John, New
Brunswick.
The seasonal reports from the government emigrant
agents stationed at Quebec and st. John, New Brunswick,
give some more insight into the settlement and dispersal of
those migrants arriving in the respective ports.

overall,

the percentage of Canadian-bound emigrants who went on to
the United States appears to have been quite high, although
the figure varied from year to year depending on employment
opportunities within the Canadian provinces.

Thus in 1852

Perley, the emigrant officer at st. John, New Brunswick,
reported:
Fully two-thirds of the immigrants of the past
season proceeded to the united States immediately
after their arrival here.

In fact, most of these

had paid their passage money through to Boston
before leaving the United Kingdom, and came by
this port merely to avail themselves of a cheap

17 Q'Grada,c. (1983) op. cit., P 121
Information on the~wo-boat Irish is from Professor
Ruth Harris, Department of History, Northeastern
University - personal communication.
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passage in the timber ships which arrive here in
ballast.

18

This report is typical of the situation frequently
commented on both by Perley and by Buchanan at Quebec.
Certainly there were quite a number of routes by rail or
steamer to towns and cities in the United states.

However,

unless the emigrant had his passage money paid for him this
additional travel meant further expense. Of those who
remained in the ports or provinces of Canada some would
have come to an enforced stop through lack of further
capital, others would have joined relatives in Canada, and
others would have taken employment locally.

According to

the agent at St. John, migrant preferences seem to have
been for employment in the towns, with jobs with the water
company, timber merchants and the railroad companies all
paying well (3s 4d sterling per day in 1851).

Both agents

testify to the difficulties in persuading the migrants to
respond to the great demand for labourers and servants in
the rural areas.

(Further details specific to the Cooke

passengers arriving in Canada are given in Appendix 4.)
Average ship loads varied substantially between
destinations and may have influenced the form of migration
to each.

For

Quebec an average load was 293 passengers;

for st. John 233; for Philadelphia 152; and for New Orleans
73.

Only part of this variation can be.due to differences

in ship sizes since Cooke's varied the routes on which

18

British Parliamentary Papers (1852-53) Colonies
(Canada), vol. 20, p 30
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their ships travelled.

A more probable explanation lies in

the effects of the U.S. Passenger Act of 1847.

This

legislation provided that in all emigrant ships each
passenger should have not less than fourteen cubic feet of
deck space.

The British Act of 1842 provided for only ten

cubic feet for each passenger.

Additionally, under U.S.

legislation each child, however young, was counted as one
full passenger, whereas the 1842 British Act allowed two
children under fourteen years of age to be calculated as
only one statute adult (i.e. as defined by the legislation
for space and victualling).

Significantly, the Cooke

registers record the ages of children aged fourteen years
and under and the ship totals in 'statute adults'.
The difference in carrying capacity of the ships to
the different ports dotwtless affected the fares.

Evidence

of this effect, even under earlier legislation, is found in
the comments of a Belfast passenger broker in 1842 that a
family consisting of a man, his wife and four children
under seven years of age could all be provided with
passages from Belfast to Quebec for the sum of £6, whilst
the lowest rate for their passage to New York was

£21.~9

5.6 paying for the Passage
As was seen in the previous section, the cost of fares
to the United states was considerably more than to Canada.
19

Jones, M.A. (1973) 'The background to emigration from
Great Britain in the nineteenth century' in Fleming,
D., and Bailyn, B. (eds) Dislocation and Emigration:
The Social Background of American Immigration
cambridge, Harvard University Press, p 18
'
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For instance in 1847, the peak Famine year, a passage to
Philadelphia cost £4 while a passage to Quebec or st. John,
New Brunswick, cost £2 15s.

Although the difference in

fares lessened in the late sixties, the American route was
generally a pound or so more expensive.

The Canadian route

was therefore the obvious one for families, large groups
and poorer migrants.

Not all emigrants, however, were

forced to rely on what they could save for the fare.

One

means of raising the passage money, unique to Ulster, was
the practice whereby, as old leases expired, the tenants
left on the proceeds of the sale of their tenant right.
There is considerable evidence of such sales during the
Famine period. 2 0

5.6.1 Assisted emigration
other methods which were especially common during this
period were landlord-assisted migration and assisted pauper
migration from the workhouses.

These forms of migration

were invariably directed to the British Colonies in Canada.
It is noteworthy that the Cooke registers record these
forms of payment only to Quebec.

Under the Poor Law Relief

Acts of 1838 and 1847 the Poor Law Commissioners were
empowered to levy an emigration rate in order to raise
funds to assist the removal of the destitute through
emigration.

Most of the workhouse migrants recorded in the

Cooke registers left during the immediate Famine period,
20

HacDonaqh, O. (1956) 'Irish overseas emigration during
the Famine,Iin Edwards, R.D., and Williams, T.D. (eds)
The Great Famine, Dublin, Browne and Nolan, p 325
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many of them orphan children whose parents had died of
hunger and

disease.2.~

The 1847 Act also gave facilities for assisting
landlords who encouraged their destitute tenants to
emigrate. 22

Until 1849 the provisions of the Act required

that the destinations of the emigrants should be to the
IQueen's Dominions I .

Even when this provision was waived,

though, the bulk of assisted migration continued to be
directed to Canada.

21

In Canada many of the children went to rural areas
where farmers were prepared to take them into their
homes in return for their help and services. See
Cooke,S., op. cit., p 110.
The surviving registers of the catholic orphanage in
Quebec list twenty-eight children who travelled on
cooke ships during the years 1847 and 1848. It is not
always clear whether their parents died in Ireland, en
route, or in quarantine. The names and addresses of
the people who adopted them are listed. See
o'Gallagher, M. (1984) Grosse Isle, Quebec, Carraig
Books.

22

The numbers of passengers whose passage was paid by
landlords was quite small on most of the Cooke ships.
One ship, however, is notable for the high percentage
of such passengers. The Superior, which sailed to
Quebec in July 1847, carried some 112 passengers who
were tenants cleared from the Fermanagh and Leitrim
estates of a Dr. R. Collins. It is significant that
this ship had the highest incidence of mortality - 40
deaths - of any of the ships recorded in the Cooke
Registers. Some twenty children from that ship are
listed as orphans in the register of the Catholic
Orphanage of Quebec. (see previous footnote).
correspondence concerning the ship and the state of
the tenants, found in the British parliamentary Papers
relating to emigration, is sho~n in Appendix 5.
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5.6.2 Self-Paid passages
Bookings with the Derry firms could be made locally at
their city offices or with agents distributed widely
through the surrounding districts (Figure 5.23).

These

agents, many of whom were shopkeepers and publicans,
advertised the sailings (Figure 5.24) and handled bookings.
They were paid a commission on the number of passages they
sold and if the volume of the bookings handled by them was
not considered sufficiently high by the shipping firm they
were dropped as agents.

Once a deposit (an earnest as

recorded on the registers) had been made, a passenger was
issued with a 'Passenger's Contract Ticket', an example of
which is given in Figure 5.25.

This ticket specified the

diet and accommodation which would be provided onboard.
The balance of the fare was usually paid at least a week
before the ship was due to sail.

5.6.3 pre-Paid passages
Important though landlord and workhouse assisted and
self-paid passages were, assistance from those who had
emigrated earlier was even more significant.

Shipping

firms relied considerably on passenger bookings made by
Irish people who wished to bring out their friends and
relatives. The importance of pre-paid bookings in Irish
emigration had always been considerable and the practice
was most prevalent in Ulster,particularly in Derry where it
had the longest history and was most deeply rooted.

When

disaster struck in 1846, considerable efforts were made in
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Figure 5.23 Location of Cooke agents, 1847-49
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America and Canada to help friends and relatives to flee
from starvation and disease.
Although Cookes' had an agent in st. John, New
Brunswick, the bulk of the pre-paid passages emanated from
Philadelphia. During the period 1847-67 the firm had two
agents there about whom details are known.

23

These agents

handled the American bookings and passages booked through
them are indicated on the registers.

Their activities are

reflected in the high proportion of pre-paid fares for the
united states at this time (Table 5.12).

(Although the

numbers for Philadelphia and New Orleans have been merged
in this table because so few people went to New Orleans,
all pre-paid fares to the united States were for
Philadelphia.

24)

The strength of the pre-paid fare tradition can be
seen clearly for Philadelphia where the percentage of prepaid fares increased in each of the post-Famine study
periods.

For st. John, New Brunswick, the lower proportion

of pre-paid fares in 1947-51 doubled through the subsequent
decade.

These increases are not surprising under the

cumulative impact of increasing numbers of migrants
23

24

In Philadelphia two agents - A.C. Craig and A.J.
Catherwood - handled bookwork for J & J Cooke during
the period 1847-1867. Both were merchants in the
city, were from Ulster families, and were members of
The Friendly Sons of st. Patrick, a benevolent Irish
society based in the city of Philadelphia.
I have previously analyzed a sample of the data on
pre-paid passengers to Philadelphia.
See Mageean, D.
(1986) 'Ulster emigration to Philadelphia, 1847-1865:
A preliminary analysis using passenger lists' in
Glazier, I., and De Rosa, L. (eds) Migration across
Time and Nations, New York, Holmes and Meier.
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TABLE 5.12

DISTRIBUTION OF FARE BY DESTINATION, 1847-1867

DESTINATION

USA

CANADA

ST JNB

QUEBEC

1841-51

1852-56

S

P

L

N 2602

1094

18

% 69.81 29.35

0.48

-

0.35

W

0

S

P

13

2523

420

N 6118

477

212

169

59

% 81.08

6.12

2.99

2.38

0.83

N 3434

474

32

0

55

% 85.96 11.86

0.80

-

1. 38

2921

4

38

36

86.41 11.22

0.12

1. 12

1. 07

1606

372

4

79.94 18.52

0.20

180

169

4

1315

1

% 88.52

0.09

5.81

5.45

0.13

96.00

0.51

1851-61

USA

N 1018

281

L

N

833

W

133

% 85.19 13.10

ST JNB

N

450

QUEBEC

N

-

133

% 76.66 22.66

382

0

% 99.74

0

-

21

-

1. 34

38

9

2.18

0.66

1862-61
0

% 18.31 21.63

CANADA

0

379

3

P

W

85.13 14.21

N 2144

S

L

-

S

P

L

334

301

19

50.99 45.95

2.90

W

0

0.15

5

1596

110

12

0.51

89.16

9.56

0.67

4

896

169

8

83.5 15.75

0.75

0.68

0.26

700

1

4

99.29

0.14

0.57

S=Self-paid; P=Pre-paid; L=Paid by landlord; W=Paid by Workhouse" O=other
i.e. paid by someone other than the individual travelling e.g. ciergyman.
For full description of categories see page 142.
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arriving to settle in the New World and in turn sending for
more migrants.

This would be particularly true in a city

such as Philadelphia which had a large Irish population and
which offered good opportunities for housing and
employment.

It is likely that relatively more of the

Philadelphia-bound migrants settled in and around that city
than was the case with the Canadian ports.

This provided a

large pool of potential pre-paid fare purchasers.

Figure

5.26 shows a pre-paid passage certificate issued by
catherwood in Philadelphia to a Thomas Mullen of
Wilmington, Delaware, south of Philadelphia.

The

certificate clearly outlines the conditions of use of the
certificate and instructions to the person receiving it.
Wilmington was both an active port and the site of DuPont's
black powder mills.

This operation employed many immigrant

workers from Ulster. 25
Further information on the significance of pre-paid
fares was obtained by studying the correlates of prepayment.

It is convenient for subsequent discussion to

reserve the term 'booking' for the sum of money paid to the
firm for a ticket or tickets.
classified here

These bookings were

according to whether the sum was for an

individual, a nuclear family, or another (predominantly kin
group).

25

During the immediate Famine period relatively

During personal research at the Eleutherean-Hagley
Mills Museum in Wilmington, Delaware, I discovered
that a shipping agent, Robert Taylor, who acted for
the Derry shipping firm of W. MCCorkell, actively
recruited labour for the firm of Dupont among Ulster
migrants travelling from Derry.
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more of the bookings for groups (of all types) were prepaid than was true of individual bookings (33.4 versus 22.2
per cent). Within the groups there were no differences of
note in the incidence of prepayment.

In the immediate

post-Famine period (1852-56) the relative frequency of
prepayment approximately halved in bookings of all types.
By 1857-61 pre-payment for the passage of nuclear families
had fallen substantially (10.7 per cent), even though prepayment had become more common for all other groups (21.9
per cent).

In the 1862-67 period the incidence of pre-

payment more than doubled for all groups (to 28.1 per cent
for nuclear families and to 52.7 per cent for other
groups).

There were, however, just 21 bookings of nuclear

families in this period.

Thus prepayment was commoner

among kin groups than among individuals at the time of the
Famine but subsequently declined in respect of nuclear
families in later years.

conversely, pre-paid passages for

other kin groups and for individuals were relatively more
frequent in the post-Famine years.

The form of migration

and the pattern of fare payment were, therefore related.
As we have seen, the profile of emigrants sailing from
Derry changed from a movement of families during the Famine
period to a movement of young individuals and couples in
the post-Famine period.

The difference between the Famine

and the post-Famine migrants becomes more obvious when the
numbers of people travelling on a booking is examined.

The

figures for both countries of destination (Tables 5.13 and
5.14) show that the percentage of individual bookings

TABLE 5.13

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF PRE-PAID BOOKINGS
TO UNITED STATES AMONG GROUP TYPES

:.

AVERAGE
GROUP
SIZE

I

s

F

N

E

1847-51

54.46

19.80

11.48

7.72

1.58

3.17

2.17

1852-56

72.63

16.08

8.03

2.92

0.36

0.00

1.53

1857-61

76.44

17.31

4.33

1.44

0.00

0.00

1. 35

1862-67

72 .16

14.95

8.76

3.09

0.52

0.00

1. 55

See Table 5.12 for key.
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N
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TABLE 5.14

PERCEnTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF PRE-PAID BOOKINGS
TO CANADA AMONG GROUP TYPES

1847-51

I

S

60.89

17.71

F

8.86

N

5.17

E

0.74

G

4.80

AVERAGE
GROUP
SIZE

1. 76

N
N
U1

1852-56

66.22

20.27

9.01

1. 80

0.90

1. 80

1.71

1857-61

71. 43

16.67

7.14

4.76

0.00

0.00

1. 58

1862-67

66.67

16.67

8.82

5.89

1. 96

0.00

1. 67

See Table 5.12 for key.
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increased from the immediate Famine years to the early
sixties whilst the percentage of group bookings overall,
and nuclear families in particular, decreased significantly
over the same period.

Interestingly, not only were there

relatively more individuals travelling in the later periods
but those who did travel together travelled in smaller
groups. The only period which

depar~s

from this trend is

that of 1862-67 which, as noted earlier, was a period of
agricultural depression in Ireland.

The migration in group

units prevalent then and in the earlier Famine period is a
common feature of flights from crises or a significant
decline in living conditions, the one reservation here
being the small sample of emigrants available.
For the 'Famine Irish' in particular the question was
not one of whether to go but how to find the means to go.
Given the scale of help from America and parts of Canada,
pre-payment of fares was important throughout the years
covered by this study, but the distribution of pre-paid
passages across the different group types did alter over
time.

Thus, while whole families were pulled out of

Ireland in the cataclysm of the Famine, and to a lesser
extent in the 1860s, the post-Famine period of the 1850s
witnessed what might well have been a 'betterment
migration' of young individuals and couples.
One point of note is that, with one exception (the
U.S.-bound passengers in 1857-61), there was no significant
difference between the sexes in the distribution of pre-
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paid passages.

Men and women were equally likely to have

had their passages paid for them.
One's chances of having one's fare paid by friends or
relatives did differ, however, depending on one's county of
residence.

This showed up when Chi-square tests were run

on the frequency of pre-payments for each of the four main
sending counties - Donegal, Derry,

~yrone

and Fermanagh. 26

Analyses were conducted for each of the study periods and
for the

u.s. and Canadian passages separately.

In all

cases there was a statistically significant difference
between the counties in the incidence of pre-payments.
There were consistently fewer pre-paid passages among the
Derry migrants, and consistently more among the Tyrone and
Donegal migrants, than expected.

The one exception to this

was in 1847-51 when Donegal had slightly fewer than
expected.

Fermanagh migrants generally had more prepaid

passages than expected, although the small numbers involved
necessitated omitting the county from some analyses.

It is

difficult to explain why there was such a consistent
pattern of under-representation by the Derry migrants
amongst the pre-paid passages.

It cannot be explained by

the choice of destination of Derry migrants.

26

Indeed,

For the u.s. data the Chi-squares obtained were 119.0
for the 1847-51 period, 24.2 for 1852-56, 16.4 for
1857-61, and 18.3 for 1862-67. Degrees of freedom
were 3 for the first two analyses, for which the
Fermanagh data adequately large for inclUSion, but
only 2 for the last two, where Fermanagh was omitted
because of its low expected frequencies. The
corresponding values from the Canadian analyses were
10.5, 336.5, 5.87, and 25.7, all of them with 3
degrees of freedom.
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proportionately more travelled to the United states where
the mechanisms for sending pre-paid tickets was strongest.
There may have been some incremental effect in the numbers
migrating from that county - generally less than Donegal
and Tyrone and thus a smaller reservoir of potential
purchasers of pre-paid tickets - but this does not seem a
sufficient or complete explanation.

One could speculate

that migrants from Derry were more affluent than their
counterparts in Donegal and Tyrone but with only their
occupations to guide us on this the idea cannot be tested
here.
Not all who were sent pre-paid tickets made the
journey out to North America, nor did those sailing
necessarily do so on one of Cookes' ships. The registers
are sometimes annotated to the effect that a passenger did
not turn up or that another family member took their place.
(This was true for both pre-paid and self-paying
passengers).

For instance, on the Envoy to Philadelphia in

1850 a Robert Greer aged 19 and a Jane-Mary Greer aged 17
are named on a pre-paid booking. The comment made on the
register reads, 'Samuel Walker, also in this ticket but did
not come forward - Tampo Greer to go in his place by next
ship.'

Occasionally a pre-paid booking for a whole family

would be crossed out and a comment such as 'sent this
family by Liverpool, not being room for them on this ship'
written by the entry.

In a few instances the name of an

infant or child included in a pre-paid booking was
annotated to the effect that they were over age for the
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fare paid and were therefore not allowed to sail.

In the

register entries for almost all the ships there were names
scored out, ranging from 2 to 23 per ship. Sometimes, as in
the cases cited above, reasons were given.

For others we

can only speculate at the cause - sickness, death
(particularly during the Famine years), change of heart, or
inability to come up with the full amount of money for the
fare. The determinants of being able to make the move,
chance as well as causal, were many and varied.

5.7 Occupations of the Migrants
As explained in Chapter 4 (Methods and Materials) the
information on occupation in the registers, and especially
on the United states manifests, was the least reliable of
the recorded data.

I nevertheless recorded the information

where available as it was the only surrogate measure of
migrant wealth available.

Two main problems emerged.

First, occupation was recorded rather irregularly on the
registers and there was some suggestion that skilled jobs,
such as artisans, were recorded more consistently than
those of farmer or labourer.

There is no clue as to the

rationale for listing some occupations and not others.
Second, the manifests of the Cooke ships to Philadelphia
were particularly prone to mass classification with
'Farmers, Labourers and Spinsters' written down the length
of the document.

I therefore recorded information from the

manifests only where a specific occupation was written
against the name of an individual.
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Tables 5.15 and 5.16 summarize the results from these
records.

No real pattern is evident in the figures and

what differences between the two countries are suggested
may well be due to the fact that a second documentary
source was available on those travelling to the United
States.

The comments of the emigrant agents at Quebec and

St. John give some general backgrou?d and occasional
specific information on a ship (see Appendix 4) but this is
not quantifiable.
One pOint of interest did emerge from a comparison of
entries in the registers and manifests on the same
individuals.

The manifests consistently 'downgraded' the

level of skill of the emigrants.

Whilst it is

understandable that the manifests sometimes record weavers
as labourers, because of the dual nature of most domestic
weavers, the recording of blacksmiths, coopers, shoemakers
and other artisans as labourers cannot be so understood.
This finding raises the question of whether a proportion of
'labourers' recorded in the U.S. manifests for ships
carrying Irish

emigrants were not agricultural labourers

but semi-skilled or skilled artisans.

5.8 Seasonality of Emigration
Departure dates were recorded for the vessels in the
custom lists and Cooke registers and this
analysis for seasonal trends.

permitted

During the years 1803-06

April was by far the most popular month, with 45 per cent
of the migrants departing, followed. by Hay (24 per cent)

TABLE 5.15

OCCUPATIONS OF T8E PASSENGERS SAILING FROM DERRY
1803-1867 TO THE UNITED STATES

1803 - 06
N

%

1847 - 51
%

N

1852 -- 56
%

N

1857 - 61
%

N

1862 - 67
%

N

N

w

Farmers

376

47.1

61

24.0

16

3.6

10

8.2

5

6.3

Laborers

375

47.0

159

62.6

300

68.2

62

54.9

.47

59.5

Servants

14

90

20.5

1.75

Textile Workers
Other Artisans
Professional

18

2.26

Other

15

1.88

Total

378

Source:

Customs Lists:

6

2.4

1

0.2

2

1.8

4

5.1

24

9.4

14

3.2

21

18.6

9

1.4

1

0.2

1

0.9

1

1.3

18

4.1

17

15.0

13

16.4

4
254

1.6

440

113

79

Cooke Registers and United States Shipping Manifests.

.....

TABLE 5.16

OCCUPATIONS OF THE PASSENGERS SAILING FROM DERRY
1852 - 1867 TO CANADA
1852 - 56

Farmers

1857 - 61

1862 - 67

N

"

N

"

N

"

7

13.7

9

12.7

34

19.0

N

w

N

Laborers

1

2.0

7

9.9

Servants
Textile workers

16

8.9

2

1.1

7

13.7

1

1.4

31

17.3

Other artisans

22

43.1

27

38.0

65

36.3

Professionals

2

4.0

3

4.2

3

1.7

Other

12

23.5

24

33.8

28

15.7

Total

51

Source:

Cooke Registers.

71

179
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and June (10.5 per cent). This pattern was true for both
men and women, although relatively more men travelled in
March and relatively more women travelled in June.

It is

probable that this seasonality was due more to the
availability of ships than any direct causes operating in
the sending society.

The American ships which arrived in

the port of Derry were largely laden with flaxseed for the
Irish linen trade and fleets of such boats arrived in
Spring each year.

In the four years covered by the custom

lists the months of April and May accounted for fifteen of
the total of twenty-five ships.

Weather patterns must also

have played some part in the seasonality of passenger
sailing.

The winter months of November through February

were distinctly unpleasant and hazardous for travel across
the Atlantic.

A spring departure from Ireland not only

promised a more pleasant and safer journey but also a
reasonable period in which to settle into a new abode
before winter set in.

One possible internal influence

considered was the seasonal demands of certain jobs.

Of

the 1245 passengers for whom an occupation, such as
'farmer', or status, such as 'child', was recorded, 1069
were accounted for by the three main groups of labourer,
spinster and farmer, with 'child' (108) as the next biggest
group.

Amongst these groups there was no significant

differential pattern of seasonal migration.

Labourers did

tend to migrate earlier than farmers but given the problems
of nomenclature with these two groups, remarked on earlier
in chapter 4, it is doubtful whether much can be read into
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this.

Spinsters showed no significant pattern of

seasonality but children tended to migrate later than the
other main groups, Hay (rather than April) being their
modal month and with proportionately more traveling in
June.
No major differences in seasonality could be detected
between the various group types over 1803-06.

About 50 per

cent of all sailings of individuals (those coded I), same
name groups (S), and families with one parent (F) took
place in April.

Only the larger groups, nuclear families

(N) and extended families (F), were concentrated in May,
and of these only the nuclear families could be said to
show any spread over the months.

The lack of major

differences in seasonality between the group types and
between men and women offer little ground for supposing
that men migrated earlier in the season and subsequently
sent for their women and children.
One further question which can be asked about the
timing of migration is whether there was any difference in
seasonality according to the origin and destination of the
migrants.

Some 56 to 76 per cent of migrants from the

three principal sending counties travelled in the months of
April and Hay.

Only the smaller counties deviated from

this pattern and from them the numbers travelling were too
small to speak of any independent or significant pattern.
Analysis in relation to destination yielded similar
results, with April and Hay the modal months during which
60 to 80 per cent of the migrants travelled.

Only for New
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York in the 1803-06 study period was there any spread over
the months, with migrants to that port travelling late into
the year, albeit at a much reduced rate.
Overall then, there is little evidence of distinct
seasonal trends or influences through 1803-06 other than
that caused by the availability of ships and what might be
called the natural emigration

seaso~.

During the twenty years covered by the Cooke registers
the dates of departure of the vessels were recorded rather
haphazardly.

For the 1847-51 period the dates were

recorded fairly well but in the later years the register is
merely annotated with 'Spring', 'Summer' or 'Fall' voyage.
This rendered the task of analyzing by month almost
impossible but analysis was carried out on those ships for
which data were available.

Again, the data were examined

for any trends of men travelling earlier in the season,
with women and children following later.

No evidence was

found of males travelling earlier in the season than
females.

Indeed, if anything, females tended to travel a

little earlier in the year. LIkewise there was no evidence
of families by a single parent travelling later in the
season.

All groups conformed to the same modal month of

travelling.

27

27

April and May were also the most popular months for
emigrants departures from the port of Derry from 1856
through 1873, according to a separate analysis based
on figures given in the Agricultural Statistics for
those years. Thus the seasonal pattern of the cooke
passengers mirrors that of the larger population.
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A point worth noting here is that the season for
sailing ships was more compressed than for stearn ships
because of the former's greater susceptibility to inclement
weather.

This compression of the season may well have

worked against one member of a family migrating early in
the year - for instance March or April - and accumulating
sufficient funds with which to pay for the passage of the
other'members of the family on a september sailing.

5.9 Conditions and Mor'tali
ty Onboard
,
For many people the images of Irish emigration to
North America are of hordes of Irish peasants fleeing
famine and of the terrible conditions aboard 'coffin
ships'.

These images are neither completely true nor

representative of the total movement out of Ireland
overseas.

The stories and accounts of the 'coffin ships'

are vivid and memorable and the conditions aboard
unseaworthy and badly run ships pushed into service during
the Famine years must have been truly horrible.

The

detailed accounts given by Buchanan on the state of the
vessels and people arriving in Quebec from Ireland during
the 1847 season and the valiant attempts by the authorities
on Grosse Isle to cope with the situation are memorable.
The reports from Quebec and other Canadian ports indicate
that the worst levels of mortality and sickness were aboard
vessels from Cork, Limerick and Liverpool. In the case of
the two Irish ports this was probably due to the generally
worse conditions in the south-west of Ireland than in any
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other part of Ireland.

In the case of Liverpool the

lodging houses and rooms occupied by emigrants awaiting a
passage were the perfect breeding grounds for typhus.

Many

of the Irish migrants, even if they left Ireland in a
generally healthy condition, left Liverpool in an infected
state.
Mortality among the passengers sailing with the firm
of J&J cooke was extremely low at all times and for all
ports, particularly when compared to the high levels of
mortality and sickness aboard many of the Irish ships.
Several factors seem to have been involved in this.

First,

as far as can be established from reports, official and
unofficial, the Cooke ships were well run, clean and well
provisioned.

Both the ships and their masters were well

respected in the emigrant trade and had a favourable
reputation amongst emigrants.

28

Second, the general

pattern of Famine and disease in the north-west was not bad
compared to many other parts of the country.

Furthermore,

the Derry vessels seem to have escaped the worst of the
cholera epidemic mainly because the disease did not spread
to the port to any great extent before the Spring sailings
in 1847.

By the time of the Autumn sailings the epidemic

had abated.
emigrants.
28

Third, most of those who sailed were voluntary
It is significant that the only really bad

Testimony to this is the letter signed by thirty-three
passengers from the barque Envoy who arrived safely in
st. John, New Brunswick, in August 1847. The
passengers record their thanks to the Captain and his
crew for the attention paid to their comfort and needs
during the voyage and for the measures taken to
prevent infectious disease on the vessel.
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instance of sickness and mortality on a Cooke ship was
aboard the superior to Quebec in 1847, when most of the
passengers were the cleared tenants of estates in Leitrim
and Fermanagh.

The Superior left Derry in July with 360

passengers, many of them children.

She had to bury many at

sea and more died in quarantine after her arrival.

This

ship, like others from the west and southwest of Ireland
contained some of the most wretched and impoverished
elements of Irish society.

Fourth, and finally, many of

the intending emigrants were within a day's journey from
Derry and were kept appraised of sailing dates by the local
agents.

They did not have to crowd into unsanitary and

overcrowded conditions in the city for days while waiting
for a ship.

Passengers were allowed aboard a day or two

before the date of sailing.

To these factors one might add

that a firm which was engaged in the long term passenger
business would be more likely to think of its reputation as
well as having the experience to cope with less than
perfect conditions.
The Cooke ships were not immune from death and
disease. Appendices 3 and 4 give details on the incidence
of both, but the levels of both were very low compared to
many Irish ships.

To a considerable extent disease and

mortality reflected the level of ill-health among the
passengers prior to embarkation. The Superior was an almost
new, first-class and well-run ship but the source of
infection was present in its 1847 Quebec voyage and spread
rapidly among the passengers.

There was no escaping from
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disease on a sailing ship at sea for 30 days.

Other

diseases, like measles, which affected the Mary Ann to st.
John in 1853, particularly hit children.
Like many local, and other firms in the British Isles,
trying to cope with the rush of emigrants in 1847, the
Cookes chartered a number of vessels from outside the port
of Derry but most of them seem to have been good vessels.
The U.S. manifests record very little mortality.

In the

absence of any other information to the contrary this was
interpreted as indicating very low mortality on the
Philadelphia-bound vessels. Of course, given the often poor
level of information on some of these manifests, this might
well be due to omissions of information rather than absence
of mortality.

However, if the suPposition about the

generally more affluent level of passengers bound for
Philadelphia is true, it would not be surprising to find
the levels of mortality very low.
In all the twenty years of sailings recorded in the
Cooke registers there is only one case of ship-wreck when
passengers were aboard.

The vessel concerned was the

Elizabeth, the ship named in the various documents
reproduced in this thesis.

En route to Philadelphia in

1864 with 323 passengers, she went ashore on the coast of
New Jersey in fog. The day was Friday, 13th of May.
Luckily the weather was calm; all the passengers, crew and
their luggage were rescued and later forwarded to
Philadelphia by train.
fortunate one.

Their fate, unlike many, was a
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5.10 Summary
Migrant flow was greatest during the Famine years and
was principally to Canada.

In all periods the origins of

the migrants were very concentrated geographically and some
of the poorest and most populous baronies had very little
migration.

Age composition of the migrants varied

relatively little through the study period, most being in
their twenties and early thirties.

Both the group

composition and sex ratio changed over time, with mostly
young, unattached males in the pre-Famine period, a
dominance of family migration during the immediate Famine
years, and a migration of the young and single of both
sexes in the post-Famine years.

Canada received

proportionately more families and large groups at all
times.

Assisted passage was of little importance even

during the Famine years but pre-paid passages played a
crucial role especially during the Famine when they allowed
whole families to escape the disaster.

The majority of

pre-paid passengers sailed to Philadelphia.

The recording

of information on occupation was not sufficiently
comprehensive on either the registers or manifests to trace
changes over time.

One important fact to emerge, however,

was that the manifests consistently downgraded the
occupations of the migrants.

The majority of migrants

sailed during April and May, this seasonality being largely
determined by weather and commercial constraints.

Overall

conditions on the Cooke ships were good and mortality low
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even during the Famine period.

The only case of

significant mortality occurred on a ship full of cleared
tenants.
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CHAPTER 6
SYNTHESIS: IRISH EMIGRATION AND INTERNATIONAL MODELS
6.1 Introduction
In chapter 2 I reviewed several models of
international migration.

These models were of four basic

types: 1) those concerned with the forces generating
migration 2) those dealing with the processes and pattern
of migration 3) those relating to the nature of the migrant
body, and 4) those dealing with behavioural aspects of
migration.

In the same chapter I considered five aspects

of trans-Atlantic migration from European countries.
First, pre-migration conditions within the sending society
were reviewed as potential forces generating migration.
Second, the form of migration and the composition of the
migrant stream - whether in families, in groups or as
individuals, and so on - were examined as part of the
processes and patterns of migration.

Third, the

demographic and socio-economic composition of the migrant
body was reviewed. Finally, both the tradition of
emigration within the sending society and the extent of
contact across the Atlantic were examined as behavioural
aspects of migration.
In the present chapter I evaluate my results for the
north-west of Ireland in the light of these models and
compare the Irish situation with that of the European
countries already described.

In particular, I evaluate the

extent to which the Great Famine brought about major
changes in migration from the

north~west

of Ireland.
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6.2 The Forces Generating Migration
Irish history is demographic history.

In no other

country has so much attention been paid to population
growth, birth rates, marriage patterns and related
variables. From Connell's seminal work on the population of
Ireland to the latest econometric treatise of Mokyr
migration scholars have attempted to integrate demographic
history with economic history.1

Ireland's high population

growth rates before the Famine, the catastrophic decline of
population during the Famine, and the post-Famine decline
of population and changes in demographic behaviour have all
contributed to this interest in demography.

For many

writers and contemporary observers the poverty-stricken and
overpopulated situation of Ireland on the eve of the Famine
was a classic Malthusian one.

From this perspective the

Famine and the attendant loss of population through
mortality and emigration were inevitable and the history of
~

connell, K.H. (1950) The Population of Ireland, 17501845, Oxford, Clarendon Press
Drake, K.H. (1963) 'Marriage and population growth in
Ireland, 1750-1845', Economic History Review, vol.XVI,
No.2, 2nd series, pp 301-17
Drake, K.H. (1969) 'population growth and the Iristi
Economy', in Cullen, L.M. (ed) The Formation of the
Irish Economy, Cork, Mercier Press, pp 67-76
cullen, L.M. (1968) 'Irish history without the
potato', Past and Present, Vol.40, pp 72-83
Lee, J. (1968) 'Marriage and population in pre-famine
Ireland', Economic History Reyiew, Vol.XXI, pp 283-95
Daulty, S., Dickson, D., and b'Grada, C. (1981)
'Eighteenth century Irish population: new perspectives
for old sources', Journal of Economic History,
Vol.XVI, No.3, pp 601-28
Hokyr, J. (1983) Why Ireland Starved, London, Allen
and Unwin.
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movement overseas from Ireland was simply a flight driven
by overpopulation, hunger and poverty.

Allied to these

driving forces were the attractions of the New World with
its seemingly limitless opportunities for employment and
political and religious freedom.

Hence, of all the models

in migration theory probably none has been applied with
greater frequency (either explicitly or implicitly) to the
Irish emigration experience than the push-pull model.

6.2.1

2

Push and Pull Forces
To deny that various push and pull forces operated in

north-west Ireland during the period reviewed here would be
to fly in the face of the historical evidence.

Several

'push' forces are clearly identifiable as influences on
emigration from the area. The

late eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries witnessed unprecedented population
growth which increased competition for tenancies and
conacre and kept wage levels significantly below rising
rents and provision costs.

At the same time land could be

purchased on the other side of the Atlantic for little more
than the cost of the annual rent of the equivalent acreage
in Ireland. 3

In addition, good employment opportunities

were usually available in the expanding economy of the
a

3

Strictly speaking the 'push-pull' model is merely an
abstraction from the more general theory of Heberle
and Bogue. However, despite its lack of dynamics, it
has been used as a model by many of scholars of
emigration. Heberle, R. (1938) OPe cit., and Bogue,
D.J. (1969) OPe cit.
Miller, K. (1985) Emigrants and Exiles, Oxford, Oxford
University Press, p 138
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United States, particularly for skilled workers and
artisans but also even for those without specific skills.
Previous migrants sent back information about these
attractions.

Yet those who emigrated were not always those

who were most subject to these influences ( see below).
The present results from the Irish customs lists of
1803-06 highlight the major difficulty with the 'push-pull'
model, that of disentangling the 'push' from the 'pull' as
causal factors.

At first glance the three years covered by

the customs lists were in a period singularly devoid both
of push or of pull forces.

The years between 1793 and 1814

saw almost continuous war between Britain and France,
curtailing transatlantic shipping and making a hazardous
trip for those bold or desperate enough to travel.

This

must have been a serious disincentive to sailing to the
United States.

At the same time Ireland witnessed a major

expansion of agriculture, especially in tillage farming,
since war-time England was heavily dependent on Irish food
products.
levels.

Farm prices therefore rose to unprecedented
Yet when a brief interval of peace occurred in the

years 1801-02, large numbers left Ireland.

The Customs

lists numbers were low relative to the migrant totals in
the latter half of the eighteenth century, yet they show
that some 3600 people felt sufficiently motivated to
emigrate from Ireland to the United States, despite the
economic expansion at home, the high costs of a passage,
and the hazards of war.
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The analyses of the Customs list data suggest that
those who left had some means.

This conclusion is

supported above by information presented as to the cost of
the passage, the occupational background of the migrants,
their areas of origin, and the demographic composition of
the 1300 migrants who sailed from Derry.

Three points

suggest that many were probably the younger sons of
well-to-do farmers.

First, the incidence of young single

males was very high, accounting for nearly 30 per cent of
the migrant total.

Second, the majority recorded their

occupation as 'farmer' rather than as 'labourer'.

Third/

many came from the more commercial and fertile farming
areas of Donegal, Derry and Tyrone.

Excluded from

inheriting family holdings, they may well have recognised
that alternative opportunities even in a relatively
prosperous Ireland were fewer and less lucrative than in a
young and growing United States. 4

Other migrants in this

period probably left almost routinely, from districts or
families that had a nearly century-long tradition of
sending people across the Atlantic to America's
attractions. s
For those at the bottom of Ulster society at the turn
of the century - labourers, cottiers and those renting
6

~

Hiller, K. (198S) op. cit., p 174
Hiller cites the exampre-of this practice in Dungiven,
Co. Derry. He notes, too, that Catholic smallholders
refused to emulate this action by their more affluent
Protestant neighbours but chose instead to subdivide
their farms or earn rent money through seasonal
migration to Scotland or through droving.
Hiller, K. (198S) op. cit., pp 172-173
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small farms - the effects of the economic expansion in
Irish farming were not necessarily favourable.

The price

of land and rent more than kept up with prices for farm
products and life for many remained the same continuing
struggle to retain a tenuous hold on the land needed to
support a family.

Despite such difficulties emigration

overseas was often neither possible nor perceived as
desirable by those most at risk.

Hansen has remarked that

in addition to any impelling forces there must be freedom,
desire and means to move and that it is in the operation of
these conditions that the ultimate secrets of migration are
to be found.

1S

Apart from a brief period during the

Napoleonic wars there was freedom to move from Ireland but
the means or desire was often lacking.

The cost of a

steerage passage from Derry to New York or Philadelphia, as
recorded on the customs lists, was £6-£8, a large sum
relative to the wages of a labourer or to the income of a
small farmer.

As long as fares remained at such levels,

emigration was effectively ruled out as an option.

This

poverty trap hypothesis finds some (though not conclusive)
support in the analysis above of the 1803-06 data. 7
Reinforcing this economic obstacle to emigration was a
cultural or behavioural one.

The first mass migrations of

• Hansen, M.L. (1941) The Immigrant in American History,
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, p 192
7

This term was used by Cormac 6'Grada (1986) 'Across
the briny ocean: some thoughts on Irish emigration to
America, 1800-1850', in GlaZier, I. & De Rosa, L.
(eds), Hi~ration across Time and Nations, New York,
Holmes an Meier, pp. 79-94
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Irish overseas, mainly from Ulster, undoubtedly helped
shape communal attitudes towards emigration.

Subsequent

generations then adopted and perpetuated these traditions.
Thus the early emigration of Presbyterian dissenters in
search of religious freedom created precedents for later
generations.

Hence there was a stronger emigration

tradition amongst the Presbyterian community in Ulster than
amongst the Catholic community.

The extent to which these

factors reinforced each other is discussed in more detail
below.

They are cited at this point as reminders of the

classical 'intervening obstacles' overlooked in simple
versions of the push-pull model. s
A second major problem in attempting to apply the
• push-pull , model here is its static nature.

The present

study covers some seventy years during which the incentives
to emigrate changed.

As shown in Chapter 5, the size,

composition, and character of emigration from the region
correspondingly changed.

For most migrants the decision to

leave Ireland probably involved a balance between the
benefits anticipated in America and the drawbacks expected
at home.

However, as Baines has pOinted out, even where

the push and pull forces remain static their net effect may
change because of such things as the journey becoming
easier and cheaper. 9

The problem with the model is not

that we cannot identify push and pull forces but that the
a

9

Lee, E. (1969) 'A theory of migration' Demography,
Vol.3, pp 47-57
Baines, D. (1985) Migration in,a Mature Economy
Cambridge, Cambridge university Press, p 17
'
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character of these forces, their perception by migrants,
and the willingness and ability of potential migrants to
respond to them changed over time.

The push-pull model

thus lacks predictive power and this is a major failing.
The snapshot nature of the model fails to capture the
essential process of the movement out of the north- west.

6.2.2

Overpopulation, poverty and famine
In chapter 1 a number of works on Irish emigration

were criticized for being locked into the Malthusian model.
According to this view overpopulation was the cause of
emigration and the Famine exodus merely carried off those
who were surplus to society.

A simple application of the

model is rejected here because of three major failings.
First it cannot explain the beginnings of considerable
emigration in the north-west as early as the eighteenth
century nor mass migration in the late eighteen-twenties
and eighteen thirties.

second, it cannot account for the

lack of emigration from densely populated areas.

Third,

and finally it overlooks solutions other than emigration to
overpopulation.
Economic, political and religious forces are better
explanations of early emigration from the north-west.
These were reinforced by the building up of a migration
tradition and increased contact across the Atlantic.
mass migrations from the area in the early nineteenth
century and the relatively lower rate of out-movement
during the Famine years compared to .the neighbouring

The
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counties in north-central Ireland is best explained by the
demise of the domestic linen industry.
The Great Famine had a major impact on the area
although its effects were not as severe as in other parts
of Ireland.

Certainly the high proportion of families

travelling from Derry in these years, as shown in the
analysis in chapter 5, is testimony to the flight from
disaster.

However rather than large numbers leaving the

most densely populated and poverty-stricken parts of the
north-west the present evidence as to the origins of the
emigrants shows that they consistently came from the better
agricultural and more affluent parts.

In contrast, a poor

and densely populated area such as the barony of Boylagh in
the west of Donegal recorded insignificant numbers of
emigrants even at the height of the Famine.

For emigration

to take place from the better-to-do regions, as is
documented here, the Malthusian model must operate in
reverse.
The concept of 'post-Famine adjustment' dominates
studies of the latter half of the nineteenth century in
Ireland.

The term describes a period when there was an

improvement in economic conditions, an increase in the size
of farms and a lowering in the rate of marriage. However,
the picture was by no means uniformly bright and scholars
such as 6'Grada have expressed doubt about the reality of
the concept.

Population levels in fact continued to

decline in the post-Famine years, though some areas, such
as parishes in the remote west of Donegal and the parish of
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Kildress in Tyrone, actually increased in population.
Wages rose substantially after the Famine but so too did
rents and the cost of subsistence. 1o

Cousens could find no

indication as to whether the lack of emigration from the
less hospitable areas was because the poorer peasantry were
unwilling to leave or were unable to do so for lack of
means.

11

There is some evidence in the present results of

increased emigration from the more remote and poorer parts
of the study area in the 1860s (Figure 5.6).

However, it

was not possible to decide whether this was due to the
cumulative impact of information fed back by earlier
migrants or whether it was the result of cheaper fares on
the Cooke ships as steamship competition intensified.

This

late increase aside, the relative concentration in areas of
origin is remarkable, given the time span of the study.

An

interesting parallel is apparent in the studies of
emigration from Norway and Sweden reviewed earlier.

Here

the areas hardest hit by famine during the crop failures of
the 1860s were relatively unaffected by emigration.
Instead, emigration was greatest in those districts where a
tradition of emigration was already rooted.

11a

Finally, a major failing of the Malthusian view is its
assumption that the migrants were' surplus to society.
10

11

It

6'Grida, C. (1973) 'Post-famine adjustment: Essays in
nineteenth century Irish economic history'. Ph.d
thesis, Columbia University, p 146
Cousens, S.H. (1961) 'Emigration and demographic
changes in Ireland, 1851-1861', Economic History
Review, Vol.14, p 280
Cousens, S.H. ibid., p 282
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11.

See Carlsson, S. (1976) 'Chronology and composition of
swedish emigration to America', in Runblom, H. &
Norman, H. (eds), From Sweden to America, Minneapolis,
University of Minnesota Press, pp. 121-3 and 139;
Semmingsen, I. (1978) Norway to America.

A History of

the Migration, Minneapolis, university of Minnesota
Press, p. 33
/page 252 follows
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ignores the possibility that societies could respond in
other ways, demographic and non-demographic, to increasing
population pressure.

These options were summarized in

Grigg's extension of Friedlander's model (Figure 2.1).
These options are not mutually exclusive and it is not
unreasonable or unrealistic to find more than one of them
adopted in a country or region.

Multiple pathways of

response to population pressure would help explain the
different migration experiences both within Ireland and
within the north-west of ulster in particular.
The symptoms of overpopulation - land shortage, rising
rents, subdivision of farms, under-employment and vagrancy
- were present in north-western Ireland as elsewhere in
Ireland and other European countries.

What is clear is

that the people of the area adopted a nUmber of responses
or strategies to population pressure.

The increase of non-

farm income ( Route B in Grigg's representation) through
the domestic linen industry was an early response.
Seasonal and day labouring also alleviated some of the
pressure.

The fluctuations in, and the eventual demise or,

.

the linen trade in the early nineteenth century meant that
this was no longer a viable option.

For some who could

afford it the alternative was emigration overseas.

There

is little evidence of significant rural-rural or
rural-urban migration within the north-west.

Few

opportunities existed for such internal movements, given
the lack of town growth or industrialization in the region.
For many, therefore, it meant resorting to increased
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reliance on the high-yielding and nutritious potato crop
(Route A).

When this option foreclosed also high levels of

emigration resulted.

Route C, the control of the number of

births (through celibacy and high age at marriage), was
adopted only after the Famine when other options had either
failed or, like industrialization, were absent.
In many ways then the history of the north-west is one
of the adoption of different responses to population
pressure.

What is of note is that even within such a small

area different strategies were adopted by different groups.
For instance, as shown in Chapter 5 overseas movement was
associated with the more affluent baronies. On the other
hand seasonal or harvest migration largely occurred in the
poorer, and often densely populated, areas such as the
poorer southern parishes of Derry and the more westerly
parishes of Donegal. 12

Indeed seasonal migration in west

Donegal remained significant into the eighteen-eighties
when diversification of the rural economy led to greater
financial ability to raise the fare of a passage. 13
The idea that different forms of migration were
feasible in different conditions, was tested in Figure 6.1.
Here the rates of seasonal migration and internal migration
are plotted for the various counties and provinces in

12

13

Johnston, J.M. (1967) 'Harvest migration from
nineteenth century Ireland', Transactions of the
Institute of British Geographers, Vol.41, p 97
Murphy, D. (1981) Derry, Donegal and Modern Ulster
1790-1921, Derry, Aileach Press, p 224
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Ireland.

The information used is from the 1841 census.14

For Ulster in general and for the study counties of Derry,
Donegal and Tyrone in particular, an inverse relationship
between the rate of internal migration and the rate of
seasonal migration is evident.

Seasonal migration

permitted the population to maintain their hold on the
land, albeit at a tenuous, subsistence level, rather than
leave permanently.

The extent to which this was a

deliberate and rational choice rather than a forced option
is open to debate (see below).
The Grigg-Friedlander model then offers a fairly
comprehensive explanation of the situation in the study
area.

Although it lacks an in-built dynamic it can easily

accommodate change.

What it does lack is reference to any

behavioural or cultural factors which need to be
superimposed on purely demographic or ecological factors in
order to best explain the process and patterns of
emigration examined here.

14

The graph was plotted using rank order positions for
each of the 32 counties on two variables - internal
migration and seasonal migration. The counties in the
provinces of Connaught and Ulster display high
seasonal but low internal migration. The counties in
the province display low seasonal but high internal
migration (to Dublin). The counties of Munster at
first seem anomalous, displaying low internal and low
seasonal rates. This is because the definition of
seasonal migration used by the Census Commissioners
was of seasonal migration overseas. Within Munster
seasonal migration did take place from Cork and Kerry
into the rich agricultural vales of Tipperary.
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6.2.3 capital Investment
Insufficient data were available to evaluate
econometric models of migration, such as those developed by
Thomas and Moe 15 •

Thomas's work on trends and cycles of

investment in the 'Atlantic Economy' has little that is
immediately applicable to Ireland's situation.
contemporary writers concerned with Ireland's lack of
industrialization focussed on the relationship between
Britain and Ireland rather than on the different
centre-periphery relationship outlined in the model.
Nineteenth century economists and politicians were
concerned more with the tendency for Irish investments and
savings to find their way out of Ireland and into the
British economy.

Some political economists did make the

point that it was puzzling that British capitalists should
invest overseas when, in Ireland, they had the
opportunities to invest in a country where the laws and
institutions were similar to Britain's and where a ready
abundance of labour existed. 16

However, as Mokyr has

pOinted out, capital had no need to come to labour in
Ireland since Ireland's labour could be readily induced to
come to capital, be it in Britain or the United
15

1&

17

states.~7

Thomas, B. (1973) Migration
. 'and Economic Growth , 2nd
edition, Cambridge, Cambr1dge university Press.
Moe, T. (1970) 'some economic aspects of Norwegian
population movements: an econometric study', Journal
of Economic History, Vol.30
Senior, N. (1868) Journals, Conversations and Essays
relating to Ireland, Vol. 1, London, p 33
Hokyr, J. (1983) op. cit., p 259
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Thus, for Ireland mobility of labour was more relevant than
the mobility of capital of Thomas's model of the Atlantic
Economy.

Hence came the oft-quoted quip that the Irish did

industrialize, but outside their own country.
Evidence from other European countries shows the
importance of industrialization and opportunities for
internal migration to emigration.

In Norway, where the

pace of economic development did not keep pace with the
growth in population the rate of emigration was intense.
In the Netherlands, too, the lack of industrialization as
well as harvest failures in the eighteen-forties
contributed significantly to emigration.

Even in Sweden

and Denmark, the cities could not totally absorb the flow
of migration from the rural areas.

British emigration

similarly continued alongside rapid industrialization and
urbanization. Here, however, the opportunities for internal
migration were

better able to absorb migrants, such as

those from declining rural areas of Wales.
It is not appropriate here to engage in
counter-factual debate as to what WOuld have happened had
Ireland itself been industrialized internally.

What is

worth noting at this stage is that people in the north-west
were clearly willing to pursue opportunities for employment
when they arose. The options that they chose to pursue,
however, were in part constrained by their means and
ability and in part by their willingness to leave their
home permanently.

The domestic linen industry for many

years provided a reasonable, if at times somewhat
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unreliable, source of income and employment.

When, after

proto-industrialization, the main commercialized centre of
linen production shrank beyond the counties of the
north-west, many people took their skills in textiles to
factories in Lanarkshire, Scotland.

Others found a use for

such skills in North American cities such as Philadelphia,
where handloom weaving of textiles continued both in
factories and as a domestic, putting out system.

Many more

joined the masses of unskilled labourers who, over the
course of years, helped fuel the industrial systems of
Britain and America.

Others, resorted to seasonal

migration to Scotland.
many forms of migration.

The port of Derry thus witnessed
The explanation as to who chose

which option seems to lie in a complex interplay of
variables.

Nevertheless, the most consistently successful

variable in econometric explanation and prediction of
emigration patterns has been the previous rate of
emigration from an area.

other migration studies have

shown the importance of information feedback and financial
aid in giving rise to chain migration.

An area like the

north-west that has a long history of emigration therefore
has a special need for a model with a strong temporal
dimension.

6.3 The Process and Pattern of Migration
In chapter 2 Sune Akerman's model of mass migration as
a phased growth curve was reviewed.

This model sought to

explain key temporal changes (which Akerman calls 'phase
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developments') in Swedish emigration to America.

The model

recognizes four basic phases - an introductory phase, a
growth phase, a saturation phase and a regression phase.
Each phase was characterized by distinctive age, sex and
occupational features in the emigrant population.

Akerman

was well aware that different regions within a country
could experience different phases of emigration growth and
that different regions satisfied their migration needs in
differing ways.

I initially expected that this.model, with

its emphasis on the dynamical processes of migration, would
be applicable to the emigration patterns studied here.
However, a number of difficulties emerged in the course of
my researches.

First, the data which Akerman worked with

were far superior to any available for Ireland.

The

information used in the research here provides a database
superior to any other for the country but it does not go
back beyond 1800. The absence of county of origin
information in the census before 1851 precludes producing a
growth curve covering the entire time span of Irish
emigration.

Figure 3.5 above was therefore only a partial

picture (from 1851 onwards) of the development of
emigration from the three main counties.

The graphs

revealed similar patterns - a steep decline in the 1850s,
with sharp but lesser peaks in the sixties and seventies,
and a steady decline from the 1880s until 1911.
Second, Swedish emigration was unevenly distributed in
time and concentrated into certain periods.

Irish

emigration, on the other hand, took place over two
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centuries, although punctuated by wars and other
disruptions.

A third problem was where to locate the

immediate Famine period.

Because of the uniqueness of the

forces driving the very high rate of emigration in these
years, the figures cannot rightfully be subsumed under the
normal growth phase. There might be a case for creating a
distinct and separate phase or peak period, a watershed
which built on the growth phase and which shaped or put
into motion the forces behind the saturation phase.

Other

specific difficulties considered included the question of
how far back to locate the initial phase of Irish movement
overseas.

Taken together, these various difficulties

indicated that the Akerman model was wanting so far as
Ireland was concerned, though it at least acknowledged the
temporal variations in migration from Ireland and from the
north-west in particular.
The early phase in emigration from the north-west
covers most of the eighteenth century, bar the last 25 to
30 years or so.

The first significant population movements

from Ulster occurred over the years 1700-1776, when an
estimated 200,000 left Ulster, almost all of them
Presbyterians. 18

During this period the influence and

example of Presbyterian ministers played an important role
in stimulating emigration.

Unlike the opinion makers in

Akerman's work on Sweden, the majority of the ministers
resided in the rural community.

1.

Hiller, K. (1985) op. cit., p 138
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A growth phase in emigration from the north-west is
identifiable, beginning during the last thirty years of the
eighteenth century and lasting until the onset of Famine
emigration in the 1840s.

The marked upswing was not as

pronounced as the Akerman model would predict, partly
because of the disruption caused to sailings by almost
continuous war between Britain and France from 1793 to 1814
and partly, though to a lesser extent, because of
restrictive legislation forbidding the emigration of
artisans and skilled workers.

The years 1770-75 saw a peak

in northern Irish emigration, although estimates of the
numbers leaving

vary.~g

Migration was still selective of

people and regions but a broadening out of the profile was
taking place.
The figures from the 1803-06 and 1830-31 data show a
dominance of men is quite in line with the pattern for
other European nationalities.

As late as the forties and

fifties Dutch males outnumbered females six to four.

The

sex ratio generally evened out as the first half of the
nineteenth century wore on.

The 1830-31 sample, for

instance reveals an increase in the proportion of females
and this probably reflects the spread of the emigration
movement consequent on the collapse of the linen industry.
The immediate Famine period, which saw for the first time a
dominance of family groups and an even greater balance
between the sexes, represents something of a watershed as
19

See Killer, K. ~ . .£!!., and Dickson,R.J. (1976)
Ulster Emiyration to Colonial America, 1718-1785
Belfast, U ster Historical Foundation.
'
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to demographic composition.

However, the rapid reversion

to migration of the young and unattached after the
immediate impact of the Famine clearly indicates how much
the family movement was a very particular response to a
disastrous situation.
The ever youthful profile of the emigrants throughout
the study period is very similar to other European
movements.

Thus among the Danes 40 per cent of the

migrants were in their twenties and among the Dutch 53 per
cent were in the 15-39 age group.

One remarkable feature

established here of Irish emigration is the large numbers
of female migrants leaving Derry in the 1850s and 1860s.
In no other European migration did women feature so
predominantly.

There were significant proportions of women

among Jewish emigrants to the United States but this
largely took place within family groups.

What is

significant here is the change during the fifties and
sixties of female out-movement from family migration to
autonomous labour migration. Post-Famine Irish society
became a place where women's status and conditions
deteriorated considerably and the response of many young
Irish women was to abandon that society for the job
prospects of the New World. zo

The higher proportion of

women travelling to the United states may well reflect the
greater chances for single women to obtain jobs in a more
urbanized economy.

20

Diner, H.a. (1983) Erin's Daughters in America,
Baltimore, John Hopkins Press, pp 1-29
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6.4

The Nature of the Migrant Body
Akerman's model highlighted the changing forces and,

hence,

selectivity of the migration process over time.

Even within the small area of north-west Ireland, marked
local differences existed as to farming systems, valuation
of land, population density and affluence.

In addition,

migration experiences defined by history and tradition of
migration (seasonal and overseas) varied locally.

Together

these had major influence on the development of the
migration flow from the area.

Transport and postal

communications within the area were, on the whole, quite
well developed and information about emigration flowed
quite freely.

Nonetheless, some of the poorest and most

densely populated places, such as the barony of Boylagh and
the most northern part of the Inishowen peninsula in
Donegal, were over ten miles from public transport.

Since

Cooke agents were located primarily in the small towns and
villages, this meant that information about emigration
options spread less rapidly to such remote localities.
Without this initial stimulus for emigration, news of
conditions in the New World and the opportunities which
existed there were further restricted.

The 'Amerikay

Letter' returned principally to those areas which had sent
migrants overseas in the past.

Allied with passage costs

that were high relative to agricultural wages, at least
until the Famine period, these limits to the spread of
emigration information not surprisingly resulted in less
emigration from the poorer, congested districts.
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In principle emigration from the poorer areas of the
north-west could have used channels unrecorded in the
present study but it seems improbable that intending,
poorer migrants would selectively bypass one of the largest
carriers in the home port.

If anything, the Cooke ships

sailing from Derry in the 1860s were more likely to
transport the less well off.

In this period they went

predominantly to Canada, always a cheaper destination, and
the sailing ships were cheaper, though slower, than the
steamships.

In fact, over the entire study period the bulk

of the Cooke ships went to Canada, thus offering cheaper
fares than most of the other Derry carriers.

McCorkells,

for example, operated almost exclusively on the New York
route.

One point needing more investigation is the extent

of emigration from the poorer areas to destinations other
than the United states and Canada.

A much cheaper route

for some lay in the steamers from Derry to Glasgow, and
many from Donegal took this route.

The degree of interplay

between the various migration options within regions
remains an area requiring further research.
That the differences both in the cost of the passage
and in the opportunities for employment (or at least in
information about employment) influenced the respective
migrant bodies can be seen clearly in the differences in
the sex ratio and the distribution of group types among the
American bound and the Canadian bound passengers.

Cheaper

fares and less restrictive legislation clearly enabled more
families and larger groups to travel.

As was seen in
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chapter 5 many went on to the United states.

Judging from

the reports by Buchanan in Quebec and Perley in St.John,
New Brunswick there were opportunities for employment in
Canada, either in farming, as skilled or unskilled labour,
and domestic service throughout the twenty years from the
Famine to the end of the study period.

In fact, in certain

areas there was a great demand for labour.

How many of the

cooke migrants chose to take up these opportunities is
unknown.

With the well established history of emigration

from the north-west to Canada it would not be unreasonable
to expect that some did join friends and settled there but
the proportions who stayed and who went on to the United
states remains unknown.

The lower incidence of pre-paid

passages from Canada may indicate a low rate of settlement.
Yet the presence of an agent in st. John, New Brunswick, a
port often considered to be a mere staging post to the
United States, indicates that a significant number of Irish
remained in that province.

This whole question of the

pattern of dispersal, settlement and behaviour of Irish
migrants in general, not just the Cooke or Ulster migrants,
in canada is very open to further research.

Interesting

work has already begun with the research of Akenson and
others.21
There are too few reliable data in the registers and
manifests as to occupation and none at all as to literacy
to allow comment on any selectivity of these

21

Atkenson, D.H. (1984) The Irish in Ontario - A Study
in Rural History, Kingston.
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characteristics among the Cooke passengers.

Nonetheless,

the huge flow of letters to the area in general must
reflect at least a reasonable level of literacy among the
Ulster migrants. In these respects the data were
disappointing both in respect of examining changes in the
quality of the migrants over the years and in comparing
occupational profiles with other European countries. From
what data are available and from the comments by the
government agents in Canada, the bulk of the Derry migrants
seem to have been small to middling farmers, artisans and
labourers, and single women.
We have examined some of the economic, political and
other extrinsic factors which may have influenced migration
as well as some of the obstacles to migration.

Finally, we

need to look at some possible behavioral aspects of
migration from the area.

6.5

Behavioural Aspects of Migration
It is generally agreed that migration represents a

complex interplay of variables.

Some can be measured

either directly or indirectly, examples being demographic
pressures, employment and unemployment, the cost of living,
the cost of migrating and the degree of urbanization and
industrialization.

Others, behavioural variables, such as

perceptions of these factors and the propensity to migrate,
cannot be quantified as readily but are nevertheless of
significance.

Kerby Miller has recently approached the

history of emigration from Ireland to America in what might
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be termed a psycho-historical way.22

Miller concluded that

Irish catholics (in particular) regarded emigration as
involuntary exile and that this was related to a
distinctive world view whose roots lay in Gaelic culture.
Here the emphasis was on the community rather than on the
individual; the passive as against the active; immobility
as against change; and kin as against the person.

Each of

these features militated against migration .and as an
impediment to the assimilation of the Irish in America.
Millers's views are of particular relevance here because
the areas of the north-west which experienced little
migration coincided with concentrations of native Irish
Catholics.

To what extent can such an approach help

explain the differences in the rate of emigration?
Miller's approach shares with all behavioural models
of migration the problem of measurement.
known.

Certain facts are

Areas with long histories of emigration had both

behavioural and financial incentives for further
emigration.

As noted above, emigration was highest from

areas in the north-west that had a strong emigration
tradition, that had a good flow of information about the
means of emigration and prospects in the New World, and
that were reasonably affluent.

Thus they contained

prospective emigrants with the knowledge, the propensity
and the means to travel.

Behaviour patterns were then

further reinforced by the flow back of information and of
remittances or prepaid tickets.
22

Miller, K. (1985) op. cit.

Certainly the risk of
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emigrating was not so great when transport was paid and
there were relatives to go to.

All these factors

concentrated the sending areas until diffusion of
information, better communications and the availability of
cheaper fares spread the inclination to migrate into other
areas.

Such behavioural and attitudinal issues were

possibly as strong a 'pull' force as the more generally
recognised ones of employment and land opportunities.

The

Scandinavian and Dutch research reviewed in chapter 2
testifies to the strength of these forces and the
development of a recognizable 'emigration mentality'.
The ulster-Presbyterian community in the north-west
(and in Ulster in general) had such a tradition.

The

underlying motives for their migration changed over the
course of the years from religious and political causes to
economic ones, but emigration was always regarded
favourably as an alternative to unacceptable conditions at
home.

Not all the members of their community were affluent

and the large numbers of indentured servants in the
eighteenth century shows that many of them lacked the means
to pay for their passage.

Even so, Protestants were

commonly more affluent than their Catholic neighbours and
this, together with their culture and tradition in respect
of emigration, probably is the best explanation of the
disproportionately greater emigration from Protestant
areas.

The perceived risks of a society in collapse, as

during the Famine, have always been greater for those with
more to lose.

No direct information as to the religious
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affiliations of the migrants studied here was available.
Only their areas of origin and, to a lesser extent, their
Christian names and surnames provide clues.

Catholics

certainly emigrated but they did not come from the remote
areas that were almost exclusively Catholic e.g. the
western seaboard of Donegal.

There may be some truth in

Miller's argument about the way in which Gaelic culture
worked against emigration.

However, the influence of a

tradition of emigration (not in itself based in any
distinctive, cultural roots) seems the more probable
behavioural explanation, especially when reinforced by
other, more objective factors.

6.6 Summary
The freedom of emigration which existed in Ireland in
the nineteenth century is a matter of wry regret for the
historian of the twentieth century.

The ease of movement

enjoyed by emigrants in the past largely accounts for the
notorious inadequacy of the statistical evidence about
Irish emigration.

The present study provides a new source

of statistical evidence in this area and has identified
some new sources for research on Irish emigration.

since

these sources provide a run of information for most of the
nineteenth century, it has been possible to examine
long-term trends in emigration from the north-west of
Ireland.

In particular, the changes in emigrant profiles

and in the forces behind the movement shed some new light
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on old questions.

Seven findings are particularly

noteworthy:
(1)

Analysis of the age and sex structure of the
emigrants at different periods between 1800 and
1870 showed that the profile changed from
emigration of mainly young, unattached males in
the early part of the century to family migration
during the Famine years, subsequently changing to
equal numbers of (mostly young) males and
females.

(2)

Examination of the areas of origin of the
emigrants revealed that until the 1860s the bulk
of the emigration was from the more affluent,
more fertile areas of the region and not from the
areas where the pressure of population was
greatest.

(3)

Analysis of the concentrations of the migrants'
origins and of their associated characteristics
revealed the importance within Ulster of the
early development of a tradition of emigration.

(4)

The scale and importance of help from the United
States, in particular help in the form of
pre-paid passages, was particularly significant
during the immediate Famine years.

This help was

both a legacy of earlier emigration and a
response to conditions in Ireland, bringing out
families during the Famine and individuals in the
post-Famine years.
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(5)

Major differences existed in the composition of
the emigrant populations bound for Canada and the
united states respectively and were related to
the cost of fares and the extent of assistance
with the passage money.

(6)

within the Ulster counties permanent emigration
overseas was inversely related to the incidence
of seasonal migration.

Resort to seasonal

working may have been especially important where
land ties were strong and there was not
sufficient capital to emigrate overseas.
(7)

Finally, although the Famine had a major impact
on the region, it was not the instigator of mass
migration from the north-west.

The demise of the

linen trade and associated economic crisis were
more important in this respect.
Irish emigration was a function of the demographic and
economic pressures of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries.

In this it resembled many other countries in

Europe, despite its singular lack of industrialization.
what has been emphasized in the present study is how these
pressures changed over time and how even locally, within
the region of north-west Ireland, responses to them varied
over time.

The inadequacy of simplistic, single cause

explanations of emigration has been stressed.

Economic

factors were influential in promoting emigration but
alternative responses were available within the north-west
and emigration flow was an outcome shaped by a shifting
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balance between domestic industry, seasonal and day
labouring, sub-division of land, and cultivation of new
land.

Finally, the perception of economic and demographic

pressures, and the willingness and ability to respond to
them, was closely bound up with the traditions and culture
of the area.
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APPENDIX 1
SHIPS LISTED IN REGISTERS OF J.J. COOKE AS SAILING FROM
THE PORT OF LONDONDERRY

1847-1867
NAME OF SHIP

DATE OF
SAILING*

MANIFEST
LOCATED

DESTINATION

NO. OF
PASSENGERS

17 Mar 1847

x

Philadelphia

203

2 Apr 1847
27 Mar 1847
19 Apr 1847

x

st. John, NB**
Philadelphia
Quebec

378
luI
368

Superior
Marchioness of
Clydesdale
Hersche11
Helen Thompson
Sir Charles
Napier
Collingwood
Hartford
Progress
Sesostris
John Clarke
Montpe11ier
Alleghany
Mary Stewart
Portland
Leander
Barbara
Venice
Envoy
Londonderry
Superior

29
13
26
10
11
21
5
15
14
12
12
22
11
19
3
16

Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
May
May
May
May
May
Jun
Jun
May
Jun
Jun
Jul
Jul

1847
1847
1847
1847
1847
1847
1847
1847
1847
1847
1847
1847
1847
1847
1847
1847

Londonderry
Mary CampellEnvoy
Lord Marchstone
Hannah Kerr
Londonderry
Superior

11
23
8
8
6
8
16

Mar
Mar
Apr
May
May
Jul
Nov

Londonderry
Envoy
Mary Campbell
Garland
Superior
Sarah
British Queen
Londonderry
Garland
Superior

28
26
30
27
2
8
25
16
18
24

Mar
Mar
Apr
Apr
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jul
Aug
Nov

st. John, NB
Quebec
Philadelphia
st. John, NB
Quebec
st. John, NB
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
st. John, NB
Quebec
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
st. John, NB
st. John, NB
Quebec

425
201
204
136
298(428)
521
103
158
87
336
429
128
211
250
183
356

1848
1848
1848
1848
1848
1848
1848

st. John, NB
Philadelphia
Quebec
st. John, NB
Philadelphia
st. John, NB
New Orleans

193
154
214
349
226
140
34

1849
1849
1849
1849
1849
1849
1849
1849
1849
1849

st. John, NB
Philadelphia
Quebec
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
St. John, NB
St. John, NB
Quebec
Philadelphia
New Orleans

158
185
226
109
229
205
14
145
96
114

x
x
X

* Where known otherwise as stated on register, e.g., Spring
Voyage
** NB - New Brunswick
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APPENDIX 1 CONTINUED

NAME OF SHIP

DATE OF
SAILING
18 Mar
Spring
Spring
3 Jul
12 Jun
May/Jun
-- Jun
Summer
13 Sep
Summer

1850
1850
1850
1850
1850
1850
1850
1850
1850
1850

Superior
Londonderry
Envoy
Mary Ann
Barbara
Anna
Competitor
Londonderry
Superior
Envoy

-- Apr
Spring
Spring
17 Apr
Spring
Spring
-- Jun
Summer
18 Sep
Summer

1851
1851
1851
1851
1851
1851
1851
1851
1851
1851

Mary Ann
Superior
Anne
Envoy
Barbara
Soflid
Lord Lambton
Mary Ann
Superior
Envoy
Mary Ann

Spring
27 Apr
29 May
Spring
28 Jun
May
-- May
-- Jun
21 Sep
Summer
-- Nov

1852
1852
1852
1852
1852
1852
1852
1852
1852
1852
1852

Mary Ann
Superior
Helen Thompson
Envoy
Patience
Merker
Ves Ti1inden
Roger stewart
Mary Ann
Superior
Envoy

Spring
9 May
6 Jun
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
19 Aug
Fall
-- Sep
-- Oct

1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853
1853

Envoy
Londonderry
Mary Campbell
Barbara
Lumley
Eagle
Isabella
James Neddin
Superior
Londonderry

* Part of 1851 manifest lost

MANIFEST
LOCATED
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

DESTINATION
Philadelphia
st. John, NB
Quebec
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
st. John, NB
Quebec
st. John, NB
Philadelphia
Quebec

NO. OF
PASSENGERS
195
182
210
143
45(90)
145
105
101
225
43

Philadelphia
st. John, NB
Quebec
Philadelphia
st. John, NB
Quebec
Phi1adelphia*
st. John, NB
Philadelphia
Quebec

227
164
211
202
163
169
124
93
226
130

st. John, NB
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Quebec
Philadelphia
st. John, NB
Quebec
st. John, NB
Philadelphia
Quebec
New Orleans

206
227
327
293
141
179
127
139
212
110
78

St. John, NB
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Quebec
st. John, NB
st. John, NB
Quebec
Philadelphia
st. John, NB
Philadelphia
Philadelphia

226
227
206
160
147
130
152
166
229
236
189(13~
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NAME OF SHIP

DATE OF
SAILING

MANIFEST
LOCATED

DESTINATION
st. John, NB
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Quebec
st. John, NB
Philadelphia
Quebec
st. John, NB
Philadelphia

NO. OF
PASSENGERS

Mary Ann
Superior
Garland
Liburna
Mauritius
Nimer
Edward
Adolph Werner
Mary Ann
Argentinus

Spring
15 May
5 Jun
10 Jul
-- Jun
Summer
-- Ju1
Summer
Summer
Aug

1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854
1854

Argentinus
Superior
Mary Ann
Superior
Argentinus

Apr
May
Apr
Fall
May

1855
1855
1855
1855
1855

X

Philadelphia
Quebec
st. John, NB
st. John, NB
Quebec

168
263
120
42
130

4 Apr 1856
May 1856
May 1856

X

Philadelphia
Quebec
st. John, NB

197
188
160

X

Philadelphia
st. John, NB
Quebec
st. John, NB
Quebec

297
145
158
19
6

st. John, NB
Quebec
Philadelphia
Quebec
st. John, NB
New Orleans

80
130
202
15
26
9

st. John, NB
Philadelphia
Quebec
St. John, NB

82
196
60
19

Superior
Argentinus
Mary Ann

X
X
X

X

X

208
225
118
78(151)
76
131
92(167)
82
104
138

Elizabeth
Mary Ann
Argentinus
Elizabeth
Argentinus

Aug
Spring
-- May
Summer
Summer

1857
1857
1857
1857
1857

Mary Ann
Argentinus
Elizabeth
Argentinus
Elizabeth
Elizabeth

Spring
Spring
-- Apr
Fall
Fall
Fall

1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858

Mary Ann
Elizabeth
Argentinus
Elizabeth

Spring
30 May
Spring
Fall

1859
1859
1859
1859

Argentinus
Elizabeth
Elizabeth

Spring 1860
4 Jun 1860
1860
Fall

st. John, NB
Philadelphia
st. John, NB

52
295
15

Argentinus
Elizabeth
Elizabeth
Nubia

Spring
Spring
Fall
Fall

1861
1861
1861
1861

St. John, NB
Philadelphia
St. John, NB
Quebec

III

X

X

239
69
14
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APPENDIX 1 CONTINUED

NAME OF SHIP

DATE OF
SAILING

MANIFEST
LOCATED

DESTINATION

NO. OF
PASSENGERS

Elizabeth
Doctor Kane
Elizabeth
Nubia

Spring
Spring
Fall
Fall

1862
1862
1862
1862

st. John, NB
Quebec
st. John, NB
Quebec

127
84
34
64

Elizabeth
Nubia
Nubia

Spring 1863
Spring 1863
1863
Fall

st. John, NB
Quebec
st. John, NB

162
186
39

Elizabeth
Doctor Kane
Nubia
Doctor Kane
Nubia

Spring
Spring
Spring
Fall
Fall

1864
1864
1864
1864
1864

Philadelphia*
st. John, NB
Quebec
Quebec
Philadelphia

324
277
74
326

Nubia
Huron
Doctor Kane
Nubia

Spring
Spring
Spring
Fall

1865
1865
1865
1865

Quebec
Philadelphia
st. John, NB
st. John, NB

17
127

Doctor Kane
Doctor Kane

Spring 1866
1866
Fall

st. John, NB
Quebec

238
9

Doctor Kane
Twilight
Twilight

Spring 1867
Spring 1867
1867
Fall

st. John, NB
Quebec
st. John, NB

41
6

.
X
X
X
X

* Wrecked, Cape May, New Jersey on this voyage.

202

50

28

15

No mortality.

Bracketed figures beside number of passengers are of knot-In
completed complement of passengers recorded at port of
destination.
The difference between the two numbers is largely
due to the vessel having called at, or departed from, another
port, e.g. Liverpool or Greenock. The unbracketed numbers is the
total number of migrants who embarked at Derry.
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t1.3n:l Campbeo 1 1

Ship, 1838
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415

100.4-26.1-18

Ta Tmagouche, 1'1.5.

Londond~rry

8arque, 1B39

299

Not Kno,.m

Ne'" Bruns .., i ck
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481
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Nov.:s Scoti.:s

S'.Jperior

Ship, 1845

571
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Ne~

t1ary Ann

Barque, 1850

405

118.6-24.4-17

Richibucto, N.8.

A.-g~n t. i

8-3rqlJl? I

1851

542

Not Kno •..Jn

Ta Tmagouche, 1'1.5.

160.6-33.6-20.3

Saint John, N.B.

n'Js

770 / 688

London, P.E.t.

E t i z'3bet.h

Ship, 1856

Doctor- K-ane

8.arq'Je, 1857

607

157.6-'29.4-18

Not Knor..Jn

N'.fbia

Ship, 1857

834

169.1-34.9-20.7

Ne'J BrlJns . . ' i ck

H'.Jr-on

Ship, 1865

774

165-32.1-20.35

au~bec

T'oJi 1 ight.

8arq'Je, 1866

779

166.4-32.3-20.8

Quebec

N.S.

= Nova

Scotia

= He.,.. an~ns'A' i ck
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N. 8.
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OF
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!olE I GHT (HI

PORT
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St. John. N.B.

~

3S€.

Not. Knr.II..a"

371

._---

HEALTH QE PASSENGERS

NO '0 QE. PASSEI'IGERS

565

-~

Holon Thompson

Quoboo

P,-ogQSS

St.. John • 1'4.13.

200

138

.John

St.. John, 1'1.13.

Not. Kno',I"

529

Sir Chorlli's Nopi.r

St.. John, N.B.

7l~

~3"'1

2

S.~ostris

Q'-Ioboo

Not Kno •..an

~2S

9 doeths on p05S0g0

Co IIi ngf..lood

Quobec

Not. Kno',ln

202

~

dooths on possogo

L.;o~ndoitr

Quoitbec

Not Kno'"n

~27

~

doot.hs on pa5sogo

Port. 1ot"ld

St.. J.:)hn,

Not. Kno"""1

3a9

No Sickn055

S'-Iperior

Quob.c

Not Kt"lown

366

18 dooths on

Envo'",

51:..

Not.

Kn'~'..,n

26~

No Sickn9ss

L'~I"Id'::I,',do;.,-.-y

St. Joh,"I, 1'1.13.

Not Kr,owt"l

1~"'I

All passongors in good hoalth

Lor,dondo,-,-y

St. .J'Jr,,"I, 1'1.13 •

299

154

All c100n

St. John. 1'1.8.

Not Kn.::I'.... n

1'3"'1

All

S,:)tl idQ

St. John, 1'1.13.

Not KrOl:)'.."1

176

All in QxcQIIQnt hQolth

M.lIory At',""

St. John, N.B.

Not.

I~nol... n

131

Mory Ann

St. .John,

Not. Kno'..l1"1

225

P~ti.;onC:Q

St.. John, N.B.

Kno',ln

1"'15

AI-gQnt i n'-Is

St.. John. 1'4.13.

542

51

All in good hoolth

El

St. John. N.B.

707

1"'1

All in good hQolth

ArgQntinus

St. J.:>t'ln. N.B.

503

60

All in good

Eli zob ... t-~h

St. John, N.B.

770

53

All

M~r'J.

C1~rk.

Ann

iz~bQth

-: Ft-o,I!

l(l~.3-1860

$I?,.. Appq'''IdL< 3

th ....
for

1'1.13.

John, 1'1.13.

N.B .

NQt

~

d.~ths

R.port.d all

on

pass~go

p~ssong.rs

do~ths

~rrivod

in good he;,l th

on p0550g.

~nd

I\.J
-.I

\0

p~ssago

in good heo1th

in good hoolth

All in oxcollont hoo I th ond vQr':! c 1 lOon c:ond i ti 01

Exc.l1ont

'",Vo;l' (.,f d~lai 1 '.llv.an 0)11 1:o.-,~~a'J';' .:1nd 'c;tv",':o. e.f !5icl-:n';':;:!1 I!Ind 'h()rti'\l it.,)
inf'ormolion on U·.i,.. ond ,;.t/ ...;o,- .!'I~p<~.:;t:.~ of shir '.Inri pn:-::u;· ....9Qr:s.

ho~lth

in good heolt.h

1:5

:11::~,.,t.

Qfft2 IN QIJARAI'ITI NE

LENGTH QE PASSAGE
A,-r i v9d Moy 17,
36 dOY::;

DEATHS

19""7

o,-r i vt;od M.... 25,

A,-r i v'l'd Moy 17.

19~7

Arriv9d Hoy 21.

19~7

18"'17

19'"17

:3 dOl:l5

NO'"I'" in q".Jar.n t. i n",

:3 day::

Nonv in quarontinli'

7 d.e'''s

1 rl.JrthQr dVoth in q'.J.e,-entinv

1 '9 d.!III:!::;

orriv9d M.y 23,

31 do':!s;

orriv",d JunGl

2~.

18"'17

9

~6

dO':l5;

err i vt;od .Ju 1':1 13.

1947

1 dey

Non .. in quer-entinGl

'"15 d.':l5;

orriv",d July 31,

18.q7

3 doy::

:2 f'urth",r do-eths in qu-erot,tinGl

dOI~IS

~

rurthvr d ... eths in q'.J.erontinQ end 5

in hospite1

IV
0)

Not Knoo..ln
51 dO':I::;

0

erriv",d S'I'pt.

17,

HI47

10 d.l:ls

8 f'urthGlr dli'eth:: in quorent.inGl end 13 in ho:spitel

Not K'"lo ..... n
A,-r i "..,d H.y 27.

1848

28 do.:!::; .rr- i "Gld M.I:I 2.

16~9

23 d.ys; .rrivcoad April 27,
Arriv ... d Jul l", 20,

1952

10,

1852

A,-r i v9d Aug.

Arriv9d M.y 16,
ArrivQd JunQ 17,

3

1953
1853*

36 de':I::;

.,-r i "'Gld M.y 15,

24

d.~I:I:::

orrivli'd S9pt. 7.

32

d.~1"'5;

err i vli'd Me'",

30 dO'.J:5;

1852

o,-r i v9d Oot.

1~.

10,

1860
11;";0
1861
1861

1'10'"1'"

/'lo''''1i'

Non'i'

Non ...

Non",

No,...",

Non ...

Not... ",
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APPENDIX ~:- INFORMATION GIVEN IN THE REPORTS OF THE EMIGRATION
OFFICERS AT THE PORTS OF QUEBEC AND ST.JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK
RELATING TO SHIPS OPERATED BY J&J COOKE.
MARCHIONESS OF CLYDESDALE TO ST.JOHN,N.B.

APRIL, 1847

Enclosure notes arrival of ship confirming weight and nun.ber of
passengers as given on list from agent.
Reports the good health
of passengers, good conditions on board and good conduct of the
master.

HELEN THOMPSON TO QUEBEC, APRIL, 1847
Enclosure names ship in list of vessels arriving in port of
Quebec during '47 season. Notes arrival of ship on 25th May,
carrying 371 passengers; a passage of 36 days.
4 deaths on
passage and 3 passengers sick in quarantine noted.

SIR CHARLES NAPIER TO ST.JOHN,N.B.

APRIL'47

Mentioned in list of vessels at quarantine in port ,31st Hay.
Arrival noted on 23 May with 434 passengers after a passage of 19
days.
2 deaths on passage, b landed sick and 1 death since
landing.
Discharged from quarantine. ,1st June.

PROGRESS TO ST.JOHN, N.B., APRIL '47
Enclosure notes arrival of ship, confirming weight and number of
passengers (138) as given on list from agent.

SESOSTRIS TO QUEBEC, HAY '47
Enclosure lists ship among those arriving· in 'port during the '47
season.
Passage of 31 days noted with 428 passengers (compared
to 298 on register), 8 deaths at sea, 4 in quarantine and 5 in
hospital.

JOHN CLARKE TO ST.JOHN, N.B., APRIL '47
Enclosure notes arrival of ship on 21 May with 528 passengers.
Agent notes ' I am happy to say the passengers by the -John
Clarke- have arrived in good health, considering the nUmber, and
was only detained at quarantine three days.
Captain Disbrow
(Master) gave great attention to their accomadation during the
passage, and to which, under providence, we may ascribe their
preservation from sickness'.

PORTLAND TO ST.JOHN,N.B. MAY'47
Mentioned in enclosure noting that ship was en ·ro·ute.
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LEANDER TO QUEBEC, JUNE'47
Arrival of ship noted on 31st July with 427 passengers after a
passage of 45 days. 4 deaths on passage and 2 in hospital.

ENVOY TO ST.JOHN,N.B. JUNE'47
Arrival of ship noted on 1st August with 264 passengers.
quarantine, but no deaths noted in this enclosure.

At

SUPERIOR TO QUEBEC, JULY'47
Encosure notes arrival of ship on 17th,Septel1'lbre after a passage
of 51 days plus 10 days in quarantine.
366 passengers recorded,
18 deaths on passage, 8 in quarantine and 13 in the hospital.
Enclsure further shows that 150 peop~e had recived assistance to
emigrate from landlords and private funds.
(For further details concerning the assisted emigrants and the
correspondence ,recorded in the report, concerning the
circumstances of these migrants see Appendix 4.>

ENVOY TO QUEBEC,APRIL'48
Enclosure notes arrival of ship on Hay 16th.
2 passengers noted
as having received assistence by'landiord and private funds.

LONDONDERRY TO ST.JOHN,N.B. JULY '48
Ship return lists 144 passengers as having ar~ived.
24
passengers recorded as agricultural labourers.
Remarks in
enclosure read 'The -Londonderry· is a good vessel, long and
favourably known in the passenger trade.
The water and
provisions were unexceptionable; the passengers landed in good
health and most cleanly condition.'
In reporting arrival of above and another Derry ship, 'British
Queen', the agent states 'A large proportion of the passengers by
these vessels will leave in the steamers for Boston'.

LONDONDERRY TO ST.JOHN,N.B. MARCH'49
Ship noted as having arrived on April 4th with 154 passengers.
40 agricul tural labourers and 22 female domestic servants l'isted.
No births, no deaths, no quarantine recorded.
Comments by agent
read 'The ·Londonderry· is a good vessel, and a great favourite
in the passenger trade. The provisions and water good; the
vessel and the emigrants very clean on arrival; all on board in
900d health.
Many of the passengers were of the' bette~ class of
small farmers in the north of Ireland, on their way to the United
States.'

MARY CAHPBELL TO QUEBEC, APRIL'49
Emigrant agent's report notes arrival of ship on 24th June and
states that 12 of her passengers were assisted by parish funds.
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LONDONDERRY TO QUEBEC, JULY'49
Emigrant agent's report notes ship's arrival on 18th August and
that 62 of her passengers were assisted by parish funds.
LONDONDERRY TO ST.JOHN,N.B., SPRING'51
Report of agent notes arrival of ship with 42 passengers on Nay
10th, including a deaf and dumb girl.
ENVOY T9 QUEBEC, APRIL '51
Agent's report mentions the arrival of ship on 30th May and
refers to 58 people from Strabane Union ande29 from Derry Union
who received landing· money with free passage. 629 paid by the
emigration department for Strabane and -15 for Derry.
BARBARA TO ST.JOHN,N.B. MAY'51
Letter from emigration officer notes arrival of ship and states
that the passengers were all in good health.
Also notes that on
the ship were.2 male idiots of the respective ages of 26 and 29
years, for whom bonds have been required.
I

MARY-ANN TO ST.JOHN,N.B. SPRING '52
Emigration officer's report, April 27th, refers to the unusuallu
short passage of 23 days.
I A large
pr'oport ion of the passenger~
in this vessel have come out to join friends in this province,
their passage money having been chiefly paid here.'
SOFLIDE TO ST.JOHN, N.B. NAY'52
Report of the emigration 'officer, July 21st, refers to the
arrival of the ship with 176 passengers, all in excellent health
and landed without delay.
LORD LAHBTON TO QUEBEC, JUNE '52
Agent's report notes arrival of the ship on July 5th. On board
33 people assisted by Derry Union who received lOs. landing money
each with free passage (total ~17) having been paid by ther
emigration department.
MARY-ANN TO ST.JOHN,N.B., JUNE'52
Report refers to the arrival of the ship with 131 passengers, all
landed in excellent health and very cleanly conditions.
MARY-ANN TO ST.JOHN,N.B., APRIL'53
The report of the emigration officer re fers to the arrival of
the ship with 225 passengers.
'There were eight cases of measles
on the voyage, of which disease two children have died.
Two
children were born on the voyage, one of which only lived two
days.
Two families, with children convalescing from measles,
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were landed at Partridge Islan~1, for observation and purificat--ion
and the rest of the passengers'came into port.· Nearly one fO~~h
of the~ lett for Boston this morning to join their friends the~e,
who furnished the means of bringing them from Ireland.'
PATIENCE TO ST.JOHN,N.B. MAY'53
Arrival of ship noted on June 18th with 145 passengers.
Agent's
report reads 'The ·Patience R belongs to Ullaborg in Russian
Finland, and came into the port under the flag of Russia.
The
captain speaks good English, as do several members of the crew,
the rest Russian only.
I have ~arely seen a passenger vessel enter port in so cleanly a
condition as the RPatience 8 •
The passeng~rs stated that they
were treated with the·greatest care, kindness and attention by
the captain and all his crew, and that there was not an angry
word during the voyage.'
MERKER TO ST.JOHN, N.B., JUNE'53
The report of the otficer refers to the arrival of the ship, July
9th, with 130 passengers 'all ••• passengers landed in good
health and will probably remain here, there being abundance of
employment and good wages.'
MARY-ANN TO ST.JOHN,N.B. JULY '53
Arri val of ship noted on August 23rd wi th 229 soul's.
'I am happy
to report that there was no sickness ••• and not a single ,death
on the voyage.'
MARY-ANN TO ST.JOHN, N.B. SPRING'54
Arrival noted·of ship on 23rd May with 213 passengers. Agent's
report reads 'I am happy to say that (both these vessels) landed
their passengers in good health and cleanly condition. There was
one passenger in excess in the Mary-Ann owing to one person being
secreted on board, whom the master had to feed during the
voyage.'
NIMER TO ST.JOHN,N.B. SUMMER '54
Arrival of Swedish brig 'Nimer' with 133 passengers noted.
Report notes, 'It is exceedingly fortunate that these passengers
enjoyed good health during the voyage, and landed here in
.excellent condition.
The vessel was unusually clean on arrival.'
MARY-ANN TO

ST.JOHN,N.B. SUHMER '54

Arrival at ship on 13th September noted with 104 passengers, all
in good health.
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NARY-ANN TO ST.JOHN,N.B. SUMMER 155
Arrival of ship noted, 24th July, with 116 passengers in excellent health and very cleanly condition.'

I

·-.a11

ARGENTINIUS FOR QUEBEC, MAY 2ND '56
Return from emigration office covering the period 7-26 June
reports y 'The passengers per -Argent in ius· from Londonderry were
respectable farmers and labourers; they proceeded to Western
Canada to join their friends. 1

MARY-ANN FOR ST.JOHN, MAY '56
Enclosure from emigration office reports 'The passengers by this
vessel were nearly all sent for by friends in this province and
Nova Scotia, and in the neighbourin~ states, whom they
immediately joined. I

ARGENTINIUS FOR ST.JOHN,N.B. SPRING '60
Enclosure from emigration office on 21 Hay notes that the ship
contained 45 adults - 24 men and 21 femalesy 5 children 'between 1
and 14 years, 1 child under1 year.
20 were agricultural
labourers; 10 domestic servants.
The provisions were good and
plentiful.
The passengers well treated by officers of the ship
and all were in good health.
'All but one intended going to the
United States.'

ELIZABETH FOR ST.JOHN,N.B. FALL 160
Enclosure reports arrival of ship in good order with food and
water abundant and passengers healthy.
Occupations given as
domestic servants.
'The passengers by the -Eli%abeth- had been
sent for and their passages paid by friends already settled in
the province.
The people (in both vessels) were young and
healthy, and of a better class than we have had in formeryears
from the same districts in Ireland'.

ARGENTINUS FOR ST.JOHN,N.B. SPRING '61
Enclosure notes the arrival of ship and reports, ' ••• all (the
passengers) were landed in good health. Of the whole number, 111,
only six, vi%. two women, three girls, and a boy, have left the
Province, and they proceed~d to friends in the United States; the
remainder, lOS in number, have all been furnished with
employment.
Five families proceeded to the eastern end of Kings'
County, to friends already settled there.'
Return records 37 males, 42 females, 14 male children between 1
and 14, 18 female children between, 1 and 14. 30 agricultural
labourers, 30 female domestic.servants and 1 Shoemaker listed.
the vessel was described as not over clean but food goad and
passengers'in excellent health.
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ELIZABETH FOR ST.JOHN, N.B. FALL'61
Enclosure reports arrival of ship with 53 pass~ngers and notes
that there was plenty of good and wholesome food y the people
healthy and the vessel cleanly.
'Host of these people came out
to friends alreadY settled in the Province; they are chiefly
young persons; and, with the exception of four, three who came
out for Canada, and one for Nova Scotia, have settled in the
Province.'
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APPENDIX 5, :- CORRESPONotNCE RELATIVE TO THE 'SUPERIOR' TO QUEBEC~
1847 COf'CERNING THE STATE OF TENANTS FROM THE ESTATE OF OR. R. COLUNS •

EnclCJSUM 3, in No. 16.
Go"erllCDellt ElIligtttion Office, Quebec,
Sir,
14 Sep~mber 1847.
TUE Chief ~t being unfortunately confiaed to his hou!Oe by .eYen! siclcne.., liuLYe tbe Eacl. 3, in No. 16.
honour to acknowledGe (he re«ipt, at this 016«, of your leiter dated the 14th instant.
'I1le duty also de~1't'I upon me to report, Cor the infonnatiq,n of his Exeellt'llcy the
Goyernor-enersl that the deputy _ipat agent at Grosse 1.le has c:ommuuicaled to this
oCftee, in : ktte: dated nth InsUont, lin accoont of the uDparalleled destitutioa of e«tain
etni~nts who were .ent out in the" Superior," from Loadondeny, by their Iandlonl, Dr••
Collins.
'
The enclOS«l copies ofdepositions taken by Mr. S~, though they alford DO emeaee of
a"1 infraction of the law pcaeat.lICh. pM:tare of inconsiderateness (to use the mildest
term) Oil the part of the ~non. Ruding ~t these poor people, as mayposs!bly iadv:e ~ •
f.l:cellency to take such notice ill depreeatloD of the system, as may preyeDt Its adoption 1ft
tbe ensiling _son of emigntion. . ' ,
.
The ~ described iD these'depositions are not ~ogular io t~e~r character; a majority of·
the tenantry are ~c.ed ,as being in. most Iillserable coad,u~; deouded (eYeD 70ung
fetnales and' matron., •• well as cbildren) of _moa decent c1oduDg, and tJ.erein e.idencing lin inc:teuinJ: desideratum" in this cli_te. chat may ~Dl1 cut • new description oC
bulthea apoa cite Go~t.
•
,
All of which ~ respectfully nbmitted,
S. M. Taylor',
. (signed)
Assistant Agent. •
Major Campllell, Ciftl Secretar1,
ate. Icc. &e.

.
P""inee 0( Canada,} PDSOJ(A.LLY ~ aod appelll!!<l befo~ me, Robert SJ1IIeI, Eaq., one
Distri~ of Quebec.
of Her .&lajest,... Jasdces of the Peace iO and ro~ the aid districtr
HtigA n~illy, stone-cutter,llIte ofche ~of KiYIIlly, County Fennuuagh. Ireland, and

heine duly swora Oft the 1I0ly

Enngelisu. deposeth ana saitb, that' be wu • teauat Ilpoll
the estate of Dr. CoIlim<, and hu a wife lind fiYe cllildren, the eldest of whom i. wider
14 years of age; that in the month of ".ay Jallt deponent could not ~re ecaploymeDt.
aDd ..... obli2ed to accept of p"blic relief, which .... thea beinf gi-. \D bis ~h; that he
lind his famify recei..ed Claily relierfor a COIIsiderable time, til about the I£t of June, whea
Ihis relief \ftS entirely takeD a_y, aad deponent was told, that iC he would not give up his
land, no more relief 'Would be a.lTorded him OC" his ramily; ~t ODe tlagh Quiu, actine as
bailiff on the esta~, callie to depoGe!lt aad demanded posse5SlQa,of his land, promising lit
the same time to ply the passages of himself and lamily to America, with plenty of sea..t.>re
Ind clothing; in cou5eClueace of thffe ~ises, and threats of being depn'l'ed of all futore
relief, be _. iadaced to give up his piece orland; that all theclotbing i$Su.ed to himtelfuad
famil,. C'Onsisled of one .11Irt, one pair of socks, one shift ed oue petdc:oat; !lothing ,.,batenr
\\"as gi,.en for his children, who were all in a most deplorable sta~ ofdestitutioa of clothing Dot
h....;ng al1l1icient to cower their aakednesG; that tlte wife of deponent repre&C!llCed 14' the
bailifl'Quin, in dcronent's OWR ~, d,le hardsbip of being _ t a_y without ,.hoes to
her feet, al well u her children, iD reply to whicb appea! ~e b:a.iliff promised to buy .hoes
aad clothing It Ena~ki1leD, as they ~ thro~h on theIr way to Derry to joill the .hip
to embark (<< America; _ the uriftl of my flllllll, at EaDulc,illell no clothes were ~t'ea,
IIor w.. tbere an,. clothing giYeD to my family afterward., IDd we ..-ere obliged to go _
~rd the ahip destitute 01 tiecfding aad clotbiag, .uc:h a •. we bid being almost IInfit for lise,
and wholl1 iasuSicient Cor OIlr health and comfort.
Thil de~nt further declares, th.t he ,...,..Id ae<rer hue Clllilted hi, place of "bode but
ror falae promi_, and thratl of being cat oft' (rom all futute relief.
That with respect to ptoyisions, a ...pply_s seot on board, but not a .uBicieacy, till a
quantitT of lad ian _ I "'lIS purchased in Londonderry"nd added to the
Quia,
the ICUPI: b:ailift" stated, wheft asked for clothing, thal he w.. obliged to expend the monel
in~Dded to pureh.ae clothing in tbe purchase cif' lnd.ian Dlca!, and C!onquend~ tbe destltation of clothes.
Tb~ depoaeat now solemnly declares, tl.at he. and hi. flmily are entirely destitute of
bIOaey, clothing or provisions. This der-ellt furtlter decllres, that Ctaptain Muon, or the
,so.
.. Superior,"

_-.toe";
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.. s..periOf'." tinted Ili",~lf and hil' fdl_-p:'l'sen:;crs wieh milch i1.i"dnCIIs, and in ~yenl
instotnc:c:a iUllcd nle.. 1 from ),is U\m slucle. in lieu or biscllit, which laller I,ro..;'ion could not
be used by dte aged and c:llildren.
Furt/ler, this dCfIOC'eC't aill. aot. and declare. he cannot wrik or li,,'n I,;s nenoe.

hi.
<signed)

Ilt/!!Ia )( Rciliy.
mark.

Sworn before me at Orosse Isle. ill the distric:t.:of
Quebec, this 12t11 d.Y of Sc:llCeanber J 847.

(si"tned)

It S.Y"'~' J • ...

Pro..inee of Caaada,}PaasollALLY came and appeared before me, Robert S .. mn, ~ .•
Distrii:t or Qucb«:.
'HC of 11« MaJesty" Jutices of tbe Peace for the said' district,

Bry4ft Prior; labourer. late of the ptril'h of Drumreillr. couaty Leitriln. lrelaad, and
b«-ing cluly Iwom on tll4: lIoly Eyangelclt., depoEetll and 54lth,
;
That he wa•• CA!nant of Dr. Collius, in t~ paris" of Dnlmrc:illy, aad occupied a piC!Ce
of land crl five acra; tbat·11e has" wife and four children. the eldest under 12 yea... ; that
up~. cof Nit weeks previous to hd leui,..; h.ome. he end his family were wholly deprh'cd
ot mief; d ..t wben in an actual .taee of stao'atioa, "fr. Deason, tgeat to Dr. Collin"
demanded of this ~t the ",m:nder of Ilis piece of land, acd ~ to a:i\"e bi":
immediate relief if he g:lYe up his land; bi!illC; in .. s,tate of starvation. he did ~\'C up I.i.
land, aDd his house w:as immediatcly pulled down to the gtouQd, leating his ",(e "nd Cuur
children stotnding in the: fic:ld, "itl,out .. coYCring or any other place to I.y tJlcir heads.
The land beil1j!: Of illsufticient , ..Ipe, as utiluated by Mr. Bc:cuon, tile agent, he refused to
. cc:nd depoaeat'. wife .nd children with billl to America, saying, at the tame time, tbat it
.• _ quiCe expensi.,e _gIt to fOld bi,~, and that ~e lIIic;bt be thankful for it. The wife
and childml or this dCpoucaIt ere now let IreI_nd, WltlIOII' a house or h01lle, as f:lr 4S 'his
depnaent hu U1 Icno\\"lc:dpe of (/ceir condition•• nd he now declares that he i. ill .. most
distressed staCe of miad.~thout mOQey. clothing or food.
(sicned)
Bryaa Prior.
Swom before me at OIOISC Isle, in the district of
Quebce. this 12th day or 5epCA!mber 1847.
(signed)
R;Sy_,I.I'.

.

..
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No. 17.

£ad Grey l~ lhe
EutO(EI~ ..,

'7 ~

.14,·

rece • l •

Con of a DESPATCH from E:ul GrC.V to Governor~Gcneral the Right
Honourable the gllrl of EI!Jht.
My Lord
Downing-street, 27 Dc:eember Itt47.
. ,
I
.
r-rd I' 'd
t I
\\'IT" reference to tbat pnrt of tbe cne osurcs an your ut;/ sup. csp:1 ~ I,
, No. 91, of the 27th of October, which rel~te~ to unfllvoura)Jle reports I'CSpectillg
Irish emi!!r.l.nts from the estatcs of Dr. (;ollans, I have now to (onnrd (or your
informatign the cncl<>SCd copies of ans~ers received (rom Dr. Colli~s, ~ wholD
the Emigration C-ommi!;$ioner~ communicated ~hc tmJ1?r8, by ~y dCSI~, In order
tllat he misht be able to, furnISh any explanahons ",llich he might Wish to oWer
on the subject.
I
•.
have, ",e.
(signed)
G'·~!J.

Enclosures in No. 17.
Sir,

r.t:emon-t!quare, 23 Df"CCmber 18C1.
I
BEe
you
_il.
retum
~y
~t
IIcl;no,.'cd~cn(.
(0 .lIIe Coloni.1 Emi;ntion <?olllmisEac.I. in H•• '7.
.ioner' f"" lheir conIntantctllon of the J olh Inst., relatire to lOme tenants of mine who .
en,ignted to Quet.« from the ~rt of .Dc..rry in the ship :' Superior." In reply, I wi.h 10
state (or the information of the: Commlsstonertt, the (ollow.ng facts:~re ..ere about 150 persons, adults and children, senl out by me ia tIte .. Superior,"
equal 10 110 full passengers.
.
For tbese 110, I paid all .hip charges, and I'ro.id~ c;arts 10 ~ tile women and
children. and food for the journey, (rom the counties of Le.lrim and Fcnnuagb to Deny.
All o( them owed me t,..o lears' rent, most of them three, and man)' of tLem (our, ere..,.
furuitlll'e
"tilling of ...bich I Dot only forga ..e lIlem, but allowed them 10 sell wbaterer
or' other effects they Itad, and take the money ..;th them.
In addition to the dtip',allo,yanec of lib. of bread-stuIU dai)y. I paid (or 1 Jb. o( meal
d.ily ext.. fOC' each of them:
I procured them four bafTel' of pork, and gare themS/. worth of eofl"ee and .apr. lallO
pt'OCurcd theM :IS I. worth of dolMt, whicb I sent from Dublia, of excellcat Cluility, wbieh
...ere faithfullJ: distributed amongst tbem. 1 cannot account for the statemfOQts made by
the t ...o i"dir.dual. mentioned. I ~I not in the country myself al tbe time of their depulure: but I t,;,sl the Commi!lsioncts, from the undoubted (acts stated, win -cree "itb _
in thinking tllat ( acted libenlly towards them.
The total.tlm expended and lost to me in rent "U ccrWnly not leu thla tool
'I1teIc poor ~tUI'H were all in the greatest poyert)', and 11W11 o( tLCIIl must iDeYitably
have
from stanation had
remained iu Ireland.
It IS tOeally antrue that. aoy indindaal wcnt out otherwise than yohla~ril1. U e"trt
(amil,.Weft lelt to their 0W1l free-";". The ?fl"er -:as made to every teDmt 'O,n bOtIa estatea,
..110 (stnce tlte loss of the potllto) thought their holdIngs too small to grow fooa (or tltcm' and
those who rcatained, and did lIot wish to em~te, ha...e in no instance been distariled by me
in the Iligfttest degTee.
, n.e «en.nta appeared most gratef"l for ...hat bad been dooc for them" aad the act was
anir_"y considered I I In enmple to other landlord., and ooe o! tbe' InOIt geauoas
dtanc~.
:
In coDcluPolt, ( ",'Ould most rn~tI'Qlly Itatc!, that wbere a IlUtdcd ptoprietor _tributes
the la~ a:noaal I hare dORe; in t1!" . inlunce, for the purpoae of CII,bhng the ~tute ~
to escape death f"rom llarfttion, It IS not tno milch to expect th., expenditure of a feW'
'shilliar on eacb paaper ~ the part of Her Majesty'. Goy~mment, .. their eontri.
&utioa to plue these honest but distressed. subjects at Once ill a loeaJity where. It,. their
indu.try,.11 their WIIIts may be instantly sUp'phed.
W~ld not this hue Wen nearly I I spe-!dIIYlccomplishcd for the poor ItOllC<Utter b a
(~ ...~gc in ~ Iteamer,( ..It_ .ar:es It 5.: or IS •• dli'y Would ,peedil, ha~ proCu~
lum ~PPtness bltherto unkno",'n), as wal ~eupied by the mlltistrate in tsking antnUlful
dcposatioos from Ineb poor creatures, IU erery ,..ay 'calc:ulated to create cliteonleat
aad wben COGtlllullic:ated by thern to ~bcir frieDd. in Irelaad (aldlOagh p:erioallly weli
contented>. likely to lead to.oalnge of the worst desCription, aad tho COIIIl'letely fnmnte all
(atare e~orta of tJ.c mosl h~..llllndlonil to promote further emigRtion '-laiel. I bcline
.n9~I?",bly to be the chief soaree ...e hne to look to for tile y-.r existence o( bo t
two m ....onl of our poor fellow-c:reaturcs.,
--J
I U
I ~ to I'I!fer tbe Connmiuioners to the request, contained ia my leUe" dated th ath r
"tareb and lIIe J tth "f July, r~lati,'e ~ the destitute .tate of the poor emi nll.!at oa~ •
Ind from the .tatements made In Parl,ament and tile report made by th!"'
Comm"
'
I.~ year to both. n~ses ~y CORlmaltd "f
Majest)', I' to the assistance to be ..~;::e::
~Ignats on thClr .mrlllD C.nada, r entertained 110 doubt ",hateYer tlllt th '~Id be
I"·~ f~ of cost to tbcmsch'cs "'~rC! eotpl"Ylttent "'....""ndillt; and dd. at tltc;nost trill' "
addition "y the Go,el1l1nent to the 5 •• Ite:&d Inoney "hich their <rIficer n:c:ei"«d frvm lilt':n...
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p'rclon the laLert,,! haYe taken in rrecI1.~xprcssin, n,y
.ubject,
:~
;

I I,ue, It.e.
(sit;~)

.

:

~t CoililU,

IC. D.

To Samnel "'alcott, Esq.,
It.e.lLc. &e.
S«retuy, Colonial Emigration Comlllission~s,
It.e.lt.e.lt.e.
.
I hue delayed this n:ply aome days, expcctin:t a letter from ml agent; n:specting tl.e (wo
ca~ noti~, which I hue not yet receh-ed: [hope, howeTer, III a day or two to fnt'W&rd
all particulars.
MerriorHqua~,

Sir,

Dec. 24, 18·n.

I BEG to ft'rwvd the accompanying aflida";u respecting the two tenants; Hugh Reilly bel
D7"'n Prior, whose depositions you fonrvded to me on the loth instanl
haYe to requeSt you wiu he co JtOOCI as to .ubn,it the documents I now aend togetJ,er
'
",ith my letter of yesterd.y, to the Commissioners.
Commissioners ,.;11 at oace aee the jasCice of my observations of yeaCeniay in refecence
to d,e untrutbfUI statements made.
It will be IeeII that Reilly was not only aot desti~ute, but had at least sill: pounds in hi.
pos.wssion whicb he recei ..ed for a cow be told, It.e., and fl,at l,e badgood elotlles in hi, box,
ald'oogh he "'ore the bad for efrect, aad alao that he had Reyer paid me any reat. These
undoal;ted facta should open the eyea of the CoauaissiOaers to iral_itioD.
.
It will also be seen that Prior had heen treated with the utmost ltind-, hll't'iag beea made
a present of. eow, and had his ground cropped, and that his tltatemeat was trWy fabe..

.'"he

I am, Ice.
(sigaeil)

Rt».:rl CollW.

Couoties of Caftn and FerDlaaagh, to wit.
. HwgA Qui", of Gannery. county Fcrmanagb, ClIme befon! me, one of lIer Majeaty'.
Justices of the Peace for nid counties, aod baYing been da'y awora 011 the Holy EftDgeliets,
deposeth and Ailh, that be bas read an .flidayit atated Co hue beetl mild., by OtiC Hugh
Reilly, late of Agherulr, county of Fermanagb, beron! Robert 8y_, Esquire, of Quebe<::
.nd depoacnt ~dmits that ""id'n~h Reilly mij!ht hue been Cold that ..ole.. be cue up
his I.nd he could not he contioued 00 the n!lief list. aa aueb ~gulationa were adopted and
acted na by relief committees thnIQghoot the kmgdoa', Undf'f the ditec:li<>n of the GOYerDmc:nt Inspectors; but deponent solemnly deaie. tbat he un held OIlt a threat of aay kitld
whatsoenr, or made any olrer to raid R<illy to induce I:im to giTe up hi. land, which coo.i.ted of about four acres of partl, reclaimed mOllo~in or~, IIJId f~r ,..hich Aid Reilly
neYer, to the best of this deponealllitnowledge or behef, pa"! ooe .hal'ng 0( teat, but m..y
bue got credit ·for • IlDall amonat of W'f'lk done (or Dr. Coll,ns.
That ..id Hu~b Reilly came to depoaeot, aud most earae.tly besought lIil1l fo illterfen!
for bim with c..ptain Denison, and induce hilll Co permit Rid Reilly aaa ralllily to proceed
"ith the other emi..r:ants from Dr. ColliDs' property, Ind, Oil his l'eCIucat beiag poted,
Reilly ap~ared m;;' graler~l.
That Mid lIeilly ..as permitted to fell hi. stode, ccmsiating of a cow aad two goab, also
all bis furniture, lite. &:c., .nd, to the best of this deponent'l kaowled~e, iofunnatioD aad
belief, Reilly must ba-e bad at 'cut .i% pound" wheo be .ailed ill die Ililp .. Superior" from
the quay of Londonderry, .ad that hie .utement of total deatitatioll ia'a filbricalion.
Deponent declares that it ia totally Ql1tnJe that he promised Mid Reilly &boca for hi...ife,
or made ao! promiEe wba(eY~r of ~Iothing for ~ther himself or famny; aad that be " ..
well a,..re tbat, although laid Reilly trayclled In ""om-oot, patched dolL!:!', thaC be had
a good nit in \,i. box; aad that fSid R.ellly ~ha"ed mo;st improperly' 011 the way from
against
BaJlyconael to Derry, be and another LaYIDp: exCI~ the ~Itld. of c;ertai,!'
deponent .nd hi. party, and that lie had much dllficalcy 10 proc:cedmg WIth the emigrP.llu,
as uid Rcilly .... anxiou. 10 nise a riot (1D the road, IlDd 1irult up tbe ~rty, by getting
this deponent and othera beaten. Deponcntdeaies chllt it is true that .aid Reilly'. children
""ete in the .ta~ represented Ly him,.nd that he, this deponent, C&I!Ied to be C!Ooyeyed to
Londonderry, and ('ulon hoard the t'Superior" the bed and bedding of said Reilll••• well a.
of aU the od.er emi~n", 1 bat depooent I'royided for the W11I" of the em.gnnt..., alld .
put on board the" Superior" a Fuffic:ieat fupply f~r ten wee" far etch of Galen .nd Indi.n
meal, tbe ".tter ha"ing bt-en pro"ided by the diffi:tion of Mr. Cooke, to whom the .. Su~rioc'"
belonged, Ind "ho told this def-Oaent Ihat aU of Dr. Collias' emi(Enoll had been .ullic:iendy
proyided witb .ea ..t.ores, consietinr:: o( (ea, .ugar, pork, in .ddition to _I, It.e. Ice.
• D.eponent declares that Slid Reil!y h •• bee.D thro,.gh life. disc:o,,~oted, camplaio;n"
III~h'posed Jlenon, and thaI, (rom
condact In the town of Stnh.aw, be ,.•• 'ppreben.i\,e
that he would hue rCC'!i~ed pe.rcon,l inj~?" and ."'" .ohlilted to thre.w. him and oCher.
to I,and them oyer to the polICe authOrities, ",·hlClt lortunltel), were aear, and preYentod
•
further di.turbaace.
(aigaed)
HI/g4 Quilt.
Talten and acltnowledged hefore me, thi. 21St day of December, at Sallyconoel
Ireland, ill ti,e yeu of our Lord t8CT.
•
('is;ned)
J osepA DelllseJlI, , ....

peI_'

b,.
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FdrTtll K~.._. of Kenl:~n, county of Leitrim. came before me. one of lIer Ptfajcsty',
Jllstice. of the Peace for aid countiH. and haring been duly "yom on the lIoly Enngelists,
d('poscth that the .lIiduit m::lde by Dryan Prior. lale or Curnghturtry, countl of LCitrim.
is. foc the most ,,:art, ,,;thout found.tion. That ..id Prior h.d not fat'e acl'ell :of land to
surrender the poss.ession 0(. bat only a&ollt three. rent (or whieh, (or ccycral ~ears, lie h.d
neyc:r p::Iid. althou:;h the utmost klnOness had been extended to I,im by hUlng his land
croprcd for hi",: .Iso. b,. r:i~in.. him a cow with the Ilope of betterio, llis condition; but
th.t anl eft'ort to en.ble htm t: better hOs condition r.iled, .nd that •• id Prior ...d m.de
m.ny .pplications for • passage to Quebec, without saccess, and that it _. only on the
momin: of the da,. when tbe emigrant......rted for Londonderry. that he, this deponecat.
eonsented te aUow oid Prior to prOceed, he haring preyiously decl.red, if refused, he would
.t .11 hazar,,' follow the .... the ('mignnts, to !.oncIOIIClerry. in the ho~ of geUing • p....ge.
Th.t it is totally untrue thal P.lr. Uenison had made any promise ",h.teyer to '::Iid Prior,
that on Itiyin'" up his land he would reeeiye immediate relief; but th.t the Relief CocuDlitlee
of the distc~t with the Committee of Finance and Go'emmc:nt Inlpector had made
themselye~ acqu::Iinted with the condition of each claimant, aad according to their condition
and me.ni. anil the quantity of land beld by each, struck many off their lists: aad that
deponent is ....cc. bC"in{ a member of that co,,!mi«.ee himself, that Mr. Benison h.d·
interfered in his bebalf With the comDlittee. That the possession or Aid Prior'. laad was
forced upon this deponent, _net oal, takea .t the urgent reqaest of Prior by this depoaent
on the morning tbe em~Dts left for Londoadcny. That deponeut slates. tllat the family
of Prior "as pat apon the relief Jist, aad bate siace (oae ilato the workhouse.
(signed)
Farrf!U K _ _•
Takea and acknowledged before me, this 21lt u1 of December 1841, at Ball .....ane!
Ireland.
.
J-•
(cigaed)
JowpA
I.P.

&.t,-,
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